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ABSTRACT

This case study of citizenship education and pedagogy within the post-16 sector of a nondenominational voluntary grammar school in Northern Ireland used individual and group
interviews to investigate the views of teachers and students in relation to the content, design
and implementation of prospective programmes of citizenship education. These interviews
were also used to evaluate the level of support (amongst both teachers and students) for the
inclusion of citizenship education within the post-16 school curriculum. The students were
asked to articulate their opinions on the most effective pedagogical strategies that teachers of
citizenship education courses can use in order to attract and engage post-16 students. An
eight-session pilot programme of citizenship education (PPCE), designed and delivered by
the researcher, was employed to examine the opportunities that such programmes can offer
post-16 students to become actively involved in critically informed debate and discussion.
An in-depth evaluation is provided of the discussion-based methods of teaching and learning
that were a central facet of this PPCE, both from the perspective of the researcher and from
the large cohort (87) of post-16 students who participated in the programme. This evaluation
is based on substantial empirical evidence, and is placed within a theoretical framework that
includes the work of Jerome Bruner, Howard Gardner and Jurgen Habermas. This study
showed that the majority of the teachers and students interviewed within the case study
school expressed support for the introduction of a citizenship education course within the
school curriculum. The overwhelming majority of students who volunteered for the PPCE
offered emphatic backing for the introduction of a citizenship education course that employs
student-centred, discussion-based teaching and learning methods. Indeed, the study
demonstrated that the use of student-centred, discussion-based pedagogy provides an
environment in which post-16 students can become enthusiastic and highly competent
participants in a citizenship education course. This study makes clear that with the support of
teaching staff, senior management, and in particular the students, a course of citizenship
education can be made available within the post-16 curriculum that seeks to encourage
students to foster deeper understanding of social, political and cultural issues. This type of
course can help to create an ethos of schooling and education that is a strong basis for the
promotion and development of reflective, critical and informed democratic citizens.
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INTRODUCTION
Citizenship education has a long history of marginalisation within the school curriculum in
the United Kingdom. Post-16 students, in particular, have been denied the opportunity to
engage in the discussion of salient political, social and cultural issues. Despite the
problematic political and social situation in Northern Ireland, no attempts have been made to
establish a framework within which school students in the post-16 sector can become
involved in critical analysis of citizenship issues. This study begins with an examination of
both historical and recent developments in citizenship education within the UK. This is done
through a review of the literature pertaining to citizenship education in the UK during both
the 20th and early 21st century. Several key reports are detailed, including the Crick Report
(1998), the Post-16 Citizenship Advisory Group Report (2000), and the work of the Council
for the Curriculum, Examinations and Assessment (CCEA) in Northern Ireland.

There is then an attempt to chart a history of the development of student-centred interactive
pedagogy from Jean-Jacques Rousseau to Howard Gardner. Many theories are considered,
including the communicative action theory of Jurgen Habermas, in an attempt to construct a
strong theoretical framework for a detailed analysis of the empirical evidence collected as
part of this case study. The political and educational background to this study is also
discussed. A short political history of Northern Ireland is provided and a history of the
educational system in Northern Ireland is also offered. An in-depth consideration of relevant
case study research and an explanation of the research strategies that were employed as part
of this study are also provided. Indeed, full details of the qualitative techniques used within
the research are outlined, as is the rationale for the study and a list of the research objectives.
The attitudes of teachers and post-16 students in the case study school towards the possible
inclusion of citizenship education within the curriculum, and their views on the pedagogical
strategies which they would recommend as part of a citizenship education course, are
discussed within the context of a series of individual and group semi-structured interviews.
The study also seeks to evaluate an eight-session pilot programme of citizenship education
(PPCE) that was designed and delivered in the case study school by the researcher. This is
done from both the perspective of the teacher-researcher, and from that of the students, who

ix

completed detailed evaluation documents upon the conclusion of the pilot programme. This
evaluation is placed within an appropriate theoretical context that focuses primarily on the
theories of Jerome Bruner, Howard Gardner and Jurgen Habermas. The study concludes with
policy recommendations relating to the creation and implementation of a citizenship
education course for post-16 students within the case study school. It is hoped that these
recommendations will have transferable theoretical value for other educational institutions in
Northern Ireland involved in the provision of citizenship education at post-16 level.

x

CHAPTER 1

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

The history of political and citizenship education in the United Kingdom is provided within
this chapter as a means of creating a context for an investigation of citizenship education and
pedagogy (at post-16 level) in a non-denominational voluntary grammar school in Northern
Ireland. An exploration of the historical development of citizenship education within the UK,
although perhaps comparatively brief, provides a necessary framework for the discussion of
issues in citizenship education that are more pertinent to this research, both chronologically
(post-1998), and geographically (Northern Ireland). This chapter seeks to offer the reader a
context, in terms of the recent history of citizenship education in the UK, which can inform
all of the relevant themes and issues of this study. A summary analysis of developments in
citizenship education in the twentieth century within the UK is provided, followed by a
review of the literature on citizenship education since 1998. Fundamental to this review is a
discussion of the Advisory Group Report (or ‘Crick’ Report) ‘Education for Citizenship and
the Teaching of Democracy in Schools’ (QCA/DfEE, 1998). Acknowledging that the focus
within this study is on citizenship education in the post-16 sector, a detailed analysis is
provided of the Post-16 Citizenship Advisory Group Report (DfEE, 2000). Considerable
attention is also paid to citizenship education initiatives within Northern Ireland; in
particular, the attempts of the of The Council for the Curriculum, Examinations and
Assessment (CCEA) to construct its own version of citizenship education (in co-operation
with the University of Ulster) for implementation within post-primary schools at Key Stages
3 and 4. The important work that is being done by non-governmental organisations in
relation to citizenship education is also discussed. Selections of key international projects on
citizenship education that have involved the UK are also examined. Within this chapter there
is a particular emphasis on the recent history of citizenship education in the UK, particularly
ideas and developments within Northern Ireland.

1

Developments in citizenship education pre-1945

Lawton (2000) argued that there were many attempts by various groups in the early 20th
century to ensure that some form of citizenship education was catered for in the school
curriculum. The Moral Instruction League, that later became the Civics and Moral Education
League after the First World War, was one such group. Its concept of citizenship education,
as implied by its name, was concerned with the preservation of high moral standards among
schoolchildren. Lawton (2000) argued that by the 1930s the Civics and Moral Education
League had almost totally disappeared. The rise of European fascism prompted fears that
young people in the UK would be seduced by the lure of totalitarianism. Fascist dictatorships
had gathered political and social momentum in both Italy and Germany. In an era when many
ordinary unremarkable European citizens were becoming enthusiastic advocates of
demagogues such as Hitler and Mussolini, some Britons were justifiably concerned about the
spread of extremism. In 1934, The Association for Education for Citizenship was formed, by
what Lawton (2000: 10) described as “a group of progressive educators”. Despite having the
support of such notables as William Beveridge, their push for direct citizenship training as
opposed to indirect citizenship education through the teaching of general school subjects
never attracted a high level of support. This was despite the crises of democracy that were
becoming apparent in areas of mainland Europe. Both Davies (1999) and Lawton (2000) are
agreed in their view that the Association failed in attempts to achieve its objectives - arguing
that the area of citizenship education was almost entirely ignored within both the ‘Spens’
Report of 1938, and the ‘Norwood’ Report of 1943. Citizenship education was not given
explicit consideration within the Spens Report, although the concept of the duty of a
democratic state to foster freedom was discussed - “where schools lose their freedom, the
freedom of the individual citizen is in peril” (Great Britain, Board of Education, 1938: 151).
Much of the language and rhetoric used within the 1938 report appeared reactionary - this is
not unnatural, given that it was written over 60 years ago, in the social and educational
context of pre-war Britain. Much of its ethos was permeated by a desire to maintain a
tradition and social order that would perhaps be incongruent with 21st century ideas of social
equity. The British Board of Education also held the view that outside of the demands and
regulations of the state, local communities could impose a kind of de facto regulation on their
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members - encouraging and expecting everyone within them to subscribe to a government
defined version of the national democratic culture: “ there is the unformulated but very real
demand of the community that the young shall grow up in conformity with the national
ethos” (Great Britain, Board of Education, 1938: 148). Neither the ‘Spens Report’ nor the
‘Norwood Report’ offered any indication or expectation that citizenship education could
become a part of mainstream school education in the UK.

Post-war developments in citizenship education

When World War Two ended in 1945, the school curriculum and its re-design were not
priority issues. Economic regeneration was the main aim of the Labour government, and with
regard to education, the logistical problems of actually rebuilding schools and recruiting
teachers were of central importance (Lawton, 2000). The British Ministry of Education
continued to offer some level of support for the idea of citizenship education however. It
published two pamphlets, in 1947 and 1949, which dealt with the issue. The 1949
publication, in particular, ‘Citizens growing up’, outlined a view that good citizenship could
only be fostered through its explicit teaching within schools. The 1949 publication outlined
its view that “one essential purpose of education is to nurture the development of the future
democratic citizen” (Great Britain, Ministry of Education, 1949: 20). This was a definite
move away from the patrician ethos of the Spens report eleven years earlier. Indeed, the
language and tenor of the 1949 pamphlet could be considered, given the era in which it
emerged, relatively modem. There was still a fear reflected within the pamphlet that teachers
would attempt to introduce perplexing social and economic problems that were beyond the
reach of their students, but such anxiety seemed to be prompted by a genuine worry that such
debates would de-motivate the students, and as a result, damage the development of
citizenship education within schools. The somewhat progressive nature of this pamphlet can
perhaps be accounted for by the wholesale change in the British government in 1945. For the
first time, the British Labour Party enjoyed the benefits of a huge electoral majority. A
relatively young political party (formed only in 1900), its previous two periods in
government had been brief and troublesome. The 1945 election, however, witnessed a
revolutionary change in the British political landscape, and on something of a radical
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manifesto, Labour won 393 seats in the House of Commons - 61.4% of the popular vote, and
a government majority of 146 seats. The manifesto pledge on education had advised the
electorate that: “the great purpose of education is to give us individual citizens capable of
thinking for themselves” (British Labour Party, 1945).

This seemed to offer encouragement that citizenship education could become part of the new
educational mainstream, but the pamphlets published in 1947 and 1949 were the only
tangible steps made in this direction by the British Ministry of Education. Davies argued that
the 1949 pamphlet was narrow, and that its argument that a democratic society could only be
brought about through a return to old values of humility, service, restraint and respect was
“illogical” (Davies, 1999: 14). Yet such values, particularly the idea of respect - for oneself,
others and property - are important facets of new government proposals on ‘Education for
Citizenship’, as conceived in the Advisory Group Report of 1998 (QCA/DfEE, 1998). It is
perhaps unfair to suggest that the authors of the 1949 pamphlet were arguing for a return to
the social concepts that had underpinned an inequitable, elitist pre-war Britain. Indeed, it
could be argued that the pamphlet suggested that there were, in its opinion, people within the
teaching profession who were ready to “re-interpret the old and simple virtues of humility,
service, restraint and respect for personality” (Great Britain, Ministry of Education, 1949:
41). Such re-interpretation may have been a sound basis for constructing a school-based
programme of citizenship education. Unfortunately, as Lawton (2000) argued, these ideas
were only really approached with any enthusiasm by secondary modem schools.

The next decade, in terms of strengthening or advancing citizenship education in the school
curriculum, witnessed little further progress. However, in 1950 T.H. Marshall published
‘Citizenship and Social Class’, which Wilkins (2000: 15) described as “perhaps the most
significant extension of citizenship theory” in the 20th century. Marshall provided an
analysis of the historical development of citizenship that was separated into three strands civil, political and social. Marshall (1950) argued that democratic citizenship was something
that had emerged in Britain over three successive centuries. Each century witnessed the
growth of a different element of citizenship. Each of these different elements related to the
extension of various forms of individual rights, which afforded citizens protection from both
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authoritarianism, and from economic hardship (Beck, 2000). The civil element of citizenship
was the product of the 18th century, and was concerned with individual liberty - freedom of
speech and freedom of religion, and the right to equality before the law.

The political

element of citizenship, comprising the basic democratic rights that enabled citizens to
exercise influence over the way in which they were governed, developed in the 19th century
(although for women not until the 20th century). These rights included freedom of expression
and association and the extension of the franchise to all citizens. The social element of
citizenship, which became established in the 20th century, included the idea that citizenship
in Britain should include a universal entitlement to welfare. This offer of limited economic
and material security for all citizens was argued by Marshall (1950) to be a full right of
democratic citizenship. For Marshall (1950), such minimum provision of welfare was
necessary for citizens in order that they could effectively exercise their other rights of
citizenship (Beck, 2000). Marshall (1950) argued that there was a deep need for social
citizenship to repair the damage of social division and inequality, which he argued had in part
been generated by the “logic of capitalist economic production” (Beck, 2000: 132). Marshall
(1950) also argued that the social element of citizenship could function as a unifying
influence, conferring dignity upon all citizens irrespective of social class. Evans (2000: 158)
stated that Marshall’s approach to citizenship emphasised “individual freedom, rights to
participate in the exercise of political power and the right to share to the full in the social
heritage”.

In 1959, the Crowther Report was published by the British Ministry of Education, but it was
“largely silent” (Davies, 1999: 14) on the issue of citizenship education. The Newsom Report
of 1963, another British Ministry of Education publication, seemed sensitive to the negative
effects of ignoring citizenship education within schools, but neglected to offer an in-depth
consideration of the issue, or any initiatives for its inclusion as part of the school curriculum.
This period coincided with a long spell of unbroken Conservative rule. The Conservative
Party occupied government office from 1951 until it was defeated in 1964 by a slim Labour
overall majority of five seats in the House of Commons.
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The 1960s were a time of great social and political change. The proliferation of television
meant that ordinary people were more tuned in to what was happening in their nation and in
the wider world. The Cold War, the threat of nuclear holocaust, and the war in Vietnam all
became pressing political issues during this decade. There was, though, a continued hiatus in
the action that the British government was taking to incorporate some form of citizenship
education within the school curriculum. Although the Association for the Teaching of Social
Studies had been set up in 1963, and the Council for Education in World Citizenship
continued to promote citizenship issues, there was still no comprehensive attempt to address
the lack of formal citizenship education in British schools. Indeed, Frazer (1999: 06) has
reported that research in the 1960s and 1970s in Britain revealed “ Tow’ levels of interest and
knowledge about contemporary political and economic problems among school students”. In
1967 the British Department of Education and Science (DES) outlined its opinion that
subjects such as History were the natural forums for the consideration of citizenship
education within schools. It rejected the idea of an explicit programme of citizenship
education (Davies, 1999). Beck (2000) argued that in the mid-1960s the development of
comprehensive secondary education provided an impetus for an expansion of education in
the social studies field - with new CSE and GCE syllabuses in subjects like Politics,
Sociology and Social Studies. However, these subjects were typically only optional and there
was little widespread support for universal citizenship education (Beck, 2000). Citizenship
education, therefore, had still not become a major feature of the UK educational system. It
had been periodically considered, but on every occasion the government seemed to repudiate
the rationale for teaching the subject explicitly within British schools. Davies (1999: 15) has
argued that before 1969, any citizenship education that did take place in the school was
“almost exclusively for elite students...and was based around acquiring information for the
purposes of doing well academically and preparing for high-status professions”. It is possible
to argue that this kind of elitism was incompatible with the notion of a democratic society
based on concepts of equality and pluralism. The Politics Association was formed in 1969
and was active, but at this stage it was concerned more with the teaching of ‘A’ Level
Government and Politics, than attempting to devise or campaign for a discrete package of
citizenship education for implementation in schools.
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The Programme for Political Education (PPE)
The lowering of the age of majority to 18 in 1970 began, for the first time, to bring electoral
politics directly to the classroom. Some sixth formers were now of formal voting age, and
preparing for democratic participation. Opponents of citizenship education could no longer
construct a simplistic argument that politics and issues of citizenship were irrelevant to
school students. Research into political socialisation (Connell, 1971) rejected the idea that
politics was a subject that children knew nothing about. Davies (1999) concluded that as a
result of this research, there was an acceptance that citizenship education would have to be
addressed. This would necessarily involve the exploration of political issues within the
classroom, and the first conception of a discrete programme of citizenship education had
political literacy at its core. The Programme for Political Education (PPE) had supporters
who forged important links with the Politics Association, and received support from the
Hansard Society. A notable academic within the ranks of that organisation was Professor
Bernard Crick. Crick acted as co-author, with Porter (1978), of the most important reports on
political literacy during this period.

The PPE was more advanced than any previous citizenship education initiatives, and it
attempted to expand the parameters of ‘politics’ beyond tightly defined ideas that were based
on the fundamental importance of the British Constitution. As well as knowledge about
political institutions and government, PPE encouraged teachers and students to value the
skills of discovery and critical analysis that were key to the study of politics and citizenship
education. PPE did much to develop the concept of citizenship within schools, but its limited
impact was probably an unfortunate consequence of the instability of the Labour
administration in 1978/79. The Labour government of this period extracted the full five
years of its tenure in office, after an unconvincing general election victory in 1974, when it
was returned to office with an overall Commons majority of just three seats. This was the
second general election of 1974, after Wilson’s party had failed to win an overall majority
some months previously, and was left in the invidious position of having to form a minority
government. Thus, the Labour government of 1974-79 certainly did not command the type of
popular support that the Blair administration, for example, has enjoyed. When Margaret
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Thatcher and the Conservatives defeated Labour under Callaghan in 1979, PPE initiatives
were afforded less respect, and were treated with suspicion by the new government (Lawton,
2000). Despite receiving some level of legitimacy (the explicit support of the Inspectorate,
for example) PPE was not implemented within schools. The ‘New Right’ in the Conservative
government had an altogether different conception of citizenship education - both its possible
content and its place within schools - and PPE was therefore abandoned.

In Scotland things were different. Given their separate educational legislation, the Scots had
introduced ‘Modem Studies’ into the school curriculum in the 1960s and 1970s as an
amalgam of History and Geography, and it has evolved into a mainstream curricular subject
in Scotland. It draws concepts from politics and sociology, and it is now taught in over 80%
of schools at some level (Maitles, 1998). From 1993 to 1996 there were more presentations at
‘higher’ level (the university entrance qualification) in Modem Studies than in History or
Geography (Maitles, 1998). The content is laid out by the Department of Education
(Scotland) at both Standard Grade (taught in the third and fourth year of secondary school)
and Higher Grade (although there is much more scope for choice at Higher Grade). The
popular topics for study within the course at S1/2 (the first years of secondary school), which
has no proscribed content, include: rights and responsibilities, representation, unemployment
and poverty, and housing and homelessness. Maitles (1998) has argued though, that there is
not universal acceptance of this type of citizenship education within schools in Scotland.
Nevertheless, the subject has become a valuable part of the curriculum in Scotland, and has
managed to achieve not only academic respectability but also mainstream acceptance.

Single- Issue Political Education Initiatives
In England and Wales in the 1980s, single-issue politics were back in vogue, with many
issues to the fore - in particular the environment. Race also became a predominant issue in
British politics and education for the first time. Riots in Brixton in 1981 propelled race
relations to the forefront of the British political debate. New education initiatives focused on
the primacy of anti-racist education - a distinctive move away from the multi-cultural ideas
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of the 1970s. The advocates of anti-racist education deserved credit for recognising that
racism was becoming an increasing problem in British society, and realising that as a key
agent of political socialisation, the school had a big part to play in ensuring that such racism
was stamped out. Such single-issue initiatives and groups involved “creative teachers”
(Davies, 1999: 18) who were keen to provide resources and support for the new programmes.
None of these ideas (anti-racist, environmental, peace studies) received firm government
support however, and the fragmentation of those who pressed for these types of issues to be
included in the school curriculum worked against them. The movements lacked overall
coherence, and they were perceived by the Conservative government to be suggesting an
unacceptable level of social and political change (Davies, 1999). The news media, especially
the right-wing tabloids, were quick to attack local education authorities that worked to
include these single-issue political education initiatives (such as Peace education in
Manchester) in schools. Sections 44 and 45 of the 1986 Education Act (Number 2) prohibited
schools from engaging in ‘political activity’, and required that teachers should provide a
balanced and unbiased explanation of opposing views on political issues. The single-issue
political education initiatives had failed to capture mainstream political support.

The National Curriculum
The 1988 Education Reform Act (England and Wales) included a National Curriculum for
the first time. It was founded on the value of traditional subjects, and thus the opportunities
for citizenship education were limited. The National Curriculum Council (NCC), however,
did recommend in 1990 that citizenship education should be made one of five mandatory
cross-curricular themes. Citizenship education had at last been offered official curricular
recognition, although it was far from satisfactory for proponents of the subject. Lawton
(2000: 11) described the position of citizenship education, as outlined by the NCC in 1990,
as “a non-statutory, optional part of the school curriculum: the statutory requirements of the
seriously overloaded National Curriculum pushed out non-statutory suggestions such as
citizenship”.
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In Northern Ireland, the direct rule administration simply translated its package of
educational reform into a Northern Ireland context, with special provision that acknowledged
the unique nature of the social, cultural and political situation. Education for Mutual
Understanding (EMU) was a bi-cultural programme of education aimed at informing each
section of the divided community in Northern Ireland about the other - attempting to undo
the sectarianism and polarisation endemic in Northern Irish society. EMU developed out of
informal attempts by both non-denominational and denominational schools to organise joint
activities in the 1980s. Throughout the 1980s such initiatives remained a voluntary element
within the curriculum, and as such, whilst some schools actively involved themselves in
trying to foster this type of programme, many others did not make any effort at all (Dunn and
Morgan, 1999).

The 1989 Education Reform (NI) Order, however, “included a range of measures which
institutionalised Education for Mutual Understanding” (Dunn and Morgan, 1999: 142). The
new statutory curriculum made provision, as it did in England and Wales, for a number of
cross-curricular themes. Both EMU and a theme entitled Cultural Heritage were designed to
deal with the history and traditions of the two political communities in Northern Ireland, and
were required to be included in the curriculum for all school students between the ages of 4
and 16. Dunn and Morgan (1999: 145) have argued though that in many schools “the subject
has limited priority and relatively low status”. There has also been an amount of ideological
resistance to the inclusion of these themes in the school curriculum from both sides of the
political divide. Some nationalists and republicans argued that it represented an attempt by
the British government to reconcile the nationalist people of Northern Ireland to partition,
and to some unionists and loyalists EMU signified part of an overall strategy by the British to
push the unionist people into a united Ireland (Dunn and Morgan, 1999). In 1998 CCEA and
the Department of Education (NI) began to move tentatively towards the introduction of
citizenship education in schools based on concepts of diversity, tolerance and justice within a
wider social and political context than that which was being offered within the cross
curricular themes of EMU and Cultural Heritage.
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The cross-curricular themes of the new National Curriculum were often ignored in England
and Wales, due in part to the number of statutory elements that were required in the
curriculum that “meant that few schools had either the time or energy to pay much attention
to citizenship education” (Beck, 2000: 128). Evans (2000: 160) argued that citizenship
education was only “nominally present” in the National Curriculum and that the cross
curricular themes were marginalsied within the “strongly framed National Curriculum
subjects”. Aside from logistical concerns, schools also had little idea of what ‘citizenship
education’ actually meant. This lack of conceptual clarity made it more difficult for teachers
of different school subjects to try and make concerted and focused efforts to include
citizenship in their lesson, as a cross-curricular theme.
During the 1990s, non-governmental organisations (the Institute for Citizenship, for
example) committed to the advancement of citizenship education within the school
curriculum continued to work hard to provide useful and interesting resources for teachers. In
terms of governmental initiatives, however, there was little activity. ‘Curriculum Guidance 8:
Education for Citizenship’ (NCC, 1990) was intended to provide the direction in which
citizenship education would be developed through the National Curriculum (Wilkins, 2000).
However, as Lawton (1995) argued, cross-curricular themes were hardly mentioned by the
Bearing Report of 1994, ensuring that schools remained unsure as to the best methods of
providing citizenship education within the curriculum. Furthermore, Wilkins (2000) argued
that the NCC version of citizenship was firmly rooted in the ‘active citizen’ ideology of the
Conservative administration. Wilkins (2000: 19) stressed that the idea of the ‘active citizen
was a “problematic concept” because in a neo-liberal New Right fashion it reduced the rights
of the citizen to the rights of the consumer. The Conservative government of the period
(1979-1997) was not ideologically predisposed towards the implementation of a discrete
programme of citizenship education within the National Curriculum. It was the election of
the Labour government in 1997 that reopened the debate on citizenship education. As
Wilkins (2000) argued, the regeneration of community was a key element of the new Labour
project. Shortly after taking office, the Labour government produced the White Paper
‘Excellence in Schools’ (1997), which outlined the need to strengthen the position of
citizenship education within the National Curriculum.
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‘Education for Citizenship and the Teaching of Democracy in Schools’: The Final
Report of the Advisory Group on Citizenship (1998)

There has been a flurry of activity in relation to citizenship education within the UK since the
publication of the Labour government’s white paper ‘Excellence in Schools’ in 1997. The
Advisory Group on Education for Citizenship, chaired by Professor Bernard Crick, presented
its Final Report, entitled ‘Education for Citizenship and the Teaching of Democracy in
Schools’ (QCA/DfEE, 1998), to the Secretary of State for Education and Employment in
September 1998.

The Group had been specifically invited by the Secretary of State to

provide advice on:

Effective education for citizenship in schools - to include the nature and
practices of participation in democracy, the duties, responsibilities and
rights of citizens; and the value to individuals and society of community
and activity (QCA/DfEE 1998: 01).
The Advisory Group Report (or ‘Crick Report’) blended elements of large-scale national
research with historical and conceptual analysis, as well as dealing with the logistics and
practicalities of implementing programmes of citizenship education within schools and
teacher training institutions. The main recommendations of the Crick Report have been
accepted by the British Government as an integral part of the review of the National
Curriculum in England and Wales.

The Crick Report provided not only a comprehensive conceptual analysis of what the
Advisory Group ‘meant’ by citizenship, but also made suggestions as to the most effective
way of ensuring that the programme it had devised could be successfully implemented
throughout schools in England and Wales. The traditional suspicion of political education
within the UK ensured that the Crick Report attempted to establish a framework for
citizenship education that moved away from the standard input/output model of National
Curriculum subjects. Instead, a paradigm was devised that was based entirely on learning
outcomes, in an attempt to avoid accusations that the Advisory Group’s definition of
citizenship would be government manipulated. This was designed to allow a flexibility of
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approach in relation to the teaching of citizenship education, affording schools the
opportunity to alter teaching strategies according to established practice. It was also decided
that although citizenship education would be a statutory requirement of the post-primary
curriculum at Key Stages 3 and 4, its successful delivery would require no more than five per
cent of curriculum time (QCA/DfEE, 1998). The Crick Report recommended that effective
Education for Citizenship had to consist of three important strands: social and moral
responsibility, community involvement, and political literacy.

The idea that children should learn what constitutes socially and morally responsible
behaviour from an early age is, arguably, not so much revolutionary educational theory as a
reiteration of traditional conservative attitudes. However, in the apparent absence of a
definitive commitment to such values in society, the Crick Report argued that its importance
should be re-established within schools. The second strand, community involvement, was an
attempt to encourage young people to become good citizens through involvement in local
community initiatives, and voluntary groups. Evidence has suggested that membership of
young people’s organisations in the UK has fallen dramatically (Jowell and Park, 1997), and
the Crick Report placed clear emphasis on the need not only for young people to learn about
the community, but also to contribute to its stability. The chairman of the Advisory Group,
Bernard Crick, had criticised the Speaker’s Commission of 1990 (which drafted the
curriculum guidance for citizenship education as part of the National Curriculum) for
marginalising the relevance and importance of political literacy within citizenship education.
In the Crick Report, the significance and importance of political literacy, understanding and
action was emphasised. In the context of the UK, this has been a significant development. It
marked a clear commitment to the improvement of political knowledge and to helping young
people to acquire the skills and values that could be considered crucial to their contribution to
a democratic society. There was an implicit acknowledgement that young people were
central to the continued success of democracy.

The Crick Report drew “heavily upon Marshall’s three strands of citizenship: the civil, the
political, and the social” (Wilkins, 2000: 20). Like Marshall’s essay ‘Citizenship and Social
Class’ (1950), the Crick Report has also been described as of its time, representing what
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Wilkins (2000: 20) has described as the “Blairite model of citizenship”. The Crick Report
embraced a communitarian analysis, emphasising the importance of community involvement
and civic responsibility, and envisaging a key role for voluntary groups and organisations
within citizenship education (Wilkins, 2000). Arthur and Davison (2000: 22) believed that
this “communitarian agenda” for citizenship education requires “greater public debate and
scrutiny”. They noted (2000: 09) that whilst the Crick Report recognised that the “social
dimension of citizenship education was a precondition for both the civic and political
dimensions”, it concentrated largely on the importance of political literacy. Arthur and
Davison (2000: 22) suggested that the value of ‘social literacy’ as a key element of
citizenship education should be emphasised. They have defined ‘social literacy’ as a concept
that involves the learning of a series of social skills, and the development of a knowledge
base from which students can begin to understand and interpret a wide range of social issues
(Arthur and Davison, 2000).

It is possible to argue that the effectiveness of citizenship education in the UK is dependent,
to an extent, on teachers dedicated to its implementation and development. Those teachers,
unlikely to be social science experts in all of the schools, require extensive training. It is
possible to suggest that some teachers might express opposition to another curricular
initiative - particularly one that may demand that they acquire a new armory of skills and
ideas. The Crick Report acknowledged this problem. It devoted some of its recommendations
to the challenges that teachers would encounter, including a section on the implications for
the work of the Teacher Training Agency (TTA) in England (QCA/DfEE, 1998). The report
suggested that the key to effective education for citizenship lies in “recruiting the highest
quality of entrants to the profession and ensuring that training is well targeted to meet the
needs of teachers” (QCA/DfEE, 1998: 30). The Crick Report recommended that the Career
Entry Profile should be used to identify any problems in the area of citizenship education that
newly qualified teachers might have. With regard to in-service training, it was suggested that
teachers should be “encouraged and supported to take responsibility for their own
professional development” (QCA/DfEE, 1998: 31). The Crick Report also suggested that
more spaces should be allocated on PGCE courses of Initial Teacher Training to social
science specialists.
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The research has demonstrated (Kerr, 1999a and b; Wilkins, 1999) that despite the fact that
citizenship education has been a cross-curricular theme for some time in England (since
1990), knowledge of its provision has remained scarce, and application of its principles in the
classroom as an integral part of the curriculum has been virtually non-existent. It is possible
to argue that the recommendations of the Crick Report, in allowing citizenship education to
be attached to History, Geography or other curriculum subjects, could also cause problems in
terms of ensuring that there is clear and coherent provision of citizenship education in
schools. Research into the attitudes of PGCE students in England (Wilkins, 1999) confirmed
the suspicion that if the UK government is to successfully implement citizenship education in
schools, it must first address the problems of ignorance, disengagement and cynicism
amongst trainee teachers. One of the key findings of Wilkins (1999) was that there was
evidence of political disillusionment, ignorance, apathy and disengagement among PGCE
students. Although the majority of students surveyed were “positively inclined to fostering
‘good citizenship’ values” (Wilkins, 1999: 01), there was a minority who displayed attitudes
totally at odds with the promotion of tolerance, diversity and pluralism. As Wilkins (1999)
pointed out, the social and political attitudes of trainee teachers could be considered vital to
the stability and success of any programme of citizenship education. This suggests that
citizenship education could usefully incorporate a model for teacher education, with
particular emphasis on beginning teachers.

Wilkins (2000) also stressed that in the UK there has been skepticism amongst educators as
to the value of explicit courses of citizenship education. He suggested that the TTA in
England and Wales should take account of the National Curriculum 2000 Review,
considering the implications for teacher trainers and teacher educators of the government’s
requirement that school students should be equipped to play an informed, politically and
socially literate part in democratic society. Wilkins (2000: 26) argued that initiatives to create
more critically reflective teachers and curricula are contradicted by the National Curriculum
for Initial Teacher Training (NCITT), which outlines a set of “highly prescriptive” teaching
standards (or ‘competencies, as they are called in Northern Ireland). One of the major
implications of the QCA proposals, according to Wilkins (2000: 26), is that teacher
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education, and not just teacher training, is of central importance in producing “critically
reflexive teachers” who are both committed and able to educate critically reflexive school
students.

The Crick Report has provided the basis for the British Government’s introduction of
citizenship education (in England and Wales) as a statutory component of the revised
National Curriculum at Key Stage 3 and Key Stage 4. Specific and clearly defined learning
outcomes for these key stages were recommended within the Crick Report so that schools
could assess the provisions of citizenship education, and so that the subject could be
inspected by OFSTED (Wilkins, 2000). QCA has broadly accepted these recommendations,
but the learning outcomes outlined in the Crick Report have been modified to become
Programmes of Study. Schools are not required to run discrete courses in citizenship
education, and are free to develop their own methods of delivering the subject based on these
Programmes of Study devised by QCA. The initial guidance given to schools (QCA, 2000)
made it apparent that some definite form of identifiable provision of citizenship education is
required - but this can take the form of a separate course; part of a pastoral education
programme; or through cross-curricular co-ordination. QCA has been charged with
constructing statutory assessment arrangements for citizenship education at Key Stage 3 in
England and Wales. The main Examinations Groups (Assessment and Qualifications
Alliance, EDEXCEL, Oxford and Cambridge and RSA) in England and Wales have also
designed a GCSE (short course) in Citizenship Studies for students at Key Stage 4, which the
government has accredited for use in schools.

The Report of the Post-16 Citizenship Advisory Group: Citizenship for 16-19 Year Olds
In Education and Training (2000)

The issue of citizenship education in the post-compulsory education sector (post-16) was
beyond the remit of the Advisory Group on Education for Citizenship (1998). However, in
the Crick Report, the Advisory Group (QCA/DfEE, 1998: 64) asserted its support for “the
continuation of citizenship education as an entitlement for all students involved in post-16
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education”. A second Advisory Group, on Post-16 Citizenship, was therefore created,
charged with advising the government as to:
How, and in what form, the principles and aims of the citizenship order for
full-time compulsory schooling might be built upon to inform studies by all
16-19 year olds in further education and training (DfiEE, 2000:3).
It is important to note that the work of the Post-16 Citizenship Advisory Group applied only
to England. Prior to the publication of the report of the Post-16 Advisory Group on
Citizenship Education, Evans (2000: 157) criticised the lack of provision of citizenship for
students in the post-16 sector.

Learning for citizenship is almost invisible in post-16 education. Why does
education for citizenship disappear from the curriculum at the very stage at
which young people are becoming able to exercise full citizenship rights?
The Post-16 Citizenship Advisory Group outlined its view that the development of
citizenship education within the post-16 sector should not be continued in the form of a
common, unitary curriculum. It demonstrated a pragmatic stance in arguing that the statutory
provision of citizenship within the 11-16 curriculum, whilst offering a firm base for the
extension of the subject into the post-16 sector, cannot “in itself’ (DfEE, 2000: 03) provide a
sufficient framework and structure that serves the interests, aspirations and experiences of
students at post-16 level. It also argued that young people should be encouraged to
demonstrate a concern about public affairs, and also learn the “skills, knowledge and
attitudes that make individuals effective in working with and for others” (DfEE, 2000: 04).
The Group suggested that citizenship education amongst young people has a responsibility to
focus on issues of political and social concern, as well as those of economic interest.
Ensuring equality of opportunity and working against discrimination in any form was argued
to be a key duty of citizenship (DfEE, 2000: 04). In addressing the ‘Importance of
Citizenship’ (DfEE, 2000: 12), it was recommended that students in the post-16 sector should
be afforded the opportunities to learn about rights and responsibilities, and that they should
be encouraged to cultivate an understanding of how democratic society functions.
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It is possible to argue that the Post-16 Citizenship Advisory Group placed emphasis on the
importance of establishing a programme of Citizenship Development that can facilitate an
ongoing process of social transformation.

We recognise that the social and political culture of the country has
changed, is changing, and will continue to change. Our aim, therefore, must
be to ensure that the young adults of today understand how those changes
impact upon them, and how they can help to shape the changes that are yet
to come (DfEE, 2000: 13).
The Post-16 Citizenship Advisory Group made three key recommendations, which were
presented in Section 2 of its Report (DfEE, 2000: 07). Firstly, that citizenship education
should be established as a ‘Key Skill’. Secondly, that all of those students in the “first phase
of post-compulsory education and training” should be entitled to the “development of
Citizenship”. Finally, that all young people in post-16 education or training should be
afforded opportunities to “participate in activities relevant to the development of their
Citizenship skills, and to have their achievements recognised”. In terms of the delivery of
‘Citizenship Development’ (as it was called within the report), the Post-16 Citizenship
Advisory Group concluded that it was possible to include the subject as an element within
other existing subjects, training courses or programmes of study, in “some cases as a required
component and in some cases optional” (DfEE 2000: 08). This flexible approach reflected
the problems of devising a feasible and workable programme of citizenship education within
the post-16 sector, in which there is a proliferation of courses, training schemes and
educational pathways.

Within the report, a ‘matrix’ of learning outcomes that the Post-16 Citizenship Advisory
Group believed could form an intrinsic part of Citizenship Development in the post-16 sector
was outlined (Appendix 1). These learning outcomes were centred on the acquisition of skills
and knowledge. The complexities of managing, delivering and maintaining a meaningful
programme of citizenship education at post-16 level meant that such a programme had to
differ from that which was offered at Key Stage 4. For young people, “Citizenship is
experiential, rather than, for those under 16, mainly formal” (DfEE, 2000: 14). Within the
report, there was a semantic shift in emphasis away from the importance of ‘teaching’
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citizenship, and a greater focus on the methods of students ‘learning about’, or
‘demonstrating an understanding of aspects of citizenship education. Citizenship education
became ‘Citizenship Development’, and teaching became ‘developing and demonstrating an
understanding of. This underlined an acknowledgement of the growing maturity of students
in post-16 education. This focus on the rights of the students could be considered a bold and
praiseworthy move, in particular the assertion that the individual experience of each and
every student should be fundamental to the design of learning programmes that can meet
their specific needs. The importance of student preference in relation to the varied learning
styles that students require to fulfill their learning objectives was also acknowledged (DfEE,
2000: 14). In this context, the Post-16 Citizenship Advisory Group outlined its view that no
single package of Citizenship Development could be taught to all of the young people within
the post-16 sector (DfEE, 2000). Instead, a flexible programme was recommended, that can
be adapted to accommodate the needs of the students within the many different areas of the
post-16 sector. This flexibility was designed to allow for the implementation of citizenship
education according to the needs and conditions of various schools, colleges, and
workplaces.

It could be argued that the focus on participation, evaluation, empathy, and representation
within the Post-16 Citizenship Advisory Group report offers an excellent basis for the
introduction of a programme of citizenship education at post-16 level. The use of several
definitions of the role of the citizen as key facets of the matrix of learning outcomes is
perhaps a more contentious point. Advising teachers to assess students according to their
capacity to demonstrate their worth as a community member, consumer or taxpayer is
perhaps restrictive in both conceptual and wider educational terms. If the intention is to
celebrate and learn from youth, to foster the skills, values and knowledge of young people,
there is an undeniable need for a framework in which such a desire can be satisfied. To
construct this framework on the basis of learning outcomes, however, could mean that
institutions engaged in the provision of citizenship education might attempt to subscribe to
uniform methods of delivering it to students, with the intention of achieving the same end
product. It can be noted in making this point, however, that the proposals within the Post-16
Citizenship Advisory Group report were only recommendations that curriculum developers
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“might use as a basis for their work” (DfEE, 2000: 17). There has been no demand for
absolute conformity. The matrix represents a starting point for Citizenship Development, and
the Post-16 Citizenship Advisory Group has acknowledged that those who become involved
in designing learning programmes for citizenship education might use it in a variety of
different ways (DfEE, 2000: 21).

It was not recommended within the report that Citizenship Development should be a discrete
module within the post-16 sector. Instead, recommendations were made that aimed to ensure
that citizenship education becomes a meaningful Key Skill, and that it is an entitlement of all
young people in post-16 education or training. The Post-16 Citizenship Advisory Group
recommended a programme of Citizenship Development that was common to all institutions
within the post-16 sector, and provided a flexibility that it believed could benefit educational
providers and students in post-16 education and training. It was also made clear that
Citizenship Development could not be provided for simply as a by-product of other activities
(DfEE, 2000: 19). It was recommended that students who complete a programme of
Citizenship Development should be rewarded with appropriate recognition. This could take
the form of the development of Key Skill units for citizenship, the signposting of those skills
in other QCA specifications, the incorporation of citizenship skills into the vocational and
technical qualifications taken by young people, or the inclusion of citizenship units in
subject-based general programmes and specific academic programmes. For those who want
to pursue the study of citizenship education further, it was recommended that there should be
suitable provision made within the qualifications framework, such as a Citizenship Studies
‘A’ Level (DfEE, 2000). Following advice by the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority
(QCA), in 2001, the Secretary of State for Education and Employment introduced a
developmental programme of different projects to illustrate the principles and aims of
citizenship programmes of study for 16-19 year olds in further education and training. The
Learning and Skills Development Agency (LSDA) are managing these development projects.
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National Foundation for Educational Research (NFER) Citizenship Education Study

In 2002, NFER commenced an eight-year study that is designed to evaluate the impact of
citizenship education in schools and colleges in England (NFER, 2002). The first stage of
this study has involved the distribution of questionnaires to 7,500 students in secondary
schools and colleges throughout England that seek to assess their views on human rights,
politics, voting and elections, laws and responsibilities, different cultures and ethnic groups,
and the global community (NFER, 2002). The feedback given on these questionnaires forms
the first stage of the study. The aim of the study, which has been commissioned by the
Department for Education and Skills (DfES), previously the Department for Education and
Employment (DfEE), is to assess both the short-term and long-term effects of citizenship
education on the knowledge, skills and attitudes of young people aged 11-18. The study will
seek to collect data pertaining to how schools teach citizenship education, and will also
analyse student outcomes in order to evaluate which models of teaching are considered
effective (NFER, 2002).

The NFER plans to do this by carrying out a longitudinal survey in 75 schools
(approximately 11,250 students). Students will be surveyed during Year 7, Year 9, Year 11
and at age 18. The inclusion of students from the post-16 sector is a notable development in
this type of study. There will also be a cross-sectional survey every two years, with
questionnaires completed by approximately 2,500 students in Years 8, 10 and 12. For each
occasion on which the survey is conducted, a new sample of 300 schools and colleges will be
used. One tutor group (about 25 students) from each of these schools and colleges will
participate in the survey. In all participating schools, one senior manager and five teachers
will also be asked to complete questionnaires (NFER, 2002).

In addition to the surveys, the NFER project is also designed to incorporate a literature
review, and 20 case studies of schools. The study will also include school visits. These visits
will include in-depth interviews with teaching and management personnel, non-participant
observation of classes and student discussion groups. NFER hopes that the study will provide
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data that can be analysed in order to evaluate: students’ experiences of citizenship education;
development of citizenship skills and understanding as students move through secondary
school; and the changes in the perceptions of students throughout the study as citizenship
education becomes established within the school curriculum. In addition to the provision of
annual reports (detailing the progress and main findings of the study) for DfES during the
study, NFER will also provide a final report at the conclusion of the study. In addition, the
NFER will also seek to provide regular feedback to schools, and publish a series of
summaries on the emerging findings of the study (NFER, 2002).

Non-Governmental Organisations and citizenship education

Based in London, The Citizenship Foundation has an interest in citizenship education that
predates the current interest in the issue, having been founded in 1989. Its stated objectives
include developing understanding of the rights and duties of citizenship, the workings of the
political, social and legal systems and democratic processes. It has become a large
organisation, and has contributed extensively to the research basis in citizenship education by
funding experimental programmes of citizenship in schools and providing a wide range of
teaching materials and publications. Staff members at the centre have developed expertise
that they argue could be the focus of in-service training when Education for Citizenship
becomes part of the statutory curriculum. The Foundation has been hugely successful in
managing a range of non-govemment funded citizenship events for school students including
a Mock Trial Competition and the Motorola Youth Parliament.
In the context of citizenship education, other non-governmental organisations have also
played a very important role. The Council for Education for World Citizenship holds regional
events all over the UK, which usually take the form of mock UN Conferences, encouraging
students who do not study Government and Politics at ‘AS/A’ Level to become involved in
political issues. The Institute for Citizenship is another nationally influential non
governmental organisation committed to improving the standards of citizenship education. Its
stated aim is to promote more informed active citizenship and to improve the level of
participation in UK democracy. The Institute has developed and piloted a number of school
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based programmes of citizenship education, from Key Stage 1 to Key Stage 4, ranging from
the Infant Citizenship Project to the Youth Speak Out project. It has contributed significantly
to the research and development of citizenship education by demonstrating the range of
possibilities available to those who are committed to ensuring successful delivery of the
subject in schools. In its early evaluations, the Institute has reported great success and
definite improvement in the levels of understanding of citizenship in schools. These projects,
however, are under development, and are continually being updated. It would be harsh to
conclusively evaluate them yet.

Oxfam, a registered charity for famine relief, has also begun to take a huge interest in
educating the nation’s youth. It is deeply concerned that government and influential policy
makers have ignored the global problems of famine and debt, which particularly affect those
in the third world. The organisation’s ‘Curriculum for Global Citizenship’ was an initiative
that received praise from Crick’s Advisory Group. Oxfam framed a strong and focused
citizenship education curriculum of its own, founded on what it entitled “the key elements for
global citizenship” (Oxfam, 2000: 03). The tripartite conceptual approach that it utilised Knowledge and Understanding, Skills, and Values and Attitudes - allowed for considerable
flexibility and diversity. Oxfam argued that its ideas were built on good pedagogical practice,
and that many of the principles and ideas that it promoted were not radical. In encouraging
students to develop a range of skills such as critical thinking and the ability to argue
effectively, Oxfam has created a model of citizenship education that offers much in terms of
the three-strand approach recommended by the Crick Report (QCA/DfEE, 1998). The
‘Curriculum for Global Citizenship’ (2000) mapped out a programme for study from pre-Key
Stage 1 to post-16 level (Appendix 2).

International research

‘Citizenship Education: an International Comparison’ (Kerr, 1999c) was a thematic study
designed to enrich the International Review of Curriculum and Assessment Frameworks
Archive (INCA). The UK is undeniably directly affected and influenced by such
international comparisons in educational structures and initiatives. A central part of this work
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was to examine citizenship education as a core theme of educational practice within 16
different political and cultural environments - thus enriching both knowledge and
understanding in the UK of successful and feasible programmes of citizenship education
through meaningful comparisons with other countries. The list of countries involved in the
study included other key English speaking nations - the USA, Australia and Canada for
example, as well as important European partners of the UK - France and Germany. The
report also provided analysis of civic education in places like Hungary, Singapore and Korea.
Kerr noted that the rich “contextual information and analysis from those countries involved”
(Kerr, 1999c: 01) provided detailed insight into the practice of citizenship education in a
variety of settings, and also raised crucial questions about different aspects of citizenship
education. A fundamental part of this research was an invitational seminar in which
representatives from all the participating countries were invited to share opinions and ideas.
The findings of the report were encouraging for those attempting to promote the importance
of citizenship education within the UK curriculum, demonstrating the level of importance
and consequent development of the concept in an international context. In the report,
citizenship education was described as an “evolutionary process” (Kerr, 1999c: 03), and it
was suggested that in the modem educational era the idea of citizenship education within the
school curriculum should be afforded urgent consideration.

The crucial role of context was acknowledged within the report - that the approach to and
interpretation of citizenship education is very much dependent on the prevailing political
culture and traditions, and/or the attitude of the incumbent political administration. Whilst the
participants agreed that a successful programme of citizenship education in one country
could be the source of ideas for another, they also recognised that any model of citizenship
education should be adaptable to the unique historical, social and cultural traditions of each
individual country. The report concluded by acknowledging that all of its findings were
tempered by a recognition that there is only limited knowledge and understanding of what
actually happens in citizenship education in schools (Kerr, 1999c) There was a distinct
absence of systematic research in this area since the 1970s, and although the research base
has expanded, the report argued that it would undoubtedly be some time before effective
classroom and whole school practice filters through at international, national, school and
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classroom level (Kerr, 1999c). The challenges for citizenship education at every level remain
- but its position has been strengthened throughout the majority of the 16 countries that were
studied. Importantly, however, one of the exceptional cases that remained was England (and
the rest of the UK), where citizenship education had yet to establish a strong position within
the statutory curriculum.

In 2001, the National Foundation for Educational Research (NFER) published the
International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) report
‘Citizenship and Education at Age 14 - A summary of international findings and preliminary
results for England’. This research was carried out in partnership with the Department for
Education and Employment (DfEE). The study was two-phased and cross-national, and the
main objective was to comparatively examine the ways in which young people were prepared
to undertake their role as citizens of a modem democracy. The overall study from which this
summary was drawn involved 90,000 14-year olds, teachers and head teachers, in 28
participating countries (all of which were classified as democracies). The authors of the
report claimed that its findings at both international and national level would have very
important “implications for policy, practice and research in citizenship education”
(Kerr/Lines/Blenkinsop/Schagen, 2001:02). In the first phase of the study each country
completed a qualitative case study of developments in citizenship education. In the second
phase each country surveyed a representative sample of 14-year olds on a range of issues:

Their knowledge of civic-related content, their skills in understanding
political communication, their concepts of and attitudes towards citizenship
issues, and their actual and intended practices in this area
(Kerr/Lines/Blenkinsop/Schagen, 2001: 03).
The authors of the report argued that any comparison of the results for England with those for
the other participating countries should acknowledge that citizenship education had not yet
become a statutory part of the National Curriculum in England at Key Stage 3 or 4. The
primary reason for England’s involvement in the study was to try and cultivate an
understanding and awareness of how young people could be prepared for involvement in a
democratic society. The authors of the report hoped that the results of the project would
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provoke debate and discussion concerning the most effective way of developing citizenship
education in England.

In England, a total of 128 schools were involved in the study (3043 14-year-old students),
with a participation rate of 93%. The key findings of the study demonstrated that effective
citizenship education is a “complex process which involves the development of a variety of
citizenship dimensions” (Kerr/Lines/Blenkinsop/Schagen, 2001: 04). One of the findings
particularly pertinent to England included the discovery that over three quarters of students in
England said that they would vote in a general election. It was noted in the report, however,
that an expression of an intention to vote as adults at age 14 could not necessarily be
considered a predictor of actual future voting. In England (as with all of the countries) the
more that school students knew about the democratic process and government institutions the
more likely that they were to express an intention to vote as adults. However, students
throughout all of the countries involved in the study did tend to focus on the centrality of
voting as the most fundamental expression of democratic participation. Only a quarter of the
students surveyed in England agreed that they were interested in politics, and girls were less
interested than boys. England also featured as one of the countries below the international
mean on the ‘social movement citizenship scale’. Essentially, this meant that English school
students were not likely to approve of adults becoming part of local or national pressure
group type organizations - not particularly pleasing for those who might be trying to foster a
climate of political pluralism within England, and to a wider extent the UK. Students did
show support, however, for the idea that the government of the United Kingdom had
responsibilities to society. England was also one of the countries above the international
average on the ‘government responsible for society ’ scale. As regards gender issues, English
school students were found to be above the international average on the ‘women’s political
and economic rights scale’ in terms of their positive attitudes towards women being afforded
the same social, economic and political rights as men. Attitudes to immigrants were found,
though, to be below the international mean - perhaps a sign for policymakers in the UK that
that any course of citizenship education should address the controversial issue of race
relations.
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There was no evidence, however, that a nationalistic, patriotic culture might exist amongst
English students, as they were also below the international average on the ‘national identity
and patriotism’ scale (Kerr/Lines/Blenkinsop/Schagen, 2001). English students in the IEA
survey featured below those of newly democratised Eastern European nations such as the
Czech Republic in terms of their civic knowledge and the skills required to interpret
citizenship-related material (Kerr/Lines/Blenkinsop/Schagen, 2001). Whilst countries like the
Czech Republic and Poland should be congratulated for educational initiatives in citizenship
education that have produced such encouraging results, it is also possible to argue that
England, with its proud democratic tradition and heritage, should not fare so poorly in terms
of citizenship knowledge and skills. Perhaps because of a history of oppression and
totalitarianism, former ‘Iron Curtain’ countries are more inclined to ensure that their young
people develop an understanding of the central tenets of democracy, and acquire the
necessary skills for participation within a liberal democratic society. As regards the teachers
involved in the study, there was a consensus that citizenship education is an important and
valuable subject for students to be taught - and also support for its inclusion as part of the
formal school curriculum. There was no strong support, however, for the introduction of
citizenship education as a discrete subject. Rather, it was the view of the teachers surveyed
that citizenship education should be integrated with other subject areas in the curriculum
(Kerr/Lines/Blenkinsop/Schagen, 2001).

Citizenship education in Northern Ireland

Within Northern Ireland, recent developments in the area of citizenship education began with
a Society 21 Conference, held in 1998 in Belfast, which considered the role of citizenship
education in the Northern Ireland education system, and its possible inclusion in the revised
Northern Ireland curriculum. The conference participants concluded that citizenship
education should form an integral part of the curriculum review process. The focus of
citizenship in Northern Ireland has differed slightly to that of the rest of the UK. One of the
key aims of citizenship education, as envisaged by the Society 21 Conference, was to prepare
young people for a post-conflict situation - how to fully participate in a normal representative
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democracy. The conference participants also emphasised the need to improve community
relations, and foster cultural tolerance and respect.

Phase one of the Northern Ireland Curriculum review (May 2000), served to highlight the
possibility of fundamental structural inadequacies within the new initiatives for citizenship
education in Northern Ireland. In the Phase One Curriculum review document (CCEA
2000a), the Council for the Curriculum Examinations and Assessment (CCEA) outlined its
rationale for a programme of Education for Citizenship (only at Key Stage 3) in just two
paragraphs. It affirmed the need for young people to “become more aware of their
contribution to the effective functioning of democratic society in Northern Ireland, as well as
in a European and global context” (CCEA, 2000a: 18). Whilst CCEA (2000a: 18) argued that
its ideas for citizenship education formed a “discrete programme”, it was also stated within
an ensuing section of the report:

Many elements of the curriculum will make important contributions to
education for citizenship... Potential subject contributions to enhance
citizenship education will be clearly identified (CCEA, 2000a: 18).
CCEA opted for its own version of a three-strand approach, framing its ideas around three
key areas - Diversity/Interdependence, Equality/Justice, and Democracy/Active Participation.
CCEA hoped that within this framework, there would be ample opportunity for exploration
of issues crucial to citizenship - such as community identity, prejudice and discrimination,
human rights, and democratic participation. CCEA distributed consultation questionnaires to
all post-primary schools. The majority of schools returned one completed questionnaire,
although a significant minority (6 out of 41 non-grammar schools, and 10 out of 38 grammar
schools) returned multiple questionnaires (the most number of completed questionnaires
returned by a single school was 15). CCEA was aware only 55.7% of post-primary
respondents supported the proposal for a “discrete programme of citizenship at Key Stage 3”
(CCEA, 2000b: 02).
This lack of support has undoubtedly limited CCEA’s room for movement, particularly in the
grammar school sector, in which only a minority (48.8%) of respondents offered their
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support for the introduction of a programme of citizenship education at Key Stage 3 (CCEA,
2000b: 22). Within the non-grammar sector, 65% of respondents supported the initiative at
Key Stage 3. The concept of a discrete programme of citizenship education at Key Stage 4
was supported by only a small majority of post-primary respondents (58.3%) in the CCEA
consultation process - the grammar school sector demonstrated the greater amount of
opposition, with only 53.8 % support, as opposed to 64.4% in the secondary sector (CCEA,
2000b: 25). Respondents argued that schools in Northern Ireland would need, “considerable
support to introduce the programme (citizenship)”

(CCEA, 2000b: 23). Those who

expressed opposition to citizenship education becoming part of the new curriculum outlined
concerns over the amount of time the subject would be allocated. They also reiterated the
opinion that citizenship education should not be an autonomous subject, but that it should be
“integrated into relevant areas of the curriculum” (CCEA, 2000b: 23). Opponents of
citizenship education articulated their fears that teachers would find the “proposed concepts
abstract and difficult to deliver” (CCEA, 2000b: 23). Some respondents were against the
introduction of citizenship education on the basis that it could have a potentially
controversial focus, and thought that the subject could not be implemented without prejudice.
Some schools were also worried that there was a hidden political agenda, and that was not a “
legitimate role” (CCEA, 2000b: 24) for schools to play.

Acknowledging all of this, CCEA recommended that the pilot programme of citizenship
education, (created and managed by a project team at the University of Ulster and entitled
Social, Civic and Political Education) that was being developed in twenty-five schools
throughout Northern Ireland, should be extended throughout “all the schools interested in
developing this area of the curriculum” (CCEA, 2000b: 24), with the support of the
Education and Library Boards. The University of Ulster Social, Civic and Political Education
(SCPE) project outlined its main aim as to strengthen commitment to the core values of
pluralism, human rights and democracy (University of Ulster 2000). The SCPE Project staff
argued that it offered a programme that had been devised in “collaboration with teachers”
(University of Ulster 2000: 04), and that it offered considerable rewards to teachers in terms
of their professional development. Through what it described as an issues-based approach,
the SCPE project hoped to encourage creativity and flexibility. It was unclear though, despite
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the language of exploration and opportunity, as to whether or not the Project team was
recommending a specific paradigm of classroom instruction for teachers within Northern
Ireland schools. The director of the SCPE project acknowledged that in this type of
programme, teachers face the prospect of encountering social and political attitudes that, to
them, might seem unpalatable. Arlow described this process as one in which teachers might
“meet strong emotional reactions” (Arlow, 2000: 08).

Arlow argued that, although rational and critical thinking among the students was to be
encouraged, any emotional behaviour exhibited by them should not be tolerated. It could be
argued that this is a contentious point. Whilst Arlow outlined his justifiable fear that
sentiment could dominate any attempts at meaningful citizenship discourse and in that way
preclude informed debate, he seemed to underestimate the difficulty that many teachers could
have in providing a controlled classroom environment. This desire for competent classroom
practitioners, equipped with the skills to manage a sensitive debate on a subject outside of
their area of expertise, seemed only to emphasise the need for more thorough citizenship
education training for teachers. Arlow (2000) argued that the one of the aims of the SCPE
project was to provide legitimacy and to offer support to schools choosing to address
controversial social and political issues within the classroom. This support has been clearly
defined as training, resources and the opportunity for some sort of forum in which teachers
can share their experiences of teaching this type of subject (Arlow, 2000). Arlow regarded
this support as absolutely essential to the very survival of citizenship education - a challenge
that, if not met, could mean that citizenship education would “emerge as a low status subject
delivered in a didactic way by teachers with minimal training” (Arlow, 2000: 09).

In 2002, CCEA has outlined the need for more flexibility within a revamped Northern
Ireland curriculum, the implementation of which has been delayed until September 2004. At
Key Stage 3, CCEA has proposed an increase in flexibility by presenting the revised
statutory curriculum in a small number of areas rather than a large number of individual
subjects, in order to reduce overcrowding which it has perceived as an obstacle to the
introduction of new subjects such as citizenship (CCEA, 2002). It has been proposed (CCEA
2002: 07) that the statutory requirements for each student at Key Stage 3 should be “limited
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to a common entitlement”. It is possible to suggest that CCEA’s proposals do not constitute
strong support for the introduction of citizenship education as a discrete subject within the
Key Stage 3 curriculum. CCEA (2002: 17) has also outlined its view that citizenship
education will “incorporate many of the objectives of Education for Mutual Understanding
and Cultural Heritage”.

At Key Stage 4, CCEA (2002: 09) has suggested that the statutory curriculum should be
specified in terms of four key areas - Key Transferable Skills; personal and social
development, education for employability and citizenship - that can provide “desired
outcomes that are easily understood by pupils and parents”. CCEA has also decided to make
a modular GCSE course (covering personal and social education, citizenship and
employability) available for teaching in schools in Northern Ireland from September 2003.
The organisation has stated (CCEA, 2002: 20) that it expects, by the end of Key Stage 4, that
students should have “demonstrated knowledge, understanding, skills and creativity” in
relation to both local and global citizenship. CCEA (2002) has argued that its proposals
represent a significant change to the overall curriculum and assessment arrangements in
Northern Ireland, and it has planned to make a comprehensive range of support materials
available for teachers and schools. However, despite developments in relation to the Key
Stage 3 and the Key Stage 4 curriculum, there has (as yet) been no focused attempt to
construct and develop a scheme of citizenship education at post-16 level in Northern Ireland.
Within schools, it is possible to argue that the complexity of subject choice could serve to
further marginalise citizenship education within the post-16 sector, particularly given that the
majority of students enrolled on ‘AS/A’ Level courses are now expected to study four
subjects, especially in grammar schools.

Conclusion

This overview of the historical development of both political and citizenship education
within the United Kingdom has demonstrated the problems and difficulties associated with
attempts to include a form of citizenship education in the mainstream school curriculum.
There has been a relative lack of conceptual support from government and teachers (and on
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occasion, outright opposition), and also searching questions and debate as to the most
appropriate form of teaching and learning environment within which citizenship education
can take place. The pioneering work done by Bernard Crick, Alex Porter and Ian Lister
(among others) during the 1970s, when they devised and introduced the PPE, effectively
placed political and citizenship education back on the school agenda. The unfortunate demise
of this programme precipitated another substantial hiatus in government attempts to design
and deliver citizenship education in schools in the UK. The re-emergence of the debate in the
area of citizenship education can, in large part, be attributed to the publication of the ‘Crick
Report’ in 1998, which has had a significant influence on the type of citizenship education
that will be offered within schools in England and Wales from September 2002. As was
noted in the ‘Crick Report’ (QCA, 1998) the experience of citizenship education as a mere
cross-curricular theme has been a largely negative one. The work of Dunn and Morgan
(1999) has also highlighted that EMU and Cultural Heritage, the cross-curricular themes in
the Northern Ireland curriculum, have had limited impact in schools there. This, it could be
argued, shows the need for the construction of a discrete citizenship education course within
schools and colleges in both Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Importantly, and
despite the publication of a significant report by the Post-16 Citizenship Advisory Group
(which pertained only to England), there have been little initiatives aimed at encouraging and
developing citizenship education within the post-16 sector. Indeed, within Northern Ireland,
this sector has been largely ignored in the context of citizenship education. It is possible to
argue that this suggests the need for some in-depth research that examines the possible
concepts, content, and associated pedagogy of a discrete progamme of citizenship education
for post-16 students in Northern Ireland.
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CHAPTER 2

A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Introduction

Establishing an appropriate theoretical framework in which to conduct this study, and
evaluate its findings, was extremely important. In the course of this chapter, an analysis of
the concept of interactive heuristic teaching methodology, that stretches from Rousseau to
Gardner, is provided. This is not to facilitate facile theoretical eclecticism, but rather to draw
on those sources, which after much in-depth consideration, were deemed to be of the
maximum possible value to this study. Whilst it was always intended within this research to
examine the pedagogically oriented educational theory of Jerome Bruner and Howard
Gardner, the addition of Jurgen Habermas was a development that occurred only after much
scrutiny of the literature. Widely regarded as a sociologist, Jurgen Habermas has not written
directly on education. As a critical theorist, he has devoted his work to finding ways in which
to reconstruct the modem social world. However, it is possible to suggest that his Theory of
Communicative Action (Volume 1, 1984), although extremely complex, provides direction
for educators involved in innovative programmes which employ student-centred discussionbased methods of teaching and learning.

The following chapter offers a short conceptual history of the development of interactive
teaching methods. There is an attempt to chart a linear path directly from Rousseau to
Habermas. The main themes and concepts that informed the design, delivery and analysis of
this study are introduced. These are then revisited in Chapter 8, within the context of an
empirically-based illuminative evaluation (Parlett and Hamilton, 1972). The theoretical
framework that is constructed here offers an essential background to the case study, which
sought not only to investigate teacher and student attitudes to citizenship education, but also
made an attempt to evaluate their perceptions of this kind of pedagogy, and to establish a
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social and educational rationale for the implementation of citizenship education at post-16
level. The significance of this element of the study cannot be underestimated.

Interactive teaching strategies were an intrinsic part of the pilot programme of citizenship
education (PPCE) that was designed and delivered as part of this study. One of the objectives
of this pilot programme was to examine the merits of discussion-based pedagogical methods
in providing a programme of citizenship within an authentic school setting. However, this
study was not seeking to pursue a narrow ideological agenda that would be designed simply
to confirm preconceived ideas as to the best or most effective form of classroom practice in
the context of citizenship education. Whilst it is true that the PPCE utilised an interactive,
discussion-based pedagogical style, this was primarily to find out whether or not this kind of
teaching was effective in helping to make citizenship education an enjoyable, meaningful and
productive course for both teachers and students. The possibility of introducing citizenship
education into the post-16 curriculum has created a forum for serious educational debate as to
the type of pedagogical ethos and methodology that should be employed as part of
implementing and delivering that subject to post-16 students.

Jean -Jacques Rousseau and Friedrich Froebel

The emergence of an interactive paradigm of classroom instruction, which focuses on the
learning environment of the students, has signalled a move away from the traditional didactic
methods of teaching that dominated schools in Britain and Western Europe. In a rigidly
ordered social system, knowledge was constructed in a hierarchical fashion and essentially
decontextualised. It was regarded as more important for students to produce the ‘right’
answers, than to analyse or understand the concepts that underpinned the problem (Stoll and
Fink, 1996). Students were viewed as vessels into which government-approved knowledge
could be poured. The progress of students in this process was determined by their ability to
reproduce ‘correct’ answers within a range of standardised examinations (Gardner, 1999).

Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778), a Swiss philosopher, provided a theory of a ‘New
Education’ which challenged the strict format of knowledge transmission that was
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predominant in the educational process in both Britain and Western Europe. He represented
this new theory in ‘Emile’ (1762), outlining the concept of developmental stages in the
education of children that informed the later work of Piaget, among others. These four stages
of development were identified as infancy, childhood, pre or early adolescence and
adolescence. In early adolescence (12-15 years old), Rousseau argued that the child can
begin to acquire the skills of practical thinking, and in full adolescence (from 15 years of
age) becomes capable of abstract thought. The intellectual stage of pre-adolescence was one
in which Rousseau argued that the teacher should use concrete experience as a stimulus for
theoretical study. In essence, Rousseau advocated heuristic methods of learning (Cohen,
1969; Rusk, 1967). A contextualised process of discovery was central to his educational
ideas. As highlighted by Rusk (1967) and Moore (1974), the work of Rousseau was
significant and influential in terms of the evolution of progressive educational thought.
Indeed, the heading of almost every chapter in the later work of Dewey (‘Schools of
Tomorrow’) was a quotation from Rousseau.

The

German

educationist,

Friedrich

Froebel

(1782-1852),

most

famous

for the

‘kindergarten’, was also a significant proponent of ‘New Education’. In his seminal work
‘The Education of Man’ (1826), Froebel rejected rigidity and the right-wing conservative
doctrine of original sin that dominated educational and political thought. His ideas also
reflected an implicit belief that a child was both innocent and innately good, and that he or
she should be part of a teaching and learning process that was child-centred and permissive.
In Froebel’s model the developmental stages of education, described as infancy, childhood,
boyhood and youth, corresponded directly to those that were conceptualised in Rousseau’s
Emile (Rusk, 1967). The aim of Froebel’s theory was to construct an active, rather than
passive, learning environment, that stimulated creativity, and rejected the idea of the child
being cast simply as a recipient of knowledge. According to Froebel’s theory, every child had
to be treated as an individual. Self-activity was the cornerstone of this new educational
perspective.
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John Dewey and Jean Piaget

The American philosopher John Dewey (1859-1952) was one of the most significant
proponents of ‘New Education’ in the first part of the twentieth century. Dewey was an
advocate of a child-centred approach to teaching and learning, and he placed considerable
emphasis on meaningful contact between the child and the teacher. Dewey argued that a
child had only arrived at a tme understanding of a word or a concept when it became
congruent with a pattern of activity that he or she was familiar with. This was a
contextualised learning process that rejected the recital of abstract ‘information’ or
knowledge.

In perhaps his most notable educational work, ‘Democracy and Education’

(1916), Dewey outlined a vision of a classroom in which children would be allocated
freedom of choice and expression. Dewey was confident that the construction of this type of
activity-based learning process would provide a discipline that obviated behavioural
problems precisely because of the intrinsic interest of the learners (Cohen, 1969). The
passive learning approach that dominated the school system in the early twentieth century in
both the UK and the USA reflected conservative societies in which the preservation of
tradition and custom was all-important. Dewey’s argument for democratising the educational
process was a radical attempt to promote learning that placed particular emphasis on joint
work, fostering skills of partnership and co-operation.

It was a theory that sought to

challenge the hierarchical and authoritarian structures of education. This was an educational
philosophy that underlay Dewey’s desire to create a classroom in which the students were
encouraged to tackle problems within groups, and to engage in activity that enabled them to
learn through discovery. Whilst education had previously been concerned with the ability of
the teacher to motivate the students to leam established and accepted curricular subjects in a
rigid and didactic way, Dewey envisaged an environment in which the emphasis was shifted
towards teacher and learner creativity, and enjoyment.

The work of Jean Piaget (1896-1980), a Swiss psychologist, was also an important feature of
the progressive movement within education in the twentieth century. Whilst Piaget
acknowledged that didactic teaching and learning did occur within the teaching and learning
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process, he outlined a much more productive form of activity-centred pedagogy that captured
the interest of the learner. Entwistle (1970: 143) has argued that implicit in the activity-based
type of educational process that Piaget described was a recognition that “the child becomes
the agent of his own education”. This was a further rejection of the rationale for an
educational process that was founded entirely and exclusively on the transmission of
knowledge. However, Piaget did not dismiss didactic methods in favour of “a naive child
centredness of the sort which holds subject matter of no importance” (Entwistle, 1970: 179).
Rather, Piaget (1971: 69) argued that active teaching methods did not lead in any way to
“anarchic individualism”, but instead trained students in voluntary effort. Addressing the idea
that child-centred learning somehow required less work on the part of the teacher, Piaget
asserted that active methods of teaching and learning were actually more difficult to employ
than transmission-based pedagogy (Piaget, 1971). Piaget (1971) also suggested that to
engage in didacticism was actually much less tiring and challenging than constructing
mechanisms which facilitated a process of discovery-based learning that was meaningful and
productive for the students. As Entwistle (1970) argued, Piaget envisaged a considerable
amount of teacher involvement and initiative as part of the active learning approach.

The didactic classroom methodology had been steeped in the Utilitarian ideology of James
Mill, John Stuart Mill and Jeremy Bentham. Mill believed that the Utilitarian person was an
educated person, who acquired the qualities of temperance, generosity and justice. The
Utilitarian gained both knowledge and an ability to use that knowledge (Moore, 1974). This
Utilitarian concept of education was premised upon two assumptions. Firstly, that people
(and children) were essentially selfish. Secondly, that children, intellectually, were empty
vessels, and in order to be educated needed to be filled with knowledge and facts. This
second idea, in particular, created the theory and the justification for classroom practice that
was based entirely on the transmission of knowledge. Therefore, those who resisted the idea
that an exclusive use of didacticism was an outmoded and inadequate pedagogical strategy
viewed the advocates of child-centred education with suspicion. Criticisms were levelled at
Dewey and Piaget that they had espoused a brand of education that was anti-authority. The
traditional role of the teacher as an exemplary figure of knowledge and morality had been
central to the concept of teacher-dominated pedagogy. The shift in emphasis towards the
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students’ perceptions, desires and activities fuelled a fear amongst traditionalists that
educational standards would invariably decline. Many hard-working teachers were concerned
that the introduction of child-centred approaches would prove to be a charter for lazy
teachers, offering an opportunity for those of little professional integrity the opportunity to
abrogate their educational responsibilities.

To characterise the traditionalist movement as reactionary, however, would be facile. For
many if not most of those who had come to rely on and respect the traditional methods of
classroom practice, their main concern was undoubtedly the education of the students. The
caricature of the austere Dickensian schoolmaster portrays an unfortunate misrepresentation
of those honest professionals that strove to do their job the way that they had been trained.
Interactive teaching approaches, though, posed no threat to such teachers. Indeed, Entwistle
(1970) noted that despite the protestations by those who favoured didacticism, the
introduction of child-centred education had made schools a happier place for the students.
This cannot be underestimated in terms of the gains that it signified for the educational
development of a child. It would be fundamentally wrong to dismiss the child-centred
classroom as an environment in which students were simply encouraged to do as they
pleased. Far from ensuring that the role of the teacher is minimised or even negated by
interactive pedagogy, it could be argued that at its core such a teaching methodology requires
an imaginative, diligent and skilful practitioner. Facilitating discussion, stimulating debate,
and devising programmes and frameworks within which students can explore knowledge and
develop understanding all require comprehensive training, assiduous preparation, and an
enthusiastic commitment on behalf of the teacher.

Jerome Bruner

Jerome Bruner (b. 1915), an American psychologist and educationalist, was responsible for
ensuring that from the 1960s onwards, interactive student-centred teaching and learning
paradigms began to receive mainstream legitimacy and credibility, particularly in the USA.
Much of his work on perception and learning greatly influenced both the curriculum and the
pedagogical methodology employed within the American educational system. Bruner served
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first as Professor of Psychology at Harvard (1952-72), followed by a period as a Professor at
Oxford University (1972-80) and is currently a Professor at the New York University Law
School. Building on the child development theories of Piaget, Bruner helped start the
educational reform movement in the USA during the 1960s. Indeed, he has been at the
forefront of advocating child-centred heuristic pedagogical processes in education.

In his book, ‘Toward a Theory of Instruction’ (1966), Bruner provided an outline of the key
principles that he believed underpinned effective interactive classroom teaching. There is an
important semantic consideration here. Whilst the word 'instruction' had come to be
associated with a particular didactic mode of teaching in the UK, the Americans and Bruner
simply regarded 'instruction' as another word for 'teaching'. For Bruner, 'instruction' was in
no way a process that involved the students being cast as passive receptors of knowledge.
Rather, it was a paradigm of teaching and learning that was to be regarded as an active, social
process in which the students constructed new ideas or concepts based on their existing
knowledge. The student was to be encouraged to develop the skills necessary to select
information and originate hypotheses. It was the responsibility of the teacher to try and
ensure that the students discovered principles for themselves, and that they engaged in
meaningful and active dialogue with each other and with the teacher.

Bruner (1966) highlighted his view that such a theory or model of interactive instruction
(teaching) should be based on three key principles. Firstly, framing methods of instruction
that were concerned with the contexts and experiences that made the student ready and
willing to learn. Secondly, finding ways in which knowledge could be structured and
represented so that the student could ‘understand’ it ('spiral organisation'). Thirdly, designing
effective sequences that helped to facilitate student extrapolation - to go beyond the
information given. Essentially this was a contextualised learning process- Bruner’s approach
created a key role for the teacher in the heuristic learning classroom. For Bruner, the
'instructor', was central to the creation of a teaching and learning methodology that was
steeped in the idea of student/ teacher partnership. The teacher was to encourage students to
discover principles by themselves, but he or she should also have actively discussed issues
and concepts with the students (Socratic learning).
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In his more recent work Bruner (1996) has expanded his theoretical framework, continuing to
emphasise both the social and the cultural aspects of learning. In ‘The Culture of Education'
(1996), Bruner discussed the problem of'folk pedagogies' as a barrier to the acceptance of
student-centred teaching and learning theory.

For example, if you as a pedagogical theorist are convinced that the best
learning occurs when the teacher helps lead the pupil to discover
generalisations on her own, you are likely to run into an established cultural
belief that a teacher is an authority who is supposed to *tell* the child what
the general case is, while the child should be occupying herself with
memorizing the particulars. (Bruner 1996: 46) (*author's own italics*)
Bruner (1996) was pragmatic in accepting that despite all of the innovation in teaching
methodology in recent years, the traditionalist paradigm has retained a place in educational
culture. The introduction of imaginative approaches to teaching, he argued, would
necessarily involve changing the 'folk' pedagogical and psychological theories of teachers.
That some teachers have chosen to cling exclusively to what they perceive to be the 'safety'
of the traditionalist didactic methodology is perhaps a reflection of the pressures of
examinations, and performance tables based on examination results. That teachers should be
judged by society largely according to the examination performance of their students is a
cause for regret. It perhaps encourages teachers to be unduly cautious in their preparation and
delivery of the curriculum, ensuring that they are reluctant to dispose of outmoded methods
of instruction that they believe are capable of producing the desired examination results.
Bruner (1996) argued that the differing (and indeed competing) educational and pedagogical
practices in classrooms have highlighted the various 'folk' assumptions about the learner that
have been made by teachers and the education system.

It is not just the folk perceptions of the teachers, however, that could present a potential
barrier toward the establishment of an effective teaching and learning environment. Often,
the students begin by assuming that the teacher is an authority figure, and that he or she is in
possession of all of the relevant knowledge and will pass it on to the class (Bruner, 1996).
However, under what Bruner (1996: 52) describes as "appropriate conditions", the students
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soon begin to realise that others within the class might have knowledge too, and that through
a process of collaboration, that knowledge can be shared. It is not enough for this knowledge
to exist inertly in the group. Group discussion can be utilised as a way of creating knowledge
(Bruner, 1996). For Bruner, to conceive of children or school students as imitative learners is
to fail to appreciate that there may be little distinction between 'procedural knowledge'
(knowing how) and 'propositional knowledge' (knowing that) (Bruner, 1996). Simply
demonstrating 'how to' do something and providing an opportunity for practice to do so is ,
according to Bruner (1996: 54), not inadequate - "studies of expertise have shown that
merely learning how to perform skilfully does not get one to the same level of flexible skill
as when one learns by a combination of practice and conceptual explanation". Bruner (1996)
also argued that didactic exposure - a method of teaching that was based on the idea that
students were to be introduced to facts, principles and rules which were to be learned in
quasi-rote fashion and then applied - was a mode of pedagogy premised on the negative
assumption that the learner was ignorant of facts, rules or principles that could be
communicated simply by telling. Within this process, there was a belief that procedural
knowledge and understanding would automatically follow the student 'knowing' facts and
theories. Bruner (1996) argued that didacticism is the most adhered to of all of the 'folk
pedagogies.' For him, however, there are contexts in which knowledge can be regarded as a
'given', and in which facts serve a useful educational purpose - but not when they are offered
by the "hatful" by the teacher to the students. Within this conception of teaching and
learning, Bruner (1996) asserted that it encouraged a patently one-way process. No room was
made for a student-teacher mutual dialogue, or for the active interpretation of the student.

The pedagogy of developing intersubjective interchange between learners is a teaching and
learning methodology based on the idea that both the student and the teacher have points of
view, and that each of them should be encouraged to recognise the legitimacy of the other.
The learner is not perceived as ignorant, but instead as someone with the ability to reason, to
debate, to get involved in dialogue and discourse. The beliefs of the learner about the world
are brought into line with those of parents and teachers not through imitation or didactic
learning but rather through collaboration and negotiation. Knowledge thus comes to be
regarded as what is shared within discourse. This paradigm of teaching and learning, argued
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Bruner, is a dialectical, and mutualist one that concerns itself with fostering interpretative
skills and understanding as opposed to cultivating an ability to recite or regurgitate facts.
Bruner (1996) stressed that criticisms of this type of teaching were directed towards the
unacceptable toleration of relativity in terms of what could be regarded as knowledge. More
is required to justify beliefs than simply sharing them with others through finding or forming
an interpretative community that agrees. Knowledge, argued Bruner, is justified belief.
Indeed, the management of 'objective' knowledge is also extremely important in the
educational development of the learner. Bruner (1996) argued that too much of an exclusive
focus on the centrality of social discourse and negotiation risked over-emphasising the value
of social exchange in the construction of knowledge. The significance of historical
knowledge, argued Bruner, should not be ignored. Whilst knowledge is revisable, Bruner
(1996) asserted that it should not have been confused with a type of relativism that held that
all theories are equal. Indeed, the difference between Popper's 'World Two' of personally held
beliefs and opinions and his 'World Three' of justified knowledge was a key point in Bruner's
argument. What made 'World Three' objective was not that it reflected a positivistic reality,
but that it stood up to serious and continued scmtiny and was also tested against the best
available evidence (Bruner, 1996).

Therefore, the perspective on pedagogy that valued the management of objective knowledge
had to find a way that enabled the learners to make a distinction between personal knowledge
and 'what is known' by the culture on the other. Learners not only had to grasp and appreciate
this distinction, but also had to develop an understanding of the history of knowledge
(Bruner, 1996). In doing this, Bruner argued that it was extraordinary how quickly teenagers
could bridge the gulf that separates Popper's subjective World Two from his 'objective'
World Three. In terms of what he described as 'real schooling' Bruner argued that such
schooling is never simply confined to one model of the learner or one model of pedagogy. He
outlined his view that nobody could sensibly argue that skills and cultivated abilities were
completely unimportant. Nor could it be argued that the accumulation and development of
factual knowledge is an entirely trivial and worthless process. Similarly, no "sensible critic"
would try to claim that children should not become aware that all knowledge is dependent
upon perspective and that people negotiate their perspectives in the knowledge-seeking
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process. Finally, it would take a "bigot" to attempt to deny that people, presumably both
teachers and students, become educationally richer for recognising the link between the
reliable knowledge of the past and that which people learn in the present. Bruner (1996: 65)
argued, that traditionalists needed to be shorn of their confined and rigid exlusionism, and
those involved in child-centred education needed to adjust their stance to acknowledge that
"while skills and facts never exist out of context, they are no less important in context"
(Bruner, 1996: 65).There can be little doubt that Bruner's constructivist theory of education
has been extremely significant and influential in the development and advancement of new
paradigms of teaching and learning that place the learner at the cente of the educational
process, yet also place emphasis on the importance of the pedagogical methodology that is
employed by the teacher.

Howard Gardner

Howard Gardner is perhaps most noted for his ground-breaking theory of Multiple
Intelligences, first posited in 'Frames of Mind' (1985). Banks, Leach and Moon (1999: 91)
argued that this theory of

multiple intelligences was informed by the sociocultural

pyschology of Bruner, and that it encouraged "a perspective on pedagogy that places
emphasis on student understanding". Stoll and Fink (1996: 120) argued that it was a much
more “democratic and inclusive” pardigm of learning and intelligence. Gardner's work has
been tremendously valuable in relation to the development of new paradigms of studentcentred heuristic teaching methodology. He has attempted not only to describe the
educational world but to become actively involved in changing it. Gardner’s work on the
importance of the personal intelligences - both ‘inter’ and ‘intra’ personal intelligence, has
arguably added resonance for educators seeking to construct a programme of citizenship
education based on student-centred learning, particuarly at post-16 level, that attempts to
value the diverse range of abilities of students. Gardner (1985) defined intrapersonal
intelligence as the capacity of a person to achieve genuine understanding of his or her own
feelings, anxieties and motivations - it is “involved chiefly in an individual’s examination
and knowledge of his own feelings” (Gardner, 1985: 241). Interpersonal intelligence is
concerned primarily with a person’s ability to detect, understand and appreciate the
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motivations, anxieties and desires of other people. Interpersonal intelligence allows people to
work effectively and constructively with others. It could be regarded as particularly
important for educators. Gardner (1985: 241) argued that these two forms of intelligence
were linked - “In the course of development, these two forms of knowledge are intimately
intermingled in any culture”.

Gardner has

also been keen to create a form of pedagogy that promotes student

understanding (Gardner, 1999; Gardner/Boix Mansilla, 1994). Whilst Gardner has recognised
that most educators would endorse the aim of teaching for understanding, there had only
been disparate efforts to define what was actually meant by 'teaching for understanding'. In
the Teaching for Understanding (TfU) project of which Gardner was a co-director,
'understanding' was defined as the development of the capacity (among the students) to use
current knowledge, concepts, and skills to illuminate new problems or unanticipated issues
(Gardner/Boix Mansilla, 1994). For Gardner, drawing on such knowledge simply to address
problems or issues that had already been encountered made it impossible to assess how much
genuine understanding had been achieved. It was entirely possible, however, to conclude
with confidence that genuine understanding had been achieved if a student demonstrated an
ability to apply knowledge in new situations, without applying that knowledge either
erroneously or in an inappropriate manner. Gardner and Boix Mansilla (1994) also
highlighted the problems associated with the unproductive habits of learning facts and
procedures in a syntactic manner. The result of this, they argued, has been the ritualistic
learning, by students, of meaningless or ungrounded facts. The problem of the 'correctanswer compromise' has stood in the way of educational and pedagogical progress. As
Gardner highlighted, such a process has traditionally involved a superficial mastery of
subject knowledge. Students master the knowledge that is encoded within textbooks, or that
which has been delivered by the teacher in a didactic fashion, and then "spew" that
knowledge back in examinations or assessment procedures that are "yoked to the textbook"
(Gardner/Boix Mansilla, 1994: 202). According to Gardner and Boix Mansilla (1994),
evidence of effective classroom practice that has generated genuine student understanding is
only acquired through regular teacher/student dialogue to assess the conceptions of the
students, and also through a detailed analysis of the students' work. Indeed, Gardner and Boix
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Mansilla (1994) argued that the material should be presented to students using mutliple
perspectives, and that their understanding coud be assessed in more direct and flexible ways.

Gardner’s alternative to the traditional didactic classroom is rooted in a theory of pedagogy
that was centred firmly on understanding (Gardner, 1999). He notes that an individual could
be argued to have understood a concept or a skill if he or she could apply it in a new
situation. To assess the level of understanding, Gardner (1999: 119) argued that there was an
“acid test”. Students were to be presented with a topic, theme or demonstration that they had
never encountered before. The student who had acquired relevant understanding, in such a
situation, would be able to draw on appropriate concepts, whilst not using any that would be
considered inappropriate or irrelevant to the issues at hand. The student with emerging
understanding would be able to draw on concepts that bore some resemblance to the topic at
hand; or at least would indicate which resources or information could be utilised to illuminate
the problem. The student with no understanding, however, would use information or
concepts that had only a superficial relationship to the theme under consideration. Gardner
did not, however, imply that such a process, or the ability to generate understanding amongst
students in the classroom, was easy. There have been multifarious obstacles to designing a
process that can effectively produce understanding amongst students. Gardner (1999) has
argued that those teachers or educators who have built entire courses in which students have
been simply examined on the content of texts or lectures, without being required or
challenged to use the information in new ways have, inadvertently, been partly responsible
for the survival of misconceptions among their students. Other obstacles to understanding
that have been perpetuated or exacerbated by teachers have included multiple choice
assessments, and the uneasy teacher/student compromise in which, Gardner argued, teachers
tacitly agree not to push their students too hard in relation to the setting of educational tasks
and assessments, provided that their students reciprocate and do not challenge the teachers to
devise interesting, engaging and new methods of generating understanding. Finally,
curriculum ‘coverage’, with teachers determined to get through the textbook or syllabus at all
costs, has also presented a problem, and may effectively ensure that students do not move
towards a genuine understanding of the subject under consideration.
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Gardner (1999) therefore recommended that the only type of curriculum that could address
these problems was one that studied a limited number of subjects in depth. He asserted that
only detailed and multifaceted investigation and analysis of relevant, appropriate and
significant topics would be likely to demonstrate the inadequacy of the misconceptions of
students. In-depth exploration of the topics, facilitated by the teacher, would make it more
likely that sophisticated understandings amongst the students would emerge. The students
could learn from “Suggestive Institutions” (Gardner, 1999: 126) -science museums for
example, that encourage children to explore exhibits at their own pace. Such hands-on
experience for the students, Gardner argued, can show the ways in which the current theories
of the students may be inadequate. Appropriate conversation, instruction and structure can
then assist the emergence of a more appropriate theory. The “direct confrontation of
erroneous conceptions” (Gardner, 1999: 127) meant that teachers could actually confront the
students directly with the ways in which their conceptions were inappropriate and
inadequate. Engaging the students in processes of disconfirming experience is a method by
which this could be achieved. Gardner also stressed that student misconceptions could prove
robust, and that such disconfirming experience would not always be enough to undermine
faulty conceptions and improve understanding. However, for most students, a challenge to a
deeply held belief or perception would, at the very least, compel them to re-examine and re
analyse it. Subsequently, their attempts to either defend their perception and beliefs or to seek
out new and better perceptions and ideas would provide an important method of generating
understanding. Gardner also (1999) argued that “multiple entry points to understanding” was
an approach to understanding that acknowledged that different students tackled and mastered
curricula in different ways. This approach was one that joined the theory of multiple
intelligences to the goal of enhanced performances of understanding (Gardner, 1999).
Finally,

Gardner discussed the

importance

of

“A

Framework That Facilitates

Understanding”. In this context, Gardner outlined the approach that he, David Perkins, Vito
Perrone, Rebecca Simons and Martha Stone Wiske had developed as part of the Harvard
Project Zero Initiative. This was the Teaching for Understanding Framework (TfU).
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The Teaching for Understanding Framework (TfU)

The Teaching for Understanding Project (TfU) was a six-year collaborative research project
that was managed and run in the USA by a team of university-based researchers and teachers
in middle and high schools who taught a number of different subjects (Stone Wiske, 1999).
The TfU project developed a four-part framework to assist genuine student understanding in
schools - the elements of which were: generative topics, understanding goals, performances
of understanding, and ongoing assessment (Stone Wiske, 1998). Stone Wiske argued (1998:
61) that a pedagogy of understanding “ needs more than an idea about the nature of
understanding and its development”. The TfU Framework was therefore intended to address
four key questions - what topics are worth understanding? What about these topics needs to
be understood? How can we foster understanding? How can we tell what students
understand? (Stone Wiske, 1998: 61). In seeking to provide answers to these questions, the
TfU Framework has organised curricula around themes. Within these curricula, generative
topics are utilised that attempt to engage students in developing understanding, providing a
firm basis for more detailed and in-depth work. The generative topics are designed to be
relevant to the students and can be dependent on a range of different factors, in particular the
cultural contexts and educational experiences of students (Stone Wiske, 1998).

Understanding Goals

The ‘understanding goals’ element of the project proved to be a difficult aspect for teachers
and researchers that were working within the TfU Framework. Indeed, trying to define the
goals of understanding required teachers to distinguish those goals from several other
intermediate educational objectives and agendas, such as developing basic skills, or
encouraging the students to leam how to co-operate. Often, the two agendas of teaching
students and teaching subject matter seemed to be in competition, as teachers tried to placate
a range of constituencies that were exerting external pressure, including students, parents,
and politicians (Stone Wiske, 1998). A key reason for teachers finding difficulty in
delivering a programme based on ‘understanding’ was their limited and often vague
conception of the subject matter that they were actually supposed to teach. For many
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teachers, their ideas about what should be taught were entirely based on the curriculum
materials that they had traditionally used, typically textbooks. Few of these textbooks,
however, had been designed to develop the goals of understanding. For the TfU project
team, understanding goals were most powerful if they were made public and explicit. Indeed,
these goals were enhanced if teachers articulated and expressed their main understanding
aims to significant actors within the educational context - other teachers, students and
parents, for example. According to Stone Wiske (1998), many teachers found that the
students, and other important members of the school community, began to participate in
refining the understanding goals whenever those goals became the subject of public
conversation. Essential questions were also a key element of the ‘understanding goals’ of the
TfU Framework. An essential question was defined as one that captured the most important
aspects of a topic that students study during a given unit. It therefore included aspects of both
generative topics and understanding goals. Essential questions were used to determine the
‘what’ of the curriculum, and to ensure that the ‘what’ was important, engaging and relevant
to the students.

Performances of understanding and ongoing assessment

‘Performances of understanding’ were an important aspect of the TfU Framework - the
rationale being that understanding can be effectively demonstrated by students through
performance. Within schools, however, students have all too often been engaged in largely
irrelevant tasks that have been only tenuously linked to the performances of understanding
that their teachers have hoped they will leam to master. According to Stone Wiske (1998),
effective performances of understanding have to relate directly to

understanding goals,

assisting in both developing and applying genuine understanding through consistent practice.
Effective performances of understanding also promote varied learning styles, encouraging
students to engage reflectively in tasks that are both challenging and manageable, and
affording them the opportunity to clearly demonstrate their understanding.

In relation to the assessment of these performances, Perkins (1998) argued that students
require continuous feedback and opportunities for reflection (‘ongoing assessment’)
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throughout the entire course, as opposed to traditional forms of assessment that have taken
place at the end of a unit or a course. This assessment can take the form of feedback from the
teacher, from peers, or self-evaluations. Whilst the teacher can sometimes provide
assessment criteria, Perkins (1998) argued that the teacher should also enlist the assistance of
the students in developing those criteria. Difficulties in implementing this type of ongoing
assessment have often come about because the teachers must first understand the other
component parts of the framework in order to effectively approach this one. Importantly,
though, the process of involving students in their own assessment and the assessment of their
contemporaries constitutes a conceptual redefinition of the traditional roles in classrooms,
and requires both teachers and students to embrace new educational relationships (Stone
Wiske, 1998).

For the enthusiastic advocate of the textbook-dominated approach to classroom practice,
there is little comfort to be found in the ideas of the TfU Framework. Textbook-based
teaching was not a method of pedagogy that the TfU Framework approved of. Rather, Blythe
(1998) argued that although textbooks are a viable means by which new information can be
provided for students to help them to engage in new performances of understanding, they
present too many difficulties on too many levels with regard to teaching for understanding.
Often they do not offer the type of new information that can effectively serve understanding
goals and performances. Instead, textbooks are filled with bare facts that can be difficult for
students to both summarise and attempt to explain. Textbooks often outline abstract
principles that prove difficult for students to exemplify and apply (Blythe, 1998). Even
though encouraging students to solve textbook problems or to respond to textbook questions
could be regarded as a performance of understanding, it represents only one type of
performance. Blythe (1998) argued that this conventional approach to problem-solving,
although often challenging, involves too narrow a range of understanding performances to
build and foster understanding in the fuller sense.

Blythe (1998) noted that the process of group work, or co-operative learning, a teaching
strategy long perceived by many teachers as a key technique employed within the heuristic
approach, cannot

in itself be regarded as the same thing as actually teaching for
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understanding (Blythe, 1998). It would be possible, after all, to place students in teams or
groups for activities, such as memorising definitions of vocabulary in a language subject, that
have essentially nothing to do with fostering and promoting genuine understanding, and that
do not require peer assessment or dialogue. It is worth noting, then, that group work, needs to
be appropriately supported with clearly defined understanding goals and ongoing assessment
in order to assist students in developing understanding (Blythe, 1998). Although many
performances of understanding are project like, in that they are complex and problemfocused, it is not necessarily the case that all project work necessarily fosters understanding.
In the TfU framework, therefore, projects can be an extremely valuable means of teaching,
but they must be designed in order to ensure that they assist the students in achieving the
stated understanding goals, and they should also include ongoing assessment in which both
the teacher and the students reflect on the work and provide feedback on it (Blythe, 1998).

In conclusion, Stone Wiske (1998) argued that the TfU Framework was designed to
encourage teachers to discuss questions about what and how to teach. It supported them in
their efforts to continue learning about their own subject matter whilst encouraging them to
develop and express more penetrating understanding goals. The conceptions of the students,
and how they viewed and approached the curriculum was central to the process, allowing the
teachers the opportunity to respond and plan according to the interests and strengths of the
students. In the context of assessment, the teachers were required to cultivate their
assessment procedures so that they enhanced and maximised student engagement in
performances of understanding. Stone Wiske (1998) argued that the TfU Framework directed
and assisted teachers in the communication and application of assessment criteria in order
that the students were offered the opportunity to quickly and comprehensively improve their
understanding.
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Jurgen Habermas

The theory of communicative action and rationality of German sociologist and critical
theorist Jurgen Habermas (b.1929) provides an extremely useful conceptual foundation for
this study. Although he has not written directly on education, Habermas’s ideas on the nature
of communicative action as a means of achieving genuinely rational social understanding
(Verstandigung) have a potentially significant

influence on the design and delivery of

prospective programmes of citizenship education for post-16 students. Habermas has written
extensively on a diverse range of subjects within the broad field of social theory. For the
purposes of this study, there is a focus on the concepts of communicative action and
rationality that Habermas expressed emphatically in ‘Reason and the Rationalisation of
Society’ (Volume 1 of the ‘Theory of Communicative Action’), which was first published in
English in 1984.

It is important to sketch a brief outline as an introduction to the main ideas of Habermas that
were used to inform the framework and analysis of this study. As part of his theory of
communicative rationality and communicative competence, Habermas attempted to create a
hypothetically achievable ‘Ideal Speech Situation’ (ISS). Within this ISS, Habermas
envisaged a situation in which “all disagreements and conflicts are rationally resolved
through a mode of communication which is completely free of compulsion and in which only
the force of better argument may prevail” (Pusey 1987: 73). Habermas (1984) detailed three
dimensions to refer to the ways in which he believed that people utilised speech-acts
(communication) as a medium for achieving understanding. It is worth quoting Habermas
directly:
As the medium for achieving understanding, speech acts serve: (1) to
establish and renew interpersonal relationships, whereby the speaker takes
up a relation to something in the world of legitimate (social) orders; (b) to
represent (or presuppose) states and events, whereby the speaker takes up a
relation to something in the world of existing states of affairs; (c) to
manifest experiences - that is to represent oneself - whereby the speaker
takes up a relationship to something in the subjective world to which he has
privileged access. Communicatively achieved agreement is measured
against exactly three criticizable validity claims; in coming to an
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understanding about something with one another and thus making
themselves understandable, actors cannot avoid embedding their speech acts
in precisely three world-relations and claiming validity for them under these
aspects. (Habermas, 1984: 308)
For the reader less familiar with Habermas, this might appear a little abstract. However, it is
possible to suggest that what Habermas was attempting to articulate was that all three of
these dimensions are necessarily built into the structures of rational communication and
interaction. The most overwhelmingly rational paradigm of communication is therefore
action oriented towards reaching an understanding across three different dimensions in which
“speaking and acting subjects (in this case students and teachers) reciprocally proffer three
different types of claims for each others’ agreement in communicative interaction” (Pusey,
1987: 80). Habermas’s concept of communicative action offers a theoretical basis for the
construction of a programme of citizenship with social understanding and rationality as its
goal. The Theory of Communicative Action was designed to promote critical reflection on
the ways in which modem society could be improved by a form of rational communication
that was oriented towards understanding, and to undermine the ideological dominance of
utilitarianism in society (and by extension within education).

Habermas claimed that a person’s ability to communicate was “derived from a pretheoretcial
knowledge that is universal to all speakers” (Braaten 1991: 58). He called this knowledge
communicative competence. This concept of communicative competence is an important
consideration within the Habermasian paradigm. It refers to the mastery of the methods of
construction necessary for the establishment of the ISS. There is an important distinction
between mere linguistic competence and communicative competence. Linguistic competence
refers simply to a person possessing an adequate vocabulary and the grammatical skills
necessary to produce well-formed sentences (Pusey, 1987). Communicative competence is
an altogether different kind of language use within critical and reflective dialogue
(‘discourse’) that is fundamental to the resolution of conflicts and the creation of consensus.
It is possible to argue that one of the most important tasks of the educator involved in
citizenship education would be to develop the communicative competence of students in
order that they could be encouraged to engage in discourse related to social, cultural and
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political issues. Young (1989) noted that in terms of the development of critical teaching and
learning within schools, communicative competence could only be fully engaged and
achieved through active student participation.

Habermas was also concerned that dominant instrumental (zweckrational) notions of
rationality, as suggested by both Marx and Weber, should not be regarded as the only type of
rationality available to society. Rather, communicative rationality offers a way in which
society can reconstruct itself without resorting to narrow purposive instrumentalist aims. In
an atmosphere free of coercion, people can engage in a form of communication oriented
towards Verstandigung, equipping them with the capacity to formulate defensible and
inherently rational perceptions of the social world, to establish and maintain social
relationships according to acceptable norms, and to interpret and express their personal needs
and interests (Braaten, 1991). Indeed, communicatively rational action aims to bring about a
form of social integration that is “essential to objective inquiry, social relationships and selfrealisation” (Braaten, 1991: 71). For an educator involved in the construction and delivery of
a citizenship education course to post-16 students, it is possible to argue that these
Habermasian concepts represent an opportunity to embrace a format which aims to attain
reconciliation, understanding and agreement through student discussion. The concept of
communicative rationality (1984) is a direct contrast to forms of instrumentalist action (that
Habermas called strategic action) that are oriented only towards individual, personal success,
and which in the view of Habermas are both inherently irrational and already predominant in
Western capitalist societies.

Outhwaite (1994) noted that communicative action was a reconstructive theory. Through the
use of communicative action, Habermas conceived of a reconstructed modem world in which
the primacy of language in promoting consensus and social harmony was recognised.
Communicative interaction offers a method by which people can enter into “fully dialogical
and quintessentially social” relationships that are aimed at the achievement of understanding
(Pusey, 1987: 79). This understanding can only be acquired, however, in a free, open and
non-coercive environment. The utilitarian concept of education in which the teacher was
often cast as an autocratic figure of authority is therefore clearly incongruent with the idea of
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creating and maintaining an educative atmosphere in which students can engage in a mode of
dialogue, debate and discussion (‘discourse’) that is not forced to adhere to externally
imposed social, cultural or political ‘norms’. White (1994: 42) argued that in discourse,
“actors orient their communication to the sole purpose of coming to a rational consensus on
whether or not a specific claim is supportable”. Habermas regarded discussion that took place
within

an

atmosphere of coercion and manipulation as

‘systematically distorted

communication’ (Habermas, 1984) - an irrational form of communication that is of no value
in attempting to achieve understanding, and which creates beliefs and ideas that are incapable
of retaining any validity if subjected to rational scrutiny.

Within this study, pedagogical theory was of paramount importance in seeking ways to
reconstruct teaching and learning methodology for the advancement of a paradigm of social,
cultural and political education aimed at promoting student understanding. The Habermasian
perspective on the value of a mode of speech and discussion that was oriented towards
understanding added a hugely significant dimension to the theoretical framework that
underpinned this study. Indeed, the theory of communicative rationality supported the
objective of creating a teaching and learning environment that attempted to foster co
operative, participative student learning. It also provided further conceptual rationale and
justification for the design and delivery of a citizenship education course that had student
discussion and rational discourse at its methodological core. Discussion-based citizenship
education therefore became not only a way of attempting to reconfigure classroom practice in
order to place a greater emphasis on student learning, but also a means by which citizenship
education could assume a central role in the establishment of an educational programme
aimed at achieving meaningful social understanding and the reconciliation of conflict (which
could be considered essential in a Northern Ireland context). Encouraging rational
communicative action in Northern Ireland that could conceivably provide a basis for the
amelioration of social, cultural and political division, and thus constitute a reconstruction of
society, could be argued to be a key aim of a citizenship education (and in a transcendental
context, all education). The communicative action theory of Jurgen Habermas proved
enormously valuable in informing the design, delivery and analysis of a pilot programme of
discussion-based, student-centred citizenship education within this case study.
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Conclusion

The theories introduced in this chapter were used to inform the design and implementation of
the empirical aspects of this study, in particular the pilot programme of citizenship education
(PPCE). Within Chapter 8, these themes are then revisited in the context of an illuminative
evaluation. In constructing and delivering my own PPCE, and in devising interview questions
for both teachers and students, the key ideas of Rousseau, Froebel, Dewey, Piaget, Bruner,
Gardner and Habermas supported rejection of the notion that didactic transmission-based
methods of pedagogy could be considered effective teaching, or that such methods could
effect meaningful social and educational transformation. The rapid changes in pedagogical
theory, particularly within the last fifty years, reflected significant advances in educational
philosophy. In an era when education and teaching reflected utilitarian didacticism,
Rousseau, Froebel and Dewey became pioneers of new methods of teaching and learning that
significantly informed the later work of Piaget, Bruner and Gardner. These key ideas have
represented an enormous shift from a conception of effective pedagogy as emphasising the
actions of teachers in the transmission of knowledge from teachers to students, towards a
theoretical stance and related teaching methodologies that have placed the student at the
centre of teaching and learning processes. As Hallam and Ireson (1999) argued, effective
teaching can only be considered in relation to effective learning. It is the conceptions, actions
and the understanding and learning of the students that are central to any effective evaluation
of particular forms of classroom teaching.
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CHAPTER 3

POLITICAL AND EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

Introduction

The history of Northern Ireland, both in terms of its politics and its education system,
provides a very useful reference point and background to this study. It could be argued that
the effects of political violence, ideological conflict and social and economic instability (in
particular in the last three decades) are salient to an examination of school-based initiatives in
citizenship education within Northern Ireland. ‘The Troubles’, which ‘began’ in 1969, have
been a long and painful odyssey in the history of Northern Ireland. The conflicting cultural
and political identities and allegiances of the unionist and nationalist communities provide a
valuable backdrop to this case study of citizenship education within a non-denominational
voluntary grammar school in Northern Ireland. Acknowledging this, a brief summary of
Northern Ireland’s political history has been provided, followed by a discussion of the
development of its education system.

Political history of Northern Ireland

The state of Northern Ireland, conceived in 1920 in the Government of Ireland Act, was bom
“in a crisis” (Townshend, 1999:181). Hughes (1994: 69) has defined it as “the state no one
wanted”. The Ulster Unionists, whose long held political stance had been centred on the
repudiation of home rule as a concept, now found that they were being asked to manage their
own parliament. Old arguments that home rule was the mechanism by which Irish
nationalists had sought to destroy British rule in Ireland were brought under serious scrutiny
by the Unionists’ acceptance of the new Northern Ireland state (founded, as it was, on a
version of home rule). Such charges though, assumed a spirit of pluralism in the new
Northern Ireland state that was never to materialise - the Unionists were not inclined to
ensure that the Catholic minority was represented in government. The leader of the Ulster
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Unionists, James Craig, took the opportunity to portray the constitutional imposition of
Northern Ireland as a noble sacrifice by the Ulster Unionists on behalf of the interests of the
British Empire, and of peace on the island of Ireland. It may well have been, however, that
the pragmatist Craig had decided by 1921 that in the rapidly changing and unstable political
landscape, Ulster’s interests were better served by running its own administration. The
British government, the natural ally of the Unionists and the government to which they
pledged their somewhat conditional loyalty, was apparently undecided as to the future of this
new state, and seemed to oscillate between outright support and emphatic neglect.

Townshend (1999: 189) has argued that the overriding sense of insecurity of unionists in
Northern Ireland, exacerbated by the uncertainty of the British government, led to a lack of
“civic trust, the vital spark of democratic culture”. Any notion that the British had that the
provisions they had outlined for government would ensure fair representation for the Catholic
minority was undone by the gradual abolition of the proportional representation voting
system, first for local elections in 1922, and then for Stormont elections in 1929. Townshend
(1999: 191) has argued “from this point onwards, no real attempt was ever made to limit the
actions of the Northern Ireland government except by the indirect route of financial
restrictions”. It could be argued that this was a recipe for political disaster. The inbuilt and
sizeable minority of Catholics (over one third of the population) regarded Northern Ireland as
“temporary and illegitimate” (Hughes, 1994: 71). The key question of the political legitimacy
of the Northern Ireland state was one that would eventually serve to undermine its stability,
and make it increasingly difficult for the British (and later Irish) governments, and the
Unionist political parties, to reconcile northern nationalists with the reality of partition, and
the principle of consent (that there would no change in the constitutional status of Northern
Ireland without the consent of the majority of its citizens). Buckland (1981: 67) argued that
this rejection of the rationale for participating in the state helped to develop a mindset among
Catholics and nationalists that “made difficult any rapprochement with Unionists and the
government”. Northern Ireland, from its inception, faced a huge array of problems. In the
context of such constitutional uncertainty, economic crisis and a divided society, it is perhaps
surprising not that the political system eventually broke down in 1972, but that it had lasted
so long (Buckland, 1981).
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The property franchise, which effectively gave property owners multiple votes until its
reformation in 1969, coupled with the widespread practice of gerrymandering, ensured
unionist dominance throughout Northern Ireland. Even in areas in which demographics
dictated that nationalists should have been returned to councils as a clear majority (like
Londonderry), unionists engineered the electoral boundaries to ensure that they retained
majority representation. This was a practice that would later become the focal point of the
civil rights demonstrations. The conflicting experiences of unionists and nationalists in
Northern Ireland led to widely differing viewpoints on the stability, permanency and
acceptability of the state.

The outbreak of the Second World War, and more specifically its conclusion in 1945, raised
all sorts of questions as to the ways in which Northern Ireland might reconstruct itself as a
society. The country was in obvious need of substantial social and economic regeneration.
Despite a border campaign by the IRA in the mid-1950s, there was little indication that
Northern Ireland would sink into a state of political and social turmoil by 1970. The
property-based vote had denied many working class Protestants as well as Catholics the
franchise in local elections, and socio-economic conditions in Protestant west Belfast were
also very poor. Unionist politicians, though, were quick to manipulate the economically
deprived people, with grand talk of social improvement. The ‘orange card’ was a useful
weapon in their political armoury, and by using it the Unionist administration ensured that it
retained power, despite the fact that Northern Ireland was one of the poorest regions of the
United Kingdom. Indeed, in many ways, “the Northern Ireland state became the main focus
of communal identification and its policies helped sustain Protestant communal solidarity”
(Ruane and Todd, 2000: 50). Thus, despite the decline of the old industries - linen and
shipbuilding - that caused high levels of unemployment, Protestants were not inclined to
question the efficiency or worth of a state and government that they regarded as their own. It
could be argued that the constitutional, political and cultural rationale for partition was
enough to protect the Northern Ireland administration from widespread Protestant dissent.
The inability of the devolved administration to prevent economic decline merely worsened
the atmosphere of gloom within the country (Buckland, 1981). There was however, by 1958,
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some indication of dissatisfaction with the Unionist government amongst working-class
Protestants. Unemployment had risen to 10%, and in the 1958 Stormont elections, the
Unionist Party lost four seats to the Northern Ireland Labour Party (NILP). Three of these
seats, though, were marginal, and there was no real possibility of widespread large-scale
rejection of the Unionist Party by Protestants in Northern Ireland (Bew/Gibbon/Patterson,
1996). The practices of the Unionist administration had done little, however, to encourage
northern nationalists to embrace partition.

The Ulster Unionist Prime Minister Terence O’Neill - ostensibly a moderate and something
of a reformer - made it clear from the beginning of his period in office that he intended to
“bring Catholics into the fold of economic progress” (Townshend, 1999: 201). O’Neill
realised, however, that the government of Northern Ireland had to respond to the changes that
were taking place in Northern Irish society. Catholics were no longer willing to play the role
of a subdued and excluded community. If partition was indeed to last, it seemed that by the
1960s nationalists made it clear that the system of government in Northern Ireland needed to
be reformed - and that they would attempt to create mechanisms through which meaningful
social and economic transformation could occur. The package of measures offered by
O’Neill in 1968 that was intended to ensure, amongst other things, fair allocation of public
housing and reform of the local government system, failed to halt a slide into political and
social turmoil. Northern Ireland descended into a state of civil and political strife. Nightly
riots between groups of republicans and loyalists in troubled parts of Belfast added to the
growing sense of despair. The British government pressured the Northern Ireland
government to implement reforms, and offered direction through the Cameron Report of
1969 that highlighted the discriminatory structure of Northern Ireland’s public authorities
(Townshend, 1999). It became clear, however, that the underlying ideological differences of
the unionist and nationalist communities were fuelling an adversarial political crisis that was
tearing Northern Ireland apart. The Social and Democratic and Labour Party (SDLP), the
mainstream representation of Catholics in Northern Ireland since its formation in 1970,
outlined its vision of the nationalist goal of Irish unity - reconciling its supporters to the fact
that such an objective could only be achieved on the basis of unionist consent. It also argued
that a solution to the problem would necessarily involve an external ‘Irish dimension’ - that
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is, that the Irish Republic would be given some role in the affairs of the Northern Ireland
state. The formation of the Provisional Irish Republican Army in 1970/71, however,
emphasised the perilous state of affairs in Northern Ireland. The IRA’s stated aim was simple
- Irish unity and the end of British rule in Ireland, with or without the consent of the unionist
community in Northern Ireland. Loyalist paramilitary gangs also mobilised in opposition to
what they perceived as the diminution of British sovereignty in Northern Ireland, and a cycle
of violence was initiated.

O’Neill resigned in 1969 after being unable to secure the total support of his party, and was
replaced by James Chichester-Clark, who was also unable to find a solution to the ongoing
problems. Due to increasing pressure he was replaced by a hard-line Ulster Unionist, Brian
Faulkner, in 1971. Like many other Unionists in 1971, he refused at first to countenance
alternatives to majoritarian government, and his policy (outlined in a Green Paper on reform
in 1971) offered no “real scope for nationalist participation in government” (Townshend,
1999: 206). The worsening violence in Northern Ireland, and particularly the events of
Bloody Sunday in 1972, led the British Prime Minister, Edward Heath, to call for Faulkner to
concede all of Stormont’s security powers-including the much valued Special Powers Act to Westminster. Faulkner refused, and the British government suspended the Stormont
government. A Secretary of State, William Whitlelaw, replaced it, and assumed
responsibility in a new Northern Ireland Office for most of the Stormont ministers’ former
functions. Direct Rule from Westminster was imposed, and the search for a solution to the
Northern Ireland problem began. The first serious attempt at power sharing, agreed to at a
conference in Sunningdale in 1973 by the SDLP and the Ulster Unionist Party caused major
schisms within the Unionist community. Unionism, once a monolithic political movement,
had begun to split into many pieces. The Vanguard Unionist Progressive Party was created as
an organisation that rejected Faulkner’s acceptance of a new political arrangement within
Northern Ireland on the basis of a consociational power-sharing government, with an Irish
dimension.

Faulkner resigned after failing to win his party’s support for the Council of

Ireland, an all-Ireland political element of the Sunningdale deal. In the general election of
1974, anti-Sunningdale Unionist candidates won eleven of Northern Ireland’s twelve
Westminster parliamentary seats.
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The Ulster Workers’ Council (UWC) strike in 1974 was an amalgamation of unionist and
loyalist interests, which included a sinister paramilitary element, but it demonstrated the deep
suspicion, mistrust and confusion that existed amongst elements of the Protestant
community. The IRA had increased its campaign of violence, and the ranks of illegal loyalist
gangs were also swollen. The UWC strike succeeded in its aim of bringing down the power
sharing executive, and the Sunningdale deal, but it offered nothing in terms of a vision for a
new Northern Ireland. Unionists and nationalists, not to mention their more extreme
counterparts, loyalists and republicans, were poles apart, with little prospect of political
reconciliation. The destruction of the Sunnigdale deal was a pyrrhic victory for unionism. It
prompted exasperation and anger within an unsympathetic British government led by Harold
Wilson. Indeed, Bew, Gibbon and Patterson (1996: 199) have argued that Wilson’s own
favoured solution to the problem was complete British withdrawal from Northern Ireland, a
policy he abandoned “reluctantly only after the Irish government responded with total
consternation”. The SDLP responded to the fall of the power-sharing executive with dismay,
and was sceptical as to the durability of an internal settlement. The ability of the unionist
community to destroy the settlement re-emphasised the perception of the nationalist people
that Northern Ireland, as a state, was the property of unionists.

Northern Ireland in the second half of the 1970s and in the 1980s was racked by violence.
Economic investment was unsurprisingly low, and imaginative attempts to find an answer to
the Northern Ireland question were few and far between. The Constitutional Conference of
1979-80 was abandoned after all of the parties failed to reach agreement. In 1982 the British
Government introduced a Northern Ireland Assembly, but neither the SDLP nor Sinn Fein
took their seats. The Anglo-Irish Agreement of 1985 was an effort by the British Government
(under Margaret Thatcher) to halt the electoral progress that was being made by Sinn Fein by
offering the government of the Republic of Ireland a role in the affairs of Northern Ireland.
This was calculated to be a concession to the more moderate SDLP, which would bolster its
political position at the expense of Sinn Fein. That it did not succeed in achieving this aim
was unsurprising - the inclusion of an unelected and low-key Irish civil service division in
Belfast was unlikely to be construed by the more extreme nationalists as a major step towards
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their objective of Irish unity. Nor was it likely to find favour with the unionist community,
whose political representatives were not consulted on the drafting of the inter-governmental
agreement. Indeed, the Unionist political parties resisted and resented the Anglo-Irish
Agreement, which they perceived as the dilution of British sovereignty in Northern Ireland.
In protest, they withdrew their support for the Assembly (the two main Unionist political
parties were the only parties in Northern Ireland attending the Assembly, which had been
established in 1982). The British Government dissolved the Assembly in 1986.

Demonstrations of anger and rage by the unionist community, and the unity of the DUP and
the UUP in opposing the deal, once again highlighted the delicate balancing act that needed
to be expertly executed in order to find an acceptable compromise in Northern Ireland
politics. The next decade, however, witnessed a shift in the political sands that precipitated
an agreement that formed the basis of a solution to the Northern Ireland problem. A public
speech by the Secretary of State Peter Brooke in 1990 in which he asserted that Britain no
longer had a selfish, strategic or economic interest in Northern Ireland helped launch inter
party talks that the British hoped would finally find produce a satisfactory political
arrangement. After the general election of 1992, Unionists approached the talks confident
that their proposals would receive a greater amount of sympathy from the Conservative
government. The Major government made deliberate pro-union noises, although it had begun
a surreptitious process of tentative discussion with republicans. The strategy employed by
John Hume, the leader of the SDLP, to bring Sinn Fein in from the political wilderness
gathered pace, and gradually, credibility. Nationalists were aiming for a broad coalition of
interest in attempting to achieve a common aim, and that added to the trepidation of
Unionists.

The process became increasingly entangled from 1992 onwards, and events on the ground at
times made it seem as if a solution would never be achieved. Concessions by either side were
badly synchronised - the UUP’s willingness to discuss North-South relations as part of an
agreement package in 1992 was met by a frosty response from the Dublin government,
arguably because they supported the SDLP document that argued for a form of joint authority
with a European dimension. This led to the breakdown of the talks. The SDLP was not yet in
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a position to contemplate an internal solution, for fear that it would irreparably fracture its
relationship with Sinn Fein - which at that stage was publicly totally unwilling to even
consider an internal settlement as an option, even though the secret talks with the British
indicated a much more flexible attitude (Bew/Gibbon/Patterson, 1996).

The Downing Street Declaration of 1993 established the framework within which a
settlement might be reached (the three strand approach). Strand one was concerned with the
internal government of Northern Ireland, strand two with North-South relationships, and
strand three with intergovernmental relations (Tonge, 1998). The Downing Street Declaration
(by British Prime Minister John Major and the Irish Taoiseach, Albert Reynolds) was the
beginning of an historic compromise. Sufficient common ground was found to keep unionists
and nationalists on board, and crucially, it offered the realistic possibility that the IRA would
call a ceasefire, which it did the following August, 1994. Unionists were offered a formal
acknowledgement by both governments of the principle of consent, and the incentive that if
agreement were reached, the Irish government would propose and support change to those
articles of the Irish constitution that unionists found objectionable (i.e. Articles 2 and 3).
Britain re-affirmed its position that it had no selfish, strategic or economic interest in
Northern Ireland, and outlined its view that it for the people of the island of Ireland to decide,
by agreement between the two parts, on the basis of consent North and South, to bring about
a united Ireland (Tonge, 1998).

The British were anxious to reassure unionists that they would not act as persuaders for a
united Ireland, and so the political representatives of Unionism did not reject the ideas out of
hand. Reaction was mixed - the UUP sought further clarity, whilst the DUP argued loudly
that the declaration was another step towards “the expulsion of unionists from the United
Kingdom” (Tonge, 1998: 143). The SDLP was pleased with the development, and believed
that it created a political landscape in which a solution could be found. Sinn Fein rejected the
document, but its ambiguity and general tone, allied to the belief within republican circles
that their war had reached stalemate, provided the necessary context for their ceasefire. The
loyalists followed suit in October of 1994, and a process of talks was initiated that would
take four years to complete. Although many unionists were deeply sceptical, there was
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optimism in both communities that an agreement could be reached that would finally end the
conflict in Northern Ireland. The transformation of society was swift and tangible - and
expectancy grew that the politicians could negotiate permanent stability and peace. There
were many obstacles in finally completing the Agreement that emerged in 1998.
Decommissioning of the IRA and loyalist weapons became a major obstacle, as did the
apparent political inertia of the Conservative government under John Major and deeply held
mistrust on both sides. There was to be further descent into violence (the IRA ended its
ceasefire in 1996 with a bomb in London, and only renewed it in July 1997), before the
election of a Labour government determined to find a solution restarted the process of all
party talks.

The Good Friday Agreement of 1998 ensured the support of the SDLP, Sinn Fein, the British
and Irish governments, the Ulster Unionist Party, and the political representatives of the
loyalist paramilitaries, as well as the smaller Alliance Party and Women’s Coalition. To
summarise, it recommended a devolved power-sharing Assembly and Executive at Stormont,
enshrined the principle of consent, ensured change to articles 2 and 3 of the Irish constitution,
established all-Ireland institutions, and set up a British-Irish Intergovernmental Council. The
DUP had not participated in the talks, rejecting them as a sham and a clear attempt to push
unionists into a united Ireland, as had a smaller Unionist Party, the United Kingdom Unionist
Party (UKUP). That presented, and continues to present, a major obstacle to a universally
acceptable settlement to the Northern Ireland problem. The leader of the Ulster Unionist
Party, David Trimble, has faced huge difficulty within his own party, and his position as
leader has often appeared precarious. There is internal debate within the Ulster Unionist
Party, and the wider unionist community, between those who want to accept the Good Friday
Agreement and those who do not. There was much argument over the actual percentage of
the unionist community that voted in favour of the agreement during the referendum in 1998
- the UUP claimed anything up to 60% support, whilst the DUP claimed a small majority of
just over 50% had rejected it. The nationalist and republican community, conversely, voted
overwhelmingly in favour of the deal, and remain in support of it. The release of terrorist
prisoners caused both unionist and nationalist voters great difficulties, but it the issues of the
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decommissioning of the IRA’s weapons and the changes to the RUC (now the PSNI) that
have caused consternation amongst some unionists.

Power was devolved to Stormont once again in November 1999. It had been twenty-seven
years since Northern Ireland had enjoyed any meaningful form of self-government. The
complexion of the new power-sharing Executive and Assembly bore no resemblance to the
majoritarian government of the last Unionist administration. Although the Assembly was
suspended in February 2000 after the IRA refused to decommission its weapons, Ulster
Unionists agreed to re-enter government with Sinn Fein on the basis that the IRA would
begin to puts its weapons beyond use. Limited power was thus restored to the Assembly in
May 2000, and despite a similar crisis in 2001, devolved power and government still resides
at Stormont. There can be little doubt that the Northern Ireland political situation remains
extremely complex. There has been tangible unease within sections of the unionist
community, particularly the more extreme loyalist elements. Protestations by the DUP that
the Agreement was a patent attempt at appeasement of nationalists and republicans by the
British government appeared to resonate with a large number of unionists in the general and
local elections of 2001, when the DUP made significant electoral gains, and the political
position and strength of the moderate UUP was weakened. Sinn Fein also usurped the
moderate nationalist and constitutional party the SDLP as the main political representatives
of Irish nationalism/republicanism in Northern Ireland. There was another crisis in the
administration in July/August 2001, when the First Minister of the Stormont Executive,
Ulster Unionist party leader David Trimble, resigned his position because of the IRA’s
refusal to begin decommissioning weapons. Trimble and his party, however, were persuaded
not to abandon the government of Northern Ireland by an historic act of decommissioning by
the

IRA,

which was verified by the

Independent International Commission on

Decommissioning. The Ulster Unionists were satisfied that Sinn Fein had persuaded the IRA
to verifiably put some of its weapons beyond use. The DUP rejected the compromise,
labelling it as a deception. However, the Stormont Executive avoided being suspended
indefinitely by the British, and the devolved Northern Ireland administration was able to
continue to function.
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Education and schools in Northern Ireland

The development of a dual system of schooling in Northern Ireland, based largely on the
segregation of Protestants and Catholics, has reflected in many ways the state of Northern
Irish society and the politics of Northern Ireland. It would be both unfair and inaccurate to
argue that sectarianism has been institutionalised as a result of the separation of nondenominational state (‘Protestant’) schools and those in the Catholic denominational sector,
as it would belie the honest efforts of many schools within both communities to provide a
balanced and non-prejudicial education for their students. However, in a society in which
there are two very distinct cultural and political identities “ separate schooling remains one of
the chief ways in which Protestants and Catholics wish to sustain their differing definitions of
themselves”. (McEwen, 1999: 22). The division between denominational and nondenominational schools remains an entrenched feature of the education system in Northern
Ireland.

After partition, it became incumbent upon the new government of Northern Ireland to reform
the education system, not least because it had simply inherited an inadequate system of
schools and colleges that had been operating within the six counties prior to the
establishment of two separate political jurisdictions on the island. The boards of both
National and Intermediate Education had both been based in Dublin, which had been the
capital city and the administrative capital of all of Ireland under British rule. No local
educational administration existed in Northern Ireland before partition (Farren, 1995). The
Northern Irish Ministry of Education was faced, therefore, with a hugely difficult task in
attempting to construct a coherent school system. It aimed to build one that was, largely, in
line with the rest of the UK. This approach highlighted the efforts of the Northern Ireland
administration to make the country and its culture as British as possible.

The Government of Northern Ireland moved swiftly in its efforts to reform the old National
School system (a state-funded school system, conceived in 1831 as non-denominational.).
Within Northern Ireland, there were 2042 National Schools, 75 intermediate (post-primary,
and mostly grammar schools) and 12 model schools (Farren, 1995). The Lynn Committee
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was set up, chaired by Robert Lynn, a Unionist Member of Parliament for West Belfast, as a
means of examining ways in which reform of the education system could occur. The Catholic
Church rejected the offer to become involved in the Committee, believing it to be a sham and
an attempt to create schools that would be dominated by Protestantism. The Catholic Church
was also hostile to the very notion of the creation of the state of Northern Ireland. It thought
that such an unstable political unit would not prove durable, and that partition would be a
temporary situation. The Lynn Committee’s initial report was published in 1922. Perhaps
surprisingly, given the political situation, the Lynn Committee’s report did not recommend
schools that would be strongly infused with a Protestant ethos. Indeed, the report formed the
foundation on which the Londonderry Act of 1923 was built, that proposed “a strongly
secularist pattern of state-aided primary schools which was anathema to the Protestant and
Catholic authorities alike” (McEwen, 1999: 07). Lord Londonderry, the first Education
Minister in the new Northern Ireland government, did try to establish a non-sectarian school
system. Townshend (1999: 194) argued that Londonderry was “one of those rare Ulster
Unionists who believed it was better to try to incorporate the Catholic minority rather than to
exclude it”. Buckland (1981: 77) has argued, though, that despite the 1923 Act, “educational
provision generally remained patchy and sectarian”. The Act underestimated the desire of the
Protestant and Catholic Churches to retain control over education.

The amendment in 1925 to the act, authorising local education authorities to require their
schools to provide non-denominational Bible instruction, was perceived by the Catholic
authorities to be an attempt by the Stormont government to ensure that there was a Protestant
version of religious and academic education in state-funded schools (McEwen, 1999).
However, Protestants regarded these concessions as insufficient, and further changes were
sought. In 1930, the Stormont government succumbed to pressure of the Orange Order and
the United Education Committee of the Protestant Churches. The 1930 Education Act
permitted clerical representation on regional education committees, and on the management
boards of those schools that ‘transferred’ from the Church authorities to the state. Allied to
this, the individual school management committees were given a large amount of influence in
appointments, and education authorities were required to ensure that teachers provided Bible
instruction during school if petitioned to do so by the parents of ten or more children
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(Buckland, 1981). Although this appeased the Protestants, it heightened tensions among the
Catholic authorities. When it became apparent to the Catholic authorities, however, that
predictions of the new Northern Ireland state crumbling were erroneous, they began to renew
their stance, in terms of their involvement with the government. They continued to refuse
contemplating making Catholic schools part of the state system, but they were prepared to
accept the partial funding for their schools - that included payment of the teaching staff and
50% of the costs of new or additional building work. Such funding, though, gave Catholic
schools another reason to remain outside of the state system, and signalled the end of any
serious attempt at establishing an integrated school system in Northern Ireland.

The 1947 Education Act followed largely the direction of the 1944 Butler Education Act in
England. Primary education was to be ended at age eleven with the transfer test. Children
would then attend either grammar, secondary' intermediate, or intermediate technical schools
until the age of 15. That there was a three-year delay between the 1944 Act in England and
the 1947 Act in Northern Ireland highlighted once again the complexities of an educational
situation in which the attitudes of the two churches were of fundamental importance. The
Catholic Church recoiled at the proposed amount of state control of schooling, and argued
that education was the responsibility of the Church and the family (McEwen, 1999). The
Catholic Church also pressed the government to fund the Catholic schools to the same level
that it funded state schools - a kind of state- financed denominational school system.
Although the government did not offer 100% grants to fund the Catholic schools, they did
increase the state grants (that went towards running costs and new buildings) from 50% to
65% for the Catholic schools that had not transferred into the state system but that were
prepared to accept local authority members on their management committees. These schools
were known as the four (owner or trustee members) and two (local authority members)
schools. However, the Catholic authorities were angered by the Ministry of Education’s
refusal to provide total funding for their schools - particularly because the burden of fiscal
support was onerous for the Catholic community in Northern Ireland.

The 1947 Act was also a source of discomfort for the Protestant churches. The Protestant
authorities were fiercely critical of what they perceived as a definite weakening of the control
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and influence of state schools that they had secured as part of the 1930 Act (McEwen, 1999).
The 1930 Act had permitted management committees of state schools to require candidates
to give Bible instruction as a condition of their appointment, but the attorney general, in the
period leading up to the 1947 legislation, had decided that such requirements contravened the
1920 Government of Ireland Act (Buckland, 1981; McEwen, 1999). The insertion of a
conscience clause in the 1947 Act allowed teachers to withdraw from religious teaching in
schools on the grounds of personal belief, and therefore allowed for the possibility of
Catholic teachers teaching in state schools.

The 1947 Act was extremely significant in terms of its contribution to universal secondary
education in Northern Ireland. Children from socially disadvantaged backgrounds were
offered an education that had previously only been available to the wealthy or those who had
been offered scholarships. Hov/ever, the religious segregation of schoolchildren continued.
Whilst the state schools in Northern Ireland have always been officially non-denominational,
they have generally been considered throughout the history of Northern Ireland to be
‘Protestant schools’. The large majority of students and teachers who have been Protestants
by denomination, and the influence of the Protestant clergy on Boards of Governors and
management committees, explain the reasons for this label. State schools would also,
traditionally, have a religious ethos that would be unacceptable to many Catholics. The
existence of separate Catholic schools offered an obvious forum for the education of Catholic
children. The denominational Catholic schools, that enjoyed an extremely close relationship
with the Church, were therefore the places in which the majority of Northern Irish Catholic
schoolchildren were educated. The state schools have also been places in which cultural and
political emblems of the state were displayed. Although a Unionist Prime Minister, O’Neill,
expressed his reservations about the continuation of segregated schools, integration still did
not become an important facet of mainstream education in Northern Ireland. The obstacles to
transforming the segregated system, politically and financially, were huge. Integrated
education would also have meant the end of separate Catholic schools. The Catholic
authorities were determined to resist such a move. They argued that Catholic schools were
absolutely necessary, because they provided a moral and religious dimension that was central
in the development and education of Catholic schoolchildren. This religious objection was
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emphasised by the mistrust that was directed towards public authorities in Northern Ireland
by the Catholic Church (Buckland, 1981). The 1968 Education Act reinforced segregation
within schools, as it not only increased the building grants for Catholic schools from 65% to
80%, but also offered the schools 100% funding for maintenance. This assisted the Catholic
authorities to continue running their own separate schools. As a result of the Act, the
Catholic Church accepted that the government would have joint management of their
schools, now referred to as ‘voluntary maintained’, jointly managed largely on the basis of
the earlier ‘four-and-two pattern’ (McEwen, 1999).

The Education Reform (Northern Ireland) Order of 1989 was extremely significant in the
development of the education system. It introduced the Northern Ireland Curriculum, a
common curriculum for all post-primary schools in Northern Ireland aimed at raising
educational standards. It set out the educational entitlement of all schoolchildren aged 4-16,
and was the equivalent of the 1988 Education Reform Act in England and Wales. As part of
the 1989 Education Reform (Northern Ireland) Order, the British government committed
itself to supporting the development of integrated education in Northern Ireland. The cross
curricular themes of Education for Mutual Understanding (EMU) and Cultural Heritage (CH)
were introduced as statutory elements of the new curriculum. The requirement for all schools
to include these themes took effect from 1992 (Smith, 1995). As a result of the Education
Reform (Northern Ireland) Order, it was also incumbent upon school governors to provide
annual reports for parents on the steps that the schools had taken to actively promote
Education for Mutual Understanding within their school. The Northern Ireland Curriculum
was introduced on a phased basis from 1990, and was amended in 1993 and 1996. In
Northern Ireland, it is the responsibility of the Council for the Curriculum, Examinations and
Assessment (CCEA) to provide advice to the Department of Education (NI) (DENI) on any
adjustments to the Northern Ireland Curriculum that might be necessary in order to meet the
changing needs of the education system. A review process of the Northern Ireland
Curriculum began in September 1999. The aim of the review was to devise a new Northern
Ireland curriculum, which was originally intended for phased implementation in schools from
September 2002, but which has been delayed until September 2004.
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The segregated school system in Northern Ireland has remained intact. Although integrated
education has begun to make some inroads, only approximately four per cent of students
attend integrated schools in Northern Ireland (McEwen, 1999). The curriculum is largely the
same in both the Catholic sector and the non-denominational sector, with the main difference
being that it is delivered in Catholic schools within the context of an Irish Catholic religious
ethos (McEwen, 1999). There is, however, a definite cultural divergence - the Catholic
schools tend to emphasis their Trishness’ - Gaelic sports (such as Gaelic football and hurling)
are predominant and the Irish language is also taught. Non-denominational state schools and
non-denominational voluntary grammar schools are often infused with a British ethos.

The post-primary sector in Northern Ireland is divided into five main types of school:
controlled schools (state, non-denominational), maintained schools (Catholic), other
maintained (run by Protestant churches), voluntary grammar schools (non-denominational
and denominational), and grant maintained integrated schools. This proliferation of post
primary education adds to the already complex nature of schools in Northern Ireland. The
controlled schools, for example, include both grammar and non-grammar schools, as does the
Catholic maintained sector. In terms of post-16 education, there are sixth forms within all of
the grammar schools in Northern Ireland (both non-denominational and denominational), and
some non-grammar schools (non-denominational, denominational and integrated). Colleges
of Further and Higher Education also offer education to students in the post-16 sector.

The Report of the Independent Review Body on Post Primary Education (2001)

The ‘Education for the 21st Century’ Independent Review Body on Post Primary Education
published its report on suggested changes to the post-primary education system in Northern
Ireland in 2001. These changes were informed by the detailed research of Gallagher and
Smith (2000). The Independent Review Body Report was the result of an extensive and
inclusive 12-month review process that involved 25 public meetings throughout Northern
Ireland, and separate meetings with over 70 representative groups. The Review Body
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received over 2,000 written submissions and also visited schools to talk to both teachers and
students.

The Review Body (a ten-member group) made three main recommendations within its report.
It suggested that the controversial selection of school pupils at eleven years old for transfer to
either grammar or non-grammar post-primary schools should be ended at the earliest possible
opportunity. This represented a recommendation for the total abolition of the Eleven - Plus
transfer test that had been in operation since 1947. The Review Body rejected all forms of
academic selection for primary school pupils, and argued that it should be replaced with a
new transfer arrangement based on ‘informed parental preference’. The Review Body also
recommended the development of a progressive ‘Pupil Profile’ that would inform the
individual learning needs of each pupil throughout their primary and post-primary education.
Finally, it recommended the creation of a ‘Collegiate System’ of schools across Northern
Ireland. Under this new arrangement, there would be twenty Collegiates established
throughout Northern Ireland. Each of the Collegiates would be managed by a Board of
Principals and would include between 6 and 15 schools. Each Collegiate would form a
network of post-primary schools, which would contain (where possible) all types of schools denominational non-denominational, integrated and Irish-medium. All schools in a
Collegiate would be required to offer the statutory curriculum, but the Review Body has
argued that the new system would provide students with more flexibility to choose different
courses from the beginning of Key Stage 4. The Collegiate system has been designed to
allow each school to retain its ethos and independence, and is an attempt to foster a
collaborative network of schools across Northern Ireland (Independent Review Body on
Post-Primary Education, 2001).

In 2002 the Department of Education (Northern Ireland) has been conducting an extensive
public consultation process on the recommendations of the Review Body. A questionnaire
was distributed to each household in Northern Ireland. The Department of Education
(Northern Ireland) invited the public to make comments on the Review Body proposals,
suggestions for any modifications to the Bums proposals, and public suggestions for
alternative post-primary school arrangements. The current process for schoolchildren
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transferring from primary schools to post-primary schools (the ‘eleven-plus’ Transfer Tests)
remains in place until the Northern Ireland Assembly is fully consulted and gives consensual
approval to any legislation pertaining to the introduction of new arrangements for post
primary education.

Conclusion

The political and educational history of Northern Ireland that has been offered in this chapter
has served to demonstrate the complexity of the educational system in Northern Ireland. In
many ways, as was noted, the structure of schools reflects (to an extent) the political, social
and cultural division that exists in wider Northern Irish society'. It is possible to argue that
given the nature of political debate in Northern Ireland, schools could prove to be an ideal
place for the introduction of curricular and pedagogical initiatives related to citizenship
education that are aimed at developing and fostering the values of mutual tolerance and
respect. It is possible to suggest that this is particularly relevant for students in the post-16
sector (within either schools or colleges of further education). Whilst there is currently some
uncertainty over future arrangements for the post-primary sector in Northern Ireland, the
proposed introduction of the revised Northern Ireland curriculum in 2004 arguably provides a
space in which policymakers (notably CCEA) can give serious consideration to the
introduction of a discrete programme of citizenship education (in all of the different types of
schools within Northern Ireland) that seeks to ameliorate political, social and cultural
conflict.
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CHAPTER 4

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Introduction
In Northern Ireland, implementing a package of citizenship education within the school
curriculum remains a key challenge for policymakers. The implications of citizenship
education for post-16 students in schools, both in terms of the design, delivery and analysis
of prospective courses and the pedagogical methodologies utilised within those courses, have
thus far received little attention. The organisation responsible for advising government on
curriculum development in Northern Ireland, CCEA, has acknowledged the value of
citizenship education, and made strides towards bringing Northern Ireland into line with
England and the rest of the UK (CCEA, 2000a). However, the organisation has not made any
plans to introduce citizenship education at post-16 level, and has therefore failed to offer a
definitive framework in which key issues of political, social and cultural literacy could be
explored and investigated by students in the post-16 sector. Indeed, no attempt has been
made to design, pilot or deliver a scheme of citizenship education for students at post-16
level. The introduction of new ‘AS/A Level’ examinations (from September 2000) increased
the pressure for teachers and students in the post-16 sector. The expectation that students take
four subjects during Year 13 (as part of the new ‘AS/ A’ Level structure) has also reduced
the space available in the post-16 curriculum.

Department of Education (NI) statistics (DENI, 2001b) show that 72% of 16 and 17-year
olds are participating in some form of full-time education (either in schools or Colleges of
Further and Higher Education). Of that 72%, 43.7% of students are being educated within
schools. There are 72 grammar schools in Northern Ireland with a total number of 62,743
students (DENI 2001c). Of these 72 schools, 21 are non-denominational voluntary grammar
schools. There are 166 non-grammar schools, with a total number of 92,760 students (DENI,
2001c). An increasing number of non-grammar schools have started to offer post-16
qualifications leading to higher education - 12.1% of post-16 students are now located within
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the non-grammar school sector. In Northern Ireland 30.1% of post-16 students are enrolled in
grammar schools (Source: Department of Education for Northern Ireland). The majority of
post-16 students in schools in Northern Ireland are therefore accommodated within the
grammar school sector.

It would be reasonable to argue that there has been little research (so far) that has examined
in considerable depth the attitudes, values, expectations and opinions of both teachers and
students towards citizenship education (its nature and content, teaching styles, student
experiences) within the post-16 sector in Northern Ireland. Despite the proposed changes to
the transfer procedure and the probable consequent change in status of voluntary grammar
schools, they remain an important element of the school community in Northern Ireland. As
such the state maintained non-denominational voluntary grammar school within which this
case study was carried out provided a very relevant and interesting forum for an analysis of
citizenship education at post-16 level. It would be inappropriate to make simplistic
generalisations based on this case study. It is possible, however, to argue that the findings of
such an in-depth study can contribute to the debate on citizenship education at post-16 level
(particularly in schools) in Northern Ireland.

It is possible to argue that the students, particularly those in the post-16 sector (sixth form) in
non-denominational voluntary grammar schools, as in all of the many different types of
schools and colleges across Northern Ireland, should be equipped with the skills, knowledge
and understanding to play a meaningful role in a modem democratic society. It is the
intention of this study to examine a range of key issues relating to citizenship education and
post-16 students (the details of which are provided in this chapter) using a range of
qualitative research techniques. A fundamental aspect of this (although by no means the only
part of the study) is an analysis of the impact and effects of a pilot programme of citizenship
education (on post-16 students) that was designed and taught to post-16 students within the
study school by the researcher. This programme used a conceptual framework that placed
specific emphasis on the investigation of political, social and cultural literacy, and utilised a
teaching for understanding, discussion-based, student-centred pedagogical methodology
(Gardner, 1999).
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Location - Tobermory Grammar School

As noted in Chapter 3, there are two types of grammar school that operate in Northern
Ireland - controlled grammar schools (which receive 100% funding from the state), and
voluntary grammar schools (both denominational and non-denominational). Tobermory
Grammar School is a co-educational, non-denominational voluntary grammar school. In the
context of Northern Ireland, the respect that is afforded to grammar schools is reflected in the
annual scramble by parents in both communities to ensure that they secure an allocation of a
grammar school place for their child. As noted by Gallagher and Smith (2000: 44), “many of
the grammar schools provide an ethos of academic and intellectual excellence. This helps to
explain why so many parents aspire to send their children to these schools”. The grammar
schools are widely viewed as producers of excellent academic results, and are generally
regarded as a means of gaining good qualifications, and also of being a definite pathway to
university. This is perhaps unsurprising - the selective education system at age eleven enables
the grammar schools to select those students that have been most successful in the transfer
test, the ‘eleven plus’. This study, however, is not concerned with the merits or disadvantages
of a selective education system, nor of getting involved in the vigorous debate that has
surrounded the issue. It would be foolish not to recognise that any reform of the education
system, initiated by the Department of Education (NI), could cause significant changes for
the grammar sector. However, for the meantime, voluntary grammar schools are a key
feature of the school system in Northern Ireland, particularly in the context of post-16
education.

Tobermory Grammar School is situated in a satellite town of Belfast, Northern Ireland. It has
a sizeable catchment area, drawing students from other neighbouring towns and from Belfast
itself. It has a long established tradition of academic success, and is an ‘old’ school, founded
in the nineteenth century. The school is a main provider of academic education to students
who are selected on the basis of the transfer procedure that operates within Northern Ireland.
It is a primary route for school students seeking to enter university. The school is large, with
thirteen hundred pupils, and sixty-three full time teachers. In its prospectus literature, the
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school argues that this size gives them advantages, in enabling them to offer a wider variety
of subjects and extra-curricular activities than would otherwise be the case. Tobermory
Grammar School has roughly equal numbers of male and female students. Its fundamental
aim remains academic achievement, but great emphasis is also placed on the wide range of
extra-curricular activities available at the school, and on helping students cultivate and
develop values and attitudes that enable them to become productive members of society
(School prospectus, 2001). Indeed, the school defines one of its core aims as assisting
students to prepare for participation in the adult world. In the post-war years the school grew
steadily, with a range of new buildings being added during the 1950s, and the opening of a
Preparatory Department in 1953. In the 1960s and 1970s the number of pupils increased
dramatically. Tobermory Grammar is now a large and thriving co-educational grammar
school with students who come from a much wider area than they did even twenty years ago.
In many ways it is much changed from the school founded in the nineteenth century, but in
fundamentals it remains the same. It is still co-educational and it still treasures its inter
denominational character.

Tobermory Grammar School is situated in a largely affluent town. The students who attend
the school are drawn, for the most part, from areas of socio-economic advantage. There are
notable exceptions to this, however - in particular those students who come from a region of
Belfast that could not be characterised as ‘wealthy’. The majority of students in the school
come from the Protestant community. In keeping with the non-denominational status of the
school, and its strong promotion of an ethos of inclusion, a significant minority (estimated at
over ten per cent) of students is from the Catholic community. There are also an increasing
number of students from different ethnic traditions (mainly Asian students). In terms of its
management, the current position in relation to the composition of the Board of Governors of
the school is as follows: ten members from the local Churches; four members from the
Department of Education; two members elected by the teaching staff; two members elected
by parents, and the Principal. As a voluntary grammar school the Area Education and Library
Board has no say in the running of Tobermory Grammar. The school receives 85% capital
expenditure.
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This study deals with particular aspects of Tobermory Grammar School - teachers (in the
humanities and social sciences) and teaching methodologies, citizenship education, and post16 students. In chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8, which analyse the findings of the case study in detail,
the workings of the school, its teachers and students are described in much greater depth. It is
worth noting that in the interests of confidentiality every attempt has been made to protect
the identity of the school, its students and its teachers. This investigation, including
preliminary preparation, was carried out over a period of eighteen months, from September
2000 until March 2002. Fieldwork began at Tobermory Grammar School in June 2001. My
introduction to the school was facilitated almost entirely by one of the Vice-Principals. The
first two months of the study involved teacher interviews and non-participant observation.
After the summer break, student interviews were initiated, and the last four months of the
fieldwork were taken up with the design and delivery of a pilot programme of citizenship
education (PPCE) to Year 13 students in the school.

Table 1: Fieldwork Phase, Description and Date

Fieldwork Phase

Description

Date

Preliminary discussions

Meeting With VP

November/ December 2000

Teacher Interviews

June 2001

Non-Participant

June 2001

Phase One

Observation
Phase Two

Student Group

September 2001

Interviews (Year 13)
Student Group

September 2001

Interviews (Year 14)
Phase Three

Pilot Programme of

November 2001 -

Citizenship Education

February 2002
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Research Objectives

1. ) To create a body of evidence that demonstrates the extent to which the post-16 students
(five separate groups - a total of 87 students within Year 13 of Tobermory Grammar) who
participated in the pilot programme of citizenship education (PPCE) developed a range of
skills - including partnership skills, presentation skills, interpretative skills, skills of informed
critical reflection, and knowledge and understanding of social, cultural and political issues
pertaining to citizenship education.

2. ) To provide the Senor Management Team (SMT), teachers and students of Tobermory
Grammar School with information and analysis that can assist them in making decisions
regarding educational and curricular change within their school community. This includes an
opportunity to decide whether the evidence that emerged as part of the interview process and
the pilot programme of citizenship education (PPCE) demonstrated that a student-centred,
discussion-based citizenship education course might usefully be introduced for post-16
students in the school.

3. ) To evaluate the pilot programme of citizenship education (PPCE) in Tobermory Grammar
School, from the perspective of the post-16 students who were involved. For the purpose of
this evaluation, an effort was made to gauge the enthusiasm, motivation, and enjoyment of
the students who participated in PPCE, based on the attitudes, thoughts and feelings of those
involved. It was considered crucial to investigate whether or not the students found the PPCE
to be a positive, productive and enjoyable experience, and the reasons for this. The students
were encouraged to articulate and express these feelings and opinions during the classes.
When the pilot programme concluded, all of the participating students were offered the
opportunity to complete a written evaluative summary of the course, from their perspective,
designed to provide an assessment of their perceptions and criticisms of the course, including
the skills and understanding that they believed they had gained from participation.

4. ) To evaluate the merits of an interactive, discussion-based pedagogical approach to
citizenship education. This was done in two ways; firstly, through the examination and
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analysis of teacher and post-16 student responses to more general questioning on this subject
during semi-structured interviews; secondly, by evaluating the experience of designing and
delivering an eight-session programme of citizenship education using this teaching
methodology, from the perspective of both the teacher-researcher and the students. A detailed
research diary and an in-depth student evaluation documents were used to assist this process
during the delivery of the PPCE within Tobermory Grammar School.

5. ) To offer a comprehensive evaluation of the levels of interest, enthusiasm, and support
amongst teachers in Tobermory Grammar School for the introduction of a new programme of
student-centred citizenship education within the post-16 school curriculum. This was done
through a careful examination of the attitudes that were expressed within the interview
process.

6. ) To evaluate the feasibility of a programme of citizenship education in the post-16 sector
that is not based on a rigid set of learning outcomes, or on prescriptive topics. Instead, this
was intended to be a flexible programme, based on student-centred teaching and learning
processes that did not include traditional formal assessment. This feasibility was judged in
terms of how many students voluntarily participated in the PPCE, their levels of enthusiasm
and attendance, and their eagerness within class to debate and discuss citizenship issues in an
informed and enthusiastic manner. It was evaluated according to the extent to which
participants felt the programme objectives had been met, as expressed by them, and also as
evaluated by the teacher-researcher. This included the capacity to demonstrate understanding
of citizenship issues and an ability to advance them within a class debate or discussion.
Importantly, the PPCE was also assessed in terms of how effective it was in improving and
developing the self-confidence and self-esteem of the students. The effectiveness of the
course was therefore assessed within a framework that focused on the experiences of the
students.

7. ). To provide an in-depth evaluation of the attitudes, opinions, perceptions, feelings and
expectations of a selection of post-16 (Year 13 and 14) students in relation to citizenship
education and pedagogy within the case study school. This was done through a detailed
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examination of the views that were epoused within the interview process in which 5 different
groups of five sixth formers participated (details are provided below); and also by collecting
attitudinal information informally from students when speaking to them in a non-classroom
context.

8.) To provide a theoretical evaluation of an interactive, discussion-based, student-centred
citizenship education course at post-16 level, based on the evidence that emerged from the
design and delivery of the PPCE in Tobermory Grammar School.

Case Study - Methodological Considerations
As has already been mentioned, in order to satisfy these objectives, this case study employed
a range of qualitative research techniques (all of which are outlined in detail below) that
ranged from semi-structured interviews to participant observation and teaching. These
various approaches to eliciting data and evidence were essential to what was a multi-method
approach (Denscombe 1998; Cohen/Manion/Morrison, 2000). Defining and describing the
type of case study that was used as part of this investigation proved difficult. Indeed, Rose
(1991: 191) argued that:
Seeking to define the case-study approach in a formal sense is somewhat
unsatisfactory because it may result in a closing off, rather than an opening
up, of the potential variety and diversity of the approach.
There has also been confusion and debate as to what the term ‘case study’ has meant to
different researchers (Lincoln and Cuba, 1985). Whilst this study of Tobermory Grammar
School would have satisfied the criteria of a descriptive study as outlined by Yin (1993: 05),
it was aimed at more than simply the provision of a “complete description of a phenomenon”
(although it is appreciated that this in itself would be an extremely complex task). Whilst it
could also be described as an educational case study, it would not be of the type detailed by
Stenhouse (1988), in which many researchers are involved and are unconcerned with social
theory. Indeed, it is essential to note that social theory (and specifically critical theory) was a
key element of this study.
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It could also be argued that the terms ‘instrumental’ and ‘intrinsic’ (Stake, 1995) are
potentially problematic in relation to a concise methodological definition of this study.
Indeed, the term ‘instrumental’ has connotations in the context of social theory (as outlined
in Chapter 2) that are not necessarily considered desirable (Habermas, 1984). Denscombe
(1998: 35) urged researchers to be cautious if using ‘intrinsic’ interest as the “sole criterion
for selecting a case”. He argued that an exclusive focus on intrinsic interest could be
considered journalistic, and that many social researchers would be uncomfortable with it as a
justification for the selection of the case in its own right. Whilst in the context of this study
issues such as citizenship education, post-16 students and pedagogy were dominant - and
Stake’s (1995) concept of the ‘instrumental’ case study was perhaps relevant - categorising
this case study as ‘instrumental’ or ‘intrinsic’ simply for the purposes of taxonomy was
avoided. Instead, an approach reflecting the influence of case study literature that would
accurately reflect the nature of this investigation was pursued.

It is possible to argue that Stenhouse’s (1988: 50) definition of the “evaluative case study”
could be considered appropriate to this investigation:

A single case or collection of cases is studied in depth with the purpose of
providing educational actors or decision makers (administrators, teachers,
pupils, parents etc) with information that will help them to judge the merit
and worth of policies, programmes or institutions.
The concept of ‘illuminative evaluation’ (an idea first ‘popularised’ by Parlett and Hamilton
in 1972) perhaps provides an even more appropriate and accurate description of the case
study of Tobermory Grammar School, particularly in relation to the fundamental importance
of the pilot programme of citizenship education (PPCE) that was devised and delivered in the
school by the researcher. ‘Illuminative evaluation’ was outlined within a research paper
circulated by Parlett and Hamilton at the University of Edinburgh in 1972. Although the
authors did not explicitly describe illuminative evaluation as case study, there is little doubt
that it represented one form of evaluative case study (Bassey, 1999).
illuminative evaluation is outlined in the following terms.
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The concept of

The aims of illuminative evaluation are to study the innovatory programme;
how it operates; how it is influenced by the various school situations in
which it is applied; what those directly concerned regard as its advantages;
and how students’ intellectual tasks and academic experiences are most
affected. It aims to discover and document what it is like to be participating
in the scheme, whether as teacher or pupil; and, in addition, to discern and
discuss the innovation’s most significant features, recurring concomitants,
and critical processes. In short, it seeks to address and to illuminate a
complex array of questions. (Parlett and Hamilton 1972: 09)
According to Parlett and Hamilton (1972), illuminative evaluation is a general research
strategy. It concentrates on examining the innovatory programme as an “integral part of the
learning milieu” (Parlett and Hamilton, 1972: 16). There is also a definite emphasis within
this methodological approach on observation within the classroom; on interviewing teachers
and students; and on ascertaining the views of those who participate within the innovatory
programme. Parlett and Hamilton (1972: 25) encouraged the evaluator involved in this type
of research to embrace the use of his or her interpretative skills, joining a “diverse group of
specialists” (psychiatrists, social anthropologists and historians) who “weigh and sift a
complex array of human evidence and draw conclusions from it.” Parlett and Hamilton
(1972: 31) also argued that it is imperative to study the innovatory programme “through the
medium of its performance”, and to adopt an appropriate research style and methodology.
Thus, the PPCE within Tobermory Grammar School was constructed and delivered within an
authentic school environment in order to gather information and provide a “comprehensive
understanding of the complex reality (or realities) surrounding the programme - in short, to
illuminate” (Parlett and Hamilton, 1972: 30).

One of the main objectives of this study is to provide the staff and students of Tobermory
Grammar School with information and analysis that can assist them in making important
decisions regarding educational and curricular change within their school community. Parlett
and Hamilton (1972) suggested that different constituencies within school communities
(teachers, governors, Senior Management Team) use the findings of illuminative evaluation
research to assist them in this type of educational decision-making. In terms of the
transferability of the findings of illuminative evaluation research, Parlett and Hamilton
(1972: 28) suggested that different learning milieux, despite their diversity, “share many
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characteristics”. They argued (1972: 28) that teachers within other educational institutions
could encounter “parallel sets of problems” to those discovered within the school that is the
focus of the illuminative evaluation research. Similarly, learning, participation and study
habits of students are often “found to follow common lines” within a wide range of
educational environments. It was also noted that innovatory programmes might provoke
“familiar reactions” in a variety of educational environments. Acknowledging this, it could
be argued that an illuminative evaluation in Tobermory Grammar School can help to aid
communication and “facilitate theory building” (Parlett and Hamilton, 1972: 28) between a
wide range of educators in Northern Ireland who are involved in the provision of citizenship
education at post-16 level.

As has already been noted, Tobermory Grammar School is ‘one of a type’ (Yin, 1994;
Denscombe, 1998) in the context of the post-primary education system in Northern Ireland. It
belongs to a community of 72 grammar schools; more specifically, it is a key member of the
smaller community of 21 non-denominational voluntary grammar schools in Northern
Ireland. These 21 schools form a significant minority sector of the post-primary school
system. All of the non-denominational voluntary grammar schools have a long tradition and
history of post-16 education. This case study is seeking to operate at three different levels.
Firstly, it is important to stress that it is intended to equip decision-makers, teachers and
students within Tobermory Grammar with information and analysis that assists them in
devising and evaluating school policy and educational programmes related to citizenship
education and appropriate teaching methodologies. Secondly, the process of assessing,
analysing and evaluating the attitudes of teachers and the large post-16 student population in
Tobermory Grammar, offered an opportunity for an investigation of issues in citizenship
education and pedagogical methods that attempted to provide information that can be
transferred to other educational scenarios (in particular other similar non-denominational
voluntary grammar schools in Northern Ireland and perhaps beyond). It is worth noting that it
is hoped that this study can uncover data and frame theory and evidence that is of interest to
all of the educational institutions involved in the provision of post-16 education in Northern
Ireland, in their search for ways to address issues connected to citizenship education and
pedagogy. As Denscombe (1998) argued, the logic of concentrating on one case is that there
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are valuable insights gained from focusing on an individual case that can have wider
implications. In his notable case study of a grammar school (‘Hightown Grammar’) Lacey
(1970: xi) argued for an element of theoretical development.

Though I am presenting a case study of one school, its significance is not
confined to the particularistic concerns of one school. It extends to general
problems in sociology and education.
It would perhaps be difficult to argue that the significance of this study of Tobermory
Grammar School would necessarily extend to larger sociological and educational problems.
However, it was certainly hoped that the analysis and theory generated as part of this
investigation could prove useful not only to the staff and students of Tobermory Grammar
School, but also to other non-denominational voluntary grammar schools, and to all of the
policymakers and educational institutions in Northern Ireland involved in the provision of
citizenship education at post-16 level.

Research Techniques

The qualitative research techniques that were utilised as part of this case study are described
in this section of the chapter in detail.

Interviews

The interview process, in all cases, was a semi-structured one. Direct and indirect questions
were asked as part of the interviews, but were not always necessarily worded the same, and
did not always follow the same sequence. This was a deliberate attempt to create a flexible
situation in which the respondents felt comfortable enough to provide answers that reflected
their own experiences and beliefs. The interviews were guided by a pre-prepared question
schedule (provided in the appendices), and all of the interviews, for both teachers and
students, were recorded using an audio tape recorder. All of the participants were asked to
confirm that they had no objection to being recorded in this way (before the interview
began). None of them expressed any opposition to the interview being tape-recorded.
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Forming a productive relationship with the respondents was an important part of these indepth interviews, both individual and group. It was therefore essential that the interviews
were both flexible and interactive, and that the interview process helped to “encourage co
operation and help establish rapport” (Cohen/ Manion/Morrison 2000: 275). It was important
to ensure that the respondents articulated and expressed their viewpoints and perceptions in
depth. The questions that were used were all open-ended, affording the respondent the
opportunity to answer the question as fully as he or she chose. The advantages of this type of
process are obvious - such open-ended questioning offered depth in terms of the data that
was produced. This open-ended semi-structured approach was designed to limit the
respondents’ answers as little as possible.

Teacher Interviews

In the school eight selected members of the teaching staff were involved in semi-structured
interviews, the duration of which was, on average, forty-five minutes. Interviews were used
as a means of assessing teacher and post-16 student attitudes to citizenship education.
Members of the Senior Management Team (SMT), including Heads of Department, Vice
Principals and the Principal, were interviewed in this way as part of this process. A list of all
of those teachers who were formally interviewed in Tobermory Grammar is provided:

Teachers interviewed
Principal.
Vice Principal responsible for curriculum development.
Government and Politics teacher
History teachers (two)
Geography teacher
English Literature teachers (two)
Personal and Social Education co-ordinator
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These interviews with teachers were designed to elicit altitudinal data on a number of key
issues. These issues included - the content and design of possible programmes of citizenship
education at post-16 level; the value of citizenship education within the post-16 curriculum;
current levels of provision of citizenship education within other curricular subjects; levels of
enthusiasm and desire amongst teachers for citizenship education within the school
curriculum; and teaching and learning strategies for citizenship education within the post-16
sector (Appendix 2). Within this interview process, there were obvious problems of informed
consent, confidentiality and ethics. All of the respondents, both teachers and students, were
informed, by way of letter, that they would not be identified by name within the writing up of
the data. The reasons for this were clear, particularly for the teachers involved. As
professional practitioners with a high level of educational and social responsibility, teachers
might have been less likely to offer candid answers to the questions posed, if they reasoned
that such responses could have a negative impact on their reputation with parents and
students. Consideration was given to the effects that such frank admissions would have on
their standing within their own department, and amongst their colleagues.

Student Interviews

The student interviews operated differently to those involving the teachers. In this case, the
students were interviewed as five small groups, each of five participants. They gave the
impression of being much more at ease with the interview, and arrived with, ostensibly at
least, no preconceived ideas about how it would develop. The group situation had been
engineered deliberately to create a group dynamic. The students were encouraged to provide
answers directly to the questions that were posed. The process was semi-structured, and
again this was to ensure flexibility of discussion. Each group interview lasted approximately
ninety minutes. In many cases, there was much digression from the interview schedule
(Appendix 3), but in each case the interview was structured to offer the students a chance to
comment on their perceptions of teaching styles and methods, and the qualities that they
believed were important in a good teacher. Students were selected from across the subject
range in order to be broadly representative of the post-16 student population in the school. It
was also considered important that not only the students who already had the opportunity to
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address social, cultural and political issues within their curricular subjects were offered the
chance to provide their views on how teachers should try to make citizenship education
appealing and attractive to young people within an interview situation. Therefore, students
who did not study either Government and Politics or History (and whose curricular
examination-based subjects at AS/A Level were largely sciences) formed an important part
of the group interview process (for both Year 13 and 14). The emphasis on Year 13 (in which
three groups of five students were interviewed) was designed to reflect the importance of
those students to this study. It was the students from that year group who were also invited to
volunteer for the pilot programme of citizenship education (PPCE). Due to examination
pressures and other constraints, it was not possible for Year 14 students to be considered for
participation in the PPCE element of this study.

As has already been mentioned, the student group interviews were not designed to be focus
groups. Traditionally, the focus group has more than six participants, and is based more on
the discussion of suggested topics, facilitated by the researcher. The key to a focus group is
free flowing discussion, and interaction between the participants that is not necessarily
channelled through the researcher. It is important, therefore, to confront and acknowledge the
difficulty of definition in relation to group interviews. It might be simpler to use focus group
as a ‘catch-all’ term for the group interview techniques that were employed within this study,
but this would be unsatisfactory and confusing. The sixth form groups were all composed of
five participants. As noted by Gibbs (1997: 02)

Focus groups are a form of group interviewing but it is important to
distinguish between the two. Group interviewing involves interviewing a
number of people at the same time, the emphasis being on questions and
responses between the researcher and participants.
In interviewing these groups of students, each student was invited to give his or her answer to
an open question, in turn. They were offered ample opportunity to foster an interactive
dynamic. On many occasions, a particular question generated an excited response, and after
each student had been given an opportunity to provide an initial answer, the group was
encouraged to discuss the question. This created the space for the participants to challenge
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each other’s answers, to concur or object, and to contemplate their response in the context of
a group discussion. As Morgan (1988) noted, a reliance on the use of a pre-printed rigid list
of direct questions that is rigid and inflexible can shut off “lines of discussion” within a
group interview situation. Therefore, within this process, reflexivity and flexibility were both
important, despite the fact that the interviews (in all cases) were premised on a number of
questions.

There can be little doubt that despite researcher involvement in the discussion, and the
importance of question and answer in the process, the in-depth group interviews with the
students displayed a lot of the characteristics that have traditionally been associated with
focus groups. The work of Merton et al (1956) presented four broad criteria that were
essential for an effective focus group interview. They summarised these as specificity, depth
and personal context. The group interviev/s were designed to offer all of these things - data
that were as specific as possible, data that offered depth, and analysis of the personal
experience and context of the participants, in relation to the answers that they provided. In
this way, the in-depth group interview technique that was employed attempted to blend the
most effective components of the group interview question and answer format, and the focus
group format, in which the interaction of the group is all-important. A short letter was
distributed to parents of students who were selected to participate in the interview process. It
was the school that directly approached the students to participate, and although they were
free to decline, all who were approached agreed to be involved. The school made no attempt
to ‘prepare’ the students for the interviews. Access was therefore granted access to 25 sixth
form students, who were requested to meet the following criteria:

15 students from Year 13
5 students who studied subjects that did not include History or Government and Politics
5 students who studied Geography and/or Re and/or History, but did not study Government
and Politics.
5 students who studied Government and Politics
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10 students from Year 14
5 students who studied subjects that did not include History or Government and Politics
5 students who studied Government and Politics at ‘A’ Level

Non-participant observation

Whilst in the school for interviewing, and later delivering the PPCE, the school permitted the
researcher to spend short amounts of time in the classroom observing lessons in English
Literature, History, and Geography (at post-16 level) that were deemed relevant to
citizenship education within the Crick Report (1998) and CCEA (2000a and b). This
amounted to a minimum of one visit to each class, and a maximum of three, and was done
with a view to minimum disruption of normal teaching activities. It is necessary to
acknowledge, however, that during observation of lessons in this school, there was, to a
certain extent, a slightly strange atmosphere. Teachers seemed somewhat self-conscious, at
times, of their own style, and students perhaps acted differently precisely because they were
being observed. As Bassey (1999: 82) argued, “ the personal skills of the researcher are
important in terms of putting the actors at their ease”. The aim of this non-participant
observation was only contextual. None of the observation was framed as a method of
evaluating or criticising teachers or teaching styles. Rather, it was simply to try to ascertain if
citizenship education emerged organically within these classes as a theme in an everyday
lesson, and also to note the approach of the school, the department and the individual to
issues of citizenship education and teaching methodologies. The aim was to try and get a feel
for the type of pedagogy that was part of the fabric of everyday lessons in the schools, which
provided an important background for the conduct of the interview process and the design
and delivery of the PPCE.

Informal data collection

Whilst conducting research in the school, access was granted to the workings of the teachers
and students, in a number of ways; formally, in terms of the everyday practice of running,
controlling and managing a class within the school (the PPCE volunteer groups); and in an
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informal sense, the researcher was also given the opportunity to collect ‘off the record’
information that related to citizenship education and teaching styles from teachers in the
school. There was an interesting conflict here. It had to be decided within the course of this
research whether or not it would have been appropriate to utilise ‘insider information’, at the
possible expense of the data that was gathered during the formal interview process. It was
important to ensure that personal relationships were not established with teachers in the
school that could compromise the honesty of the study. This was a personal question of
ethics. It would have been unfair to deliberately cultivate friendships with staff that had been
involved in the interviews, given that the research study would be candid in its interpretations
and findings. In deciding to avoid such a situation, an attempt was made to ensure that false
relationships were not created that were designed only to supply data, and also to avoid the
researcher being placed in a potentially invidious situation. It was estimated that ensuring
that all research participation was overt would best win the trust of both teachers and
students. In doing this, it is possible to argue that the integrity of the research findings would
be safeguarded. Acknowledging this, it was decided that foraging for informal information
within the staff room would be inappropriate. However, the autonomy that was provided for
the researcher, in being able to move freely around the school and chat to both teachers and
students, offered an excellent background context in which the research could be conducted.
It was possible to establish something of an idea of what it was like to be both a teacher and a
post-16 student in Tobermory Grammar School.

Parlett and Hamilton (1972: 26) argued that the illuminative evaluator, in order to “retain the
viability and integrity of his or her research programme and the trust of the participants in the
programme” must clarify his or her role when involved in research in a school. Establishing
relationships with the students was therefore crucially important. The network of
communication that operated within the school student community was highly effective, and
it was not long after initial research in the school that most of the students were aware of the
research process. During an introductory talk to all of the Year 13 students (in relation to the
PPCE), an effort was made to make the students aware that research was being conducted.
This was in order to ensure that both the integrity and trust that could be considered essential
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to the implementation of PPCE were not compromised by any ambiguity about the role of the
researcher in the school.

Participant observation - The pilot programme of citizenship education

In Tobermory Grammar School, a pilot programme of citizenship education (PPCE) was
implemented and evaluated. A total of 87 Year 13 students enrolled (on a voluntary basis) for
participation in this 8-session course. Although such a high level of interest had not been
anticipated, it was important not to reject any students who had expressed a desire to become
involved in the PPCE. There was no sense in which it would have been appropriate to
operate a ‘selective’ policy in terms of admittance to the course. The very purpose of
citizenship education, at least in this context, was to extend the educational franchise,
especially in relation to the discussion and debate of sensitive and often controversial
political, social, and cultural issues. It would have been ideologically paradoxical to exclude
students from a pilot scheme that was rooted in the exploration of democratic concepts. It
would not have served the interests of this section of research, which was an attempt to
evaluate (in as much depth as possible) the design, implementation, maintenance, pedagogy
and teacher and student perspectives of an issue-based citizenship education programme.

It was also important to ensure that students from the science subjects were offered an
opportunity to participate. Traditionally, these students are afforded less chance to speak in
class about political and social issues. In speaking to all of the students in Year 13, it was
made clear that all students were welcome, regardless of their ‘A’ level subject choices. For
this citizenship education programme, 50 female participants and 47 male participants
enrolled, which represented a slight imbalance in favour of the females. However, this was
an acceptable level of balance in terms of gender. The high level of interest enabled six
separate classes to be timetabled, with each class allocated one period (35 minutes) per week.
In the interests of comparing what worked best, some classes were created with as little as 13
members, and some with as many as 23. The rationale for this was clear. In the design and
implementation of curricular initiatives, schools and government are concerned about class
sizes. In constructing both large and small groups, the PPCE could provide an indication of
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not only how successful citizenship education was in terms of pupil response and enjoyment,
and also teaching methodology, but also an analysis of the importance of class size is in
relation to maintaining a productive course. However, the extent to which the class sizes
could be manipulated was in part constrained by the demands of timetabling, and there was a
pragmatic element to the differentiation in numbers between the different groups.

This part of the research was concerned with the application of a programme of citizenship
education using discussion-based, student-centred methods of pedagogy within an authentic
classroom setting. It was an attempt not only to create a substantial body of political and
social knowledge, awareness and understanding amongst a group of school students. As part
of the PPCE, students were to be encouraged to dispense with conventional modes of
learning, something Gardner (1994: 216) referred to as “Habits of mind that stand in the way
of performances of understanding”. They were instead to be assisted in building up the
capacity to use a body of knowledge, concepts and a variety of skills to illuminate political
problems, and to construct possible resolutions to contentious political issues that were
relevant to them as citizens of a democracy. The American Teaching for Understanding
Project constructed a view of this type of teaching called the “performance perspective”
(Perkins, 1998:12). This perspective, according to Perkins (1998:12), defined understanding
as:
Being able to do a variety of thought-provoking things with a topic, such as
explaining, finding evidence and examples, generalising, applying
analogising, and representing the topic in new ways.
This was in stark contrast to the concept of transmission teaching - a paradigm of pedagogy
in which learners are cast in the role of passive receivers of information and ‘knowledge’. As
Perkins (1998) pointed out, even if it appears that a student ‘knows’ about a particular topic
(in the case of citizenship education, for example, he or she may be able to recite certain facts
about institutions of government, yet be unable to apply that knowledge in a variety of
contexts), we “would not necessarily be convinced that he or she *understands* it” (Perkins,
1998: 12 *author’s own italics). A didactic style of teaching reliant on the transmission of
knowledge negates the value of utilising a mode of interactive discussion-based instruction
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that enables the students to confidently “grasp a topic and at the same time advance it”
(Perkins, 1998: 13).

Within this case study, the PPCE was devised and exclusively taught by the teacherresearcher. It included seven key themes, relating to concepts consistent with a structured and
manageable, coherent framework for understanding of citizenship education. Assessment of
the class was not based on the students’ ability to convey an illusory impression of subject
mastery through the recital of facts and figures, but rather judged according to criteria that
valued oral debate and presentation skills. The class was encouraged to discover information
and understanding relating to relevant political, social and cultural issues. There were
obvious advantages in devising a pilot programme - the content, for example, was not
“determined by an externally mandated syllabus” (Gardner, 1994: 203). Instead, the course
took a different form. It was rooted in the tradition of progressive education, and the
‘curriculum’ was constructed around political and social concepts, contentious and
fundamental questions, and issues. Essential questions played a key role in the programme.
Blythe (1998: 111) defined essential questions as “a question that captures the most
important aspects of a topic that students study during a given unit”. As such, she argued,
essential questions should include aspects of generative topics and understanding goals, and
designate the direction of the curriculum, ensuring that the content is important, engaging
and relevant to the experiences and concerns of the students.

It was crucial therefore that rich, varied and engaging relevant questions of this type were
offered to the students as a way of directing the PPCE, and also in order to emphasise to
them the value of acquiring genuine insight into important community and political affairs.
The course was intended to communicate to them a sense of empowerment, and to offer them
a belief that they could affect social, political and cultural issues. There was little value in
designing a programme of citizenship education that simply mimicked the SCPE project
offered by CCEA/University of Ulster (as detailed in Chapter 1). Devising a programme that
was rigid and inflexible was not the intention of this research. However, it would have been
impractical and counter productive not to construct conceptual building blocks on which to
base the course. Within the eight sessions that the course ran, an attempt was made to ensure
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that all of the groups involved participated in a series of classes that addressed a number of
key themes. These themes were:

Session 1 - An introduction to the concepts of ‘politics' and ‘society

Session 2 - Social Issues

Session 3 - Social, cultural and political prejudice

Session 4 - The media - analysing their impact on politics, society and culture
Sessions 5 and 6 - Northern Ireland - Investigating political, cultural and social division

Session 7

- Ethical issues - Ethical social policy and ethical foreign policy; global

economics and ethics
Session 8 - Students as citizens

These themes provided a loose and flexible framework within which to deliver the PPCE.
There was no sense in which the issues that the students raised in relation to these concepts
were limited. Indeed, the responses and interests of the students were used, as much as
possible, to direct the weekly debates and discussions. For example, the discussions that took
place during session one (based on the theme of an introduction to politics and society) were
used to inform the specific design of an agenda for session two (which dealt with social
issues). Devising and maintaining a student-centred scheme of citizenship education of this
nature was intended to empower the students, and to actively involve them in their own
learning. It reflected a desire to allow the students sufficient room to explore a range of
social, cultural and political subjects that were meaningful to them - providing a context in
which citizenship education was relevant, challenging, informative, educational and
enjoyable. Detailed weekly planning and preparation enabled each session to be designed
according to the issues that the students wanted to discuss, within the context of the relevant
conceptual theme. Although the themes were used as a framework for all of the classes, it
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was intended to make this framework as flexible and reflexive as possible, ensuring that the
students were able to exercise an element of control in determining the direction of the
sessions.

The information and data elicited from these sessions was recorded through the use of a
detailed research diary, and notes on observation. In order to be effective, the programme had
to be flexible. The successful progress of the PPCE in Tobermory Grammar School was
dependent upon adequate planning and evaluation at each of its stages (each week). As has
been stated, there was little worth in a pre-determined and dogmatic approach to the
implementation of the PPCE. Rather, the changing views and attitudes of the students, as
well as their ability to satisfy the objectives of the course, were used to inform and assist the
development of the scheme.

The key aim of this part of the research was to evaluate the merits of a citizenship education
course that was steeped in the discussion of important social, cultural and political issues, and
that was delivered using discussion-based, student-centred pedagogical methods. Parlett and
Hamilton (1972: 22) argued, “Discovering the views of participants is crucial to assessing the
impact of an innovation”. To this end, all participants agreed to write a research evaluation
that illuminated their hopes, expectations thoughts and feelings as the course progressed,
after the course had been completed. The large amount of students involved in the PPCE was
enormously encouraging, and a total of six groups offered an unrivalled chance (within this
school) to assess the worth of this type of generative question/topic-based citizenship
education scheme for both students and teachers.

The crucial point in constructing this type of pilot programme was uncovering data, and
framing action that could be the basis for making original evidence-based claims regarding
the attitudes of teachers and students towards discussion-based, student-centred citizenship
education within an authentic school environment. As already noted, it is hoped that the
outcomes of this research are not necessarily limited to one school. Indeed, it is possible to
argue that this is evidence and analysis that can be shared so that the outcomes of the
research are ‘transferable’ rather than ‘generalisable’.
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Data analysis

The data gathered during the fieldwork period were then analysed. All recorded interviews
were scrutinised in depth in order to establish themes, patterns and important differences that
emerged as a result of the information elicited during interviews and the PPCE. Following on
from this, each recorded interview was summarised, with all potentially illuminative
quotations fully transcribed. Notes that had been made on the interviews (both staff and
student) were used to complement this process of analysis. A detailed written research diary
that had been completed after every session of PPCE was analysed carefully, and evaluated
according to how the pilot scheme of citizenship education changed and developed during
the period of fieldwork in the case study school. The students enrolled on the PPCE were
asked to complete an in depth evaluation document upon completion of the programme, and
all of the completed evaluations were analysed. Given the multi-method approach to this
study, there was a high level of methodological triangulation. As Cohen, Manion and
Morrison (2000: 234) argued, “the use of triangular techniques will help to overcome the
problem of ‘method-boundedness”. The research also offered the prospect of “combined
levels of triangulation” (Cohen/Manion/Morrison, 2000: 236), in that it dealt with the
individual level (one to one interviews with teachers), the interactive level (group interviews,
and classroom instruction) and the collective level (the attitude and opinions of the school as
an organisation, as represented by students, teachers and the SMT).

Conclusion

In conclusion, the research was an attempt to enable a wide range of significant issues of
citizenship education in Tobermory Grammar School to be explored. The selection of the
school in this research was designed deliberately to focus on a school in the grammar sector
that has a large cohort of post-16 students, and which has potential for findings that can be
valuable to a range of educational providers in Northern Ireland. Denscombe (1998: 38)
described case study as a methodological strategy that offers the researcher the opportunity to
“deal with the subtleties and the intricacies of complex social situations”. In the context of
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Tobermory Grammar School, the strength of the case study approach is its salience in terms
of the subtlety and complexity of the relevant case.
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CHAPTER 5
INTERVIEWS WITH TEACHERS AND POST-16 STUDENTS
Introduction
Analysing and evaluating the attitudes of teachers and post-16 students towards citizenship
education was a process that was facilitated by in-depth semi-structured interviews. Within
this chapter, a description of the interview process and an analysis of the data that emerged
from it, and an initial analysis, are presented in order to convey an account of the attitudes
held by the teachers and post-16 students in Tobermory Grammar School in relation to both
citizenship education and teaching methodology. Such an evaluation is not designed to
simply question the professional competence or ability of any of the teachers involved in this
study. The first section of this chapter is concerned with the teacher interviews conducted as
part of this study, and the second section provides an account of the post-16 student group
interviews.
The Senior Management Team (SMT) in the school agreed to be a part of this process
without imposing any restrictions on access to teachers or students, or on the questions that
were used within the interview process for both members of staff and students. The SMT
sought no veto, and none was applied at any stage. All of the teachers within the school, and
in particular the SMT, deserve the utmost credit for their integrity and their commitment to
engaging in the research project without the imposition of pre-conditions or demands.
Indeed, interestingly, the collective attitude of the teachers towards this study provided clues
as to their position in relation to the development of new initiatives. Their open embrace and
encouragement of the case study, after some preliminary meetings, suggested that the
teachers in the school were not afraid of confronting issues of citizenship education or related
teaching methodology. All of the teachers requested for interview agreed to participate
without hesitation.
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As anonymity was ensured, each teacher involved in the interview process has been provided
with a fictitious name. For the puiposes of analysis, the teachers interviewed were divided
into three groups. The first group composes members of the Department of History,
Government and Politics and Economics. Within this group four teachers were interviewed.
The second group composes teachers who were involved in the teaching of English
Literature, Personal and Social Education (pastoral), and Geography. The third group is that
of the Senior Management Team - members interviewed included one of the school’s three
Vice-Principals and the Principal.
Teacher Interviews
Background
It was important to find a way of dealing with the issue of protecting the respondents’ rights
to confidentiality without compromising the data. Otherwise, there was the possibility that
potentially controversial information might have to be omitted on the basis that it could
impact negatively on the group of eight teachers who had become involved in the research on
the clear understanding that they had been afforded anonymity. The flexible nature of the
semi-structured interview process was designed to allow for individuality within each and
every interview. The teachers involved in the interview process knew only that the interview
would pertain to matters of citizenship education and teaching methodologies. Each
interview allowed for introductions, explanations and a small amount of informal chat, in
order to clarify for the interviewee the procedure that would be adhered to.

History, Politics and Economics Group

The teachers within this group expressed their collective view that citizenship education, if it
were implemented as part of the school curriculum, would most likely fall within their remit.
‘Bob’, a teacher of both Government and Politics and Economics within the school, was the
first participant in the interview process from this department. It was important to find out
from Bob how far he believed his own subject areas went in promoting the democratic values
associated with a course of citizenship education - such as tolerance and respect, and making
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students aware of a range of social attitudes and a diverse range of cultures. Bob, although
initially cautious, expressed his opinion that his subject areas, particularly Government and
Politics at ‘A’ Level, have made a “large contribution” to the promotion of such values,
especially in comparison with “certain other subjects” (which he did not name).
I would have thought that the subject (Government and Politics) makes
pupils aware of other cultures and I think as well that certainly in this
school that whilst you (the students) are entitled to hold strong opinions on
certain issues, and obviously a lot of the issues are very controversial, that
your points of view should always be on the basis of reason rather than just
ignorant prejudice, and you should be aware that there are other points of
view.
Bob viewed one of his key responsibilities in the context of a Government and Politics class
as attempting to ensure that the students recognised that reason and rationality were a central
aspect of a convincing argument. In terms of how politically and socially aware post-16
students in the school actually were, Bob made a distinction between students who studied
Government and Politics (a minority of post-16 students) and those who did not.
Whilst you can’t completely generalise it is true that those who study
Government and Politics tend to be those who are more interested in
political issues and more aware of them and I would have to say that in this
school that those who study Government and Politics would be fairly well
informed.
Bob was concerned by the relative lack of social and political knowledge and understanding
of the students in the school who do not study Government and Politics (a large majority of
students in the post-16 sector).
Those who don’t study Government and Politics, you know it can be quite
alarming, the lack of political awareness.
Bob noted that even students in the school who study Economics are not necessarily more
politically aware than other students, despite the fact that it is a subject in which it there is
debate and discussion of a whole range of ethical, practical and political issues. In terms of
his perception of the school as an appropriate environment for the discussion of oftensensitive political issues, Bob was pragmatic. Although he thought that school offered a good
opportunity to engage in a discussion of sometimes controversial social, cultural and political
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issues, he acknowledged that the “moderate ethos in the school made it easier to discuss
political issues”. He explained:
We’re not going to get a very sharp republican/unionist divide within the
classroom, there’s a lot of centre ground and I think that makes it easier to
discuss politics.
It was worth noting that despite the broad range of political and social issues capable of
provoking controversy, Bob immediately related “sensitive political issues” to the topic of
Northern Ireland. It was difficult to establish from Bob’s response whether he believed that
the possibility of avoiding potentially impassioned and divided debate was mainly due to
homogeneity of political disposition within the student population or whether it was in more
general terms a reflection of the ethos of the school. For Bob, the Northern Ireland Council
for the Curriculum Examinations and Assessment (CCEA) had failed to brief teachers
adequately about developments in citizenship education. He thought that as part of any
prospective citizenship education programme students should be made aware of the functions
of their own political system, and how they can participate within it. As a teacher of
Government and Politics, it was perhaps not entirely surprising that Bob believed that
politically oriented topics should be included in a course of citizenship education. He
recommended, for example, that the structure of government and the electoral system should
be important elements of the course. He thought that the Senior Management Team (SMT)
should take responsibility for ensuring that any possible programme of citizenship education
is implemented.
In the context of teaching methodologies, Bob thought that good classroom practice (in the
context of social and political issues) would involve making students aware of alternative
opinions, and stimulating good discussion. He argued that a teacher in this environment has a
responsibility to challenge the statements of the students, and to press them to provide a
rational basis for their opinion:
You want students to be able to develop the confidence to be able to express
their points of view and to debate.. .1 think that is part and parcel of it.
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Bob added that the role of a teacher in this context can be one of facilitator - he was opposed
to the imposition of teacher or school viewpoints on students. He argued that the paradigm of
interactive student-centred teaching was a model that he viewed “pretty favourably”, albeit
with some reservations.

I don’t think you can remove the teacher from the equation either and there
is a role for teacher instruction as well...maybe setting the parameters of
debate for instance and helping to furnish the students with a basic amount
of information. Particularly in teaching Politics the teacher has to be careful
of, in effect, teaching their particular point of view and their ideological
bias.
Bob, however, could not have been described as keen on teaching a discrete course of
citizenship education, largely because he thought that it would be provided mainly in the
junior school. He did, however, articulate his view that he would be content to take on
citizenship education as part of a revised pastoral programme within the school.

‘Jane’, a teacher of History in the school at all levels, and a former teacher of Politics,
believed that her own subject already provided students with a certain amount of social,
cultural and political awareness. She believed that throughout the age ranges the History
curriculum, allied to the range of extra-curricular activities (that were particularly applicable
to the post-16 students, such as a Politics Society) has done an adequate job of promoting the
values of tolerance, diversity and respect. Jane also noted that her department was “perhaps
uniquely placed within the school at looking at both local issues of conflict and identity, and
broadening that out to the wider world”.
As an interesting point of contrast, Jane was fundamentally opposed to the suggestion that
the students in the school were not politically literate. Although Bob had argued in the course
of his interview that the lack of political and social awareness amongst students that did not
study Government and Politics was often quite “alarming”, Jane was sure that the majority of
post-16 students in the school were “definitely” politically literate and aware. It was difficult
to assess why two teachers within the same group had such opposing views on this. Jane had
more experience of teaching students in the junior school, and perhaps was offering a more
rounded perspective on how students developed and increased their political awareness
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throughout school, but Bob's opinion was grounded firmly in his extensive experience of
teaching students in the post-16 sector. Jane was also more convinced that the school was an
appropriate environment for the discussion of sensitive social and political issues. She
disagreed that potentially contentious debate should be avoided within the classroom, but she
stressed the role of the teacher in providing ‘leadership’ for the students.
I think you need the controlled atmosphere of the classroom and the
leadership of the teacher, to try to ensure balance and give everybody the
opportunity to air their views.
Jane thought that citizenship education could represent an opportunity to equip students with
the skills to become “responsible citizens”. She wanted citizenship education to ensure that
young people could:
Make informed decisions in relation to the political parties they would
support and the political pressure groups they might become involved in.
Jane expected that young people would exercise their vote or become involved in
participatory democracy through pressure or interest groups. This indicated that in her
experience, the students within Tobermory Grammar School were enthused by and attracted
to political and social affairs. As part of a prospective citizenship education programme, Jane
argued for the inclusion of political, social and ethical issues. She was committed to tackling
issues that the students would find intrinsically interesting, and that would be relevant to
them. Among these issues Jane articulated special support for encouraging students to work
together, and to foster a notion of community. She argued that the material of a citizenship
education course should be tailored to fit the needs of the students. Despite arguing that her
department was “uniquely placed” within the school to deal with citizenship education, Jane
expressed her opinion that the SMT would have to take responsibility for ensuring that the
subject was effectively implemented. This would be a dual process - with the support of
those teachers involved in the delivery of citizenship also being essential.
Jane was keen to emphasise that the school had already begun a process of scrutinising the
pedagogical methods of its teachers, as part of a plan to improve pupil performance. The
details of this plan were not available, and it was therefore difficult to ascertain what Jane
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actually meant by ‘pupil performance’. Further clarification with a member of the SMT
revealed that it referred to a school strategy that was aimed at improving examination results.
It is possible to argue that as part of this plan teaching methodologies were not being
evaluated according to that which was most productive for the students, but rather according
to that which provided the best results in the context of a content-driven examination-based
course. Jane stressed the value of variety in her description of good classroom practice, and
also the importance of the personality of a teacher, in relation to teaching political and social
issues.

Good practice can be whole-class teaching; it can be group work; it can be
pupil presentations. Variety, I think, is important. Whichever of these
methods if they’re done well can be effective. So it can come down to the
personality of the teacher and the class. Obviously I think the teacher needs
to be well organised, well prepared for the class to have good resources...to
encourage participation and active learning rather than passive exercises
where the pupils are just sitting there and are not particularly inspired.
She asserted that she viewed the idea of interactive teaching favourably, and that she would
respond “positively” to being asked to teach citizenship education, provided that there were
what she described as “adequate resources” and an appropriate amount of space within the
timetable. This space was necessary, in Jane’s view, because she believed that there would be
definite “value” in the introduction of citizenship education as a discrete subject within the
school.

‘Carol’, another teacher of History in the school at all levels, agreed with Jane that their
subject could provide an obvious forum for “communicating ideas of citizenship”. Carol
thought that History was a subject that would be “uniquely placed” to offer citizenship
education, along with Government and Politics at ‘A’ Level and perhaps English Literature.
She thought that collaboration across the curriculum would be extremely important in the
context of implementing citizenship education. Carol believed that there was a sharp
variation in the levels of political and social literacy and awareness amongst the students,
particularly those at post-16 level. Her argument therefore was more in keeping with that of
Bob than that of Jane.
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I think some are more politically and socially aware than others. There are
those that are clearly into politics and those that read the newspapers, and
there are those who think they are (politically and socially aware) and have
very biased views about what is going on in the world. I think they are
limited by where they come from. I think that...this area is very different to
the rest of Northern Ireland. There is not a lot of poverty round here...and I
think therefore there are limitations as to what they’re picking up from their
environment outside school.
It is certainly unusual for students from affluent areas and family backgrounds to be
considered ‘disadvantaged’. It is possible to suggest that Carol was attempting to highlight
the potential problems for teachers involved in delivering citizenship education to a student
population that she believed has had little or no direct experience of socio-economic
hardship. Perhaps Carol underestimated the students’ capacity for empathy, and indeed
generalised about the background and experiences of the students in the school. There can be
no doubt that many of the students in Tobermory Grammar School are from privileged
affluent areas, but many also commute to the school from nearby towns and areas of Belfast
that could not be characterised by possession of wealth and socio-economic advantage. In
viewing all of the students as a homogenous social and political group, it could be argued
that Carol would miss a potential opportunity to engage the students in meaningful and open
dialogue that could expose the differences in their backgrounds and experiences.
Carol was also worried that, in the context of teaching of a subject with potentially explicit
political content such as citizenship education, the students might perceive her as biased.
This was an understandable concern. For a teacher, acquiring the tag of bias can undermine
their credibility with the students, who can consequently refuse to engage in class activity.
This did not lead Carol to believe, however, that the school would be an inappropriate
environment for the discussion of potentially sensitive and controversial social, cultural and
political issues. She thought that it was “absolutely essential” that schools took on the role of
encouraging the discussion of such issues, although she did argue that she was limited by
“outside influences”. She did not clarify what these “influences” were, but it is possible to
suggest that she was referring to the power of parents, school governors, community groups,
or even political parties.
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For Carol, citizenship education would involve dealing with the issues of rights and
responsibilities, communities, tolerance and how the political system works. She argued,
though, in concurrence with her departmental colleagues, that CCEA had not yet briefed
teachers adequately in terms of developments within the area of citizenship education. Carol
was concerned that if citizenship education was introduced into the school, it would not be
taken seriously. She said that it could be hindered if it had to be delivered by non-subject
specialists. Carol did not display a huge amount of confidence in relation to the enthusiasm
of teachers in the school for getting involved in citizenship education.

There are people out there (teachers) that just aren’t interested...they
couldn’t name three members of the Cabinet.. .there are people like that.
Carol also stressed (as Jane had done) the importance of resources and training in the
effective implementation of citizenship education. She thought that teachers would need to
be taught appropriate methodologies for making citizenship education enjoyable, but she did
not believe that the government would encourage or finance training.
In terms of the description of good classroom practice, Carol thought that a teacher should
act as a facilitator, but she also argued that teachers were perfectly entitled to have their own
value judgements. She thought that a teacher could make his or her own opinion overt within
a citizenship education class. This was in direct contradiction to Bob’s view that teachers
should be careful not to expose their viewpoints in case they produced bias amongst the
students. Carol thought that although a more relaxed approach should be encouraged, in
which a teacher could learn from the students, it would take “a lot of confidence” because
teachers were “so used to being in control”. Carol argued that there would be “room for”
didactic methods of teaching in citizenship education, because she thought that there needed
to be a more “mundane way of doing it (teaching citizenship)”. Carol argued that she would
respond favourably to being asked to teach citizenship education, but she supported the
concerns that Jane had about resources. She also articulated concerns that examination
pressures at GCSE and ‘A ‘Level were already detracting from her junior school classes.
I would probably quite enjoy it (teaching citizenship education), as long as I
had the resources...! would be interested, I would really enjoy doing it...but
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sometimes my juniors suffer so that I can make sure that my fourth and fifth
form (Year 11 and 12) and my sixth formers (Year 13 and 14) are getting
what they need...and one more thing...that’s all...you have to water it
(citizenship education) down to spread your workload. Obviously once it is
set up and you’ve taught it two or three years then you have your
resources.. .but no matter how confident you are at it, planning your lessons
and making it work and adapting them takes a lot of commitment.

English Literature, Personal and Social Education, and Geography Group

‘Barry’, an experienced teacher of English at all levels throughout the school, was keen to
argue that within his subject area citizenship education was already being catered for, to a
large extent. He stressed the importance of key texts within English that highlight links with
other cultures and make students aware of political and social issues. He thought, however,
that “very few” of the students within the school were politically aware. For Barry, the
students were aware of the “big issues, such as race” but did not take an interest in the details
of politics. Indeed, Barry argued that politics “turned young people off’. This suggested that
Barry’s view that citizenship education was already being dealt with in curricular subjects
(particularly his own) might have been erroneous. It is certainly possible to wonder why the
students displayed low levels of enthusiasm and awareness in the context of social, cultural
and political issues if those issues were already being addressed within the school.
Unlike the members of the first teacher group (of History, Government and Politics and
Economics) Barry was not convinced that the school would be an appropriate environment
for the discussion of sensitive and potentially controversial social, cultural and political
issues. He thought that the school can be “sometimes good” for this kind of discussion, but
also “sometimes not so good”. In managing this type of student discussion, Barry had strong
opinions on the students’ capacity to detect teacher bias, believing that a teacher revealing
their political and social opinions to the students would be in no way detrimental to the
effectiveness of a subject or its delivery.
We all have views on the things we teach...somewhere during the delivery
of the subject the teacher makes their view clear...telling pupils what you
think is not a disadvantage as long as you don’t try to disguise it.
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Barry did not provide details of what he thought should be taught as part of a citizenship
education course within the school - precisely because he thought that the subject was
already being taught indirectly. As the first of the teacher interviewees to argue that
citizenship education was already being taught within the curriculum, Barry’s views on good
classroom practice in relation to the delivery of the subject in an authentic classroom
environment were not hypothetical, but rather a reflection of his own methods of attempting
to manage effective discussion of social, cultural and political issues within an English
Literature class. He argued that a good rapport with the class is essential, and that students
should be questioned on relevant parts of English texts.
Good classroom practice really consists of giving them (the students)
information and letting them make up their own minds about
it...questioning them...and asking them to say what they think rather than
telling them what they think.
There are no compulsory subjects within the post-16 curriculum, and therefore only a small
minority of the students in that sector study English Literature. Thus, Barry’s argument that
citizenship education was already being provided for all students in the school perhaps failed
to take account of the central importance of post-16 students. Barry argued that interactive
teaching in general was a good idea, but that its effectiveness can depend on how it is “set
up”. Effectively he thought that it would be dependent on a lot of “stimulus material”. He
also noted that examination constraints represented a major inhibiting factor in attempting to
implement this kind of teaching and learning approach. Indeed, he asserted that the pressures
from the newly introduced ‘AS’ Level examinations in Year 13 had already forced him and
other teachers in his department to “adopt a lecturing style”. Barry argued, strongly, that this
had a negative impact.
It takes away from the special nature of sixth form teaching and sixth form
learning. There should be greater independence, more discussion and more
time for all those things, but we just don’t have it.
Barry rejected the notion that citizenship education could or should become a discrete subject
within the post-16 curriculum, or indeed the rest of the school curriculum. He therefore had
no stance on how he would respond to being asked to teach the subject. He thought that too
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much was already being packed into the curriculum, and that if citizenship education was
introduced, something else “valuable” would suffer as a result. He regarded citizenship
education as an initiative that would be dropped after a short time. His concluding remarks
emphasised his view that citizenship education should be provided for within a cross
curricular package.
I think it’s being taught through the subjects. That was one of my earliest
points. It would probably be simpler for those departments to make a list of
what they’re doing, current practice, how they can maybe upgrade it all and
then put together some sort of citizenship as an element rather than anything
else in their present teaching. I’d also be concerned that it might be
demanded by a government that doesn’t put in the financial backing or
support and we (teachers) would be left having to teach it without proper
resources.
‘Alison’, another teacher of English Literature in the school, agreed with Barry that English
went some way towards addressing citizenship education issues. She thought, though, that
her students were “not really” politically aware, and also that it was “surprising” how “little
some of them (the students)” knew. Interestingly, Alison’s assertion that in her experience it
was very rare for a debate on political or social issues to emerge naturally within an English
class provided a direct point of contradiction to Barry’s view that citizenship education was
being comprehensively addressed through that subject. Alison thought that the school was an
appropriate environment for the discussion of citizenship education issues, but she pointed
out that she believed that student discussion had to be structured and controlled by the
teacher. Alison acknowledged that she found it hard not to give her own opinion in the
context of student debates, but she did think that she “shouldn’t really be in the discussion”
and that she “shouldn’t really be one of the people giving their opinions”. This suggested that
Alison valued the model of interactive teaching in which the teacher is cast as neutral
chairperson or facilitator of discussion.
However, Alison also argued that good classroom practice in relation to citizenship education
would require, first and foremost, a framework and a structure. She thought that “there would
have to be a bit of the teacher at the top of the room putting things on an overhead or the
board or giving out handouts” but also that students would need to be engaged in
collaborative work.
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It would never be ‘write that down’ or ‘take down these notes on’...maybe
sometimes ‘this is what is meant by’ and they’d have to take down key
terms or something like that, but I think there would be a lot of discussion
and a very open classroom and a lot of collaborative work.
Alison believed that both didactic and interactive methods of teaching “had their place”, and
that a teacher’s choice of which style to utilise would be dependent on “who you are
teaching”. She also indicated her opinion that with some classes, she just had to “get them to
work all the time and then they can discuss things for a treat, like a reward”. This seemed to
suggest that Alison regarded ‘didacticism’, or a large amount of student written tasks, as
work, but did not think that interactive discussion qualified as ‘work’. She added that it was
crucially important that if students were going to be involved in discovery methods of
learning, a teacher would have to make sure that “they have the right information”.
According to Alison, the leadership in the school is excellent, with a supportive and
approachable SMT. Alison stated that she would respond positively if she were asked to
teach citizenship education.
I would find it interesting, I think. I would maybe find it hard not to give
personal opinions in it, especially if it was actual citizenship as opposed to
just talking about an issue within an English class.
‘Pauline’, an experienced teacher involved in Personal and Social Education (Pastoral), as
well as other subjects within the humanities, spoke with enthusiasm about her views on
citizenship education. As a teacher with responsibility for pastoral matters within the school
curriculum, Pauline was aware that she might be required to assume some of the
responsibility for implementing and developing citizenship education within the school. She
did not believe that within the programme of Personal and Social Education that there was an
“awful lot in terms of really getting to grips with people of other cultures or other traditions”.
Pauline explained the school’s rationale for largely avoiding the overt and explicit inclusion
of potentially controversial social, cultural and political issues within the PSE curriculum.
We discussed it and felt it was a gap. We kept talking about how we could
fill that gap. We talked round and round and around about whether we
should put together some sort of lesson specifically about divisions within
Northern Ireland, Catholic/ Protestant divisions, maybe social class
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divisions and so on. It got talked and talked and talked and eventually we
got.... Really I suppose back to where we started feeling that you could run
the risk in a school where the pupils are largely unaware of what
background their friends are from and where teachers are certainly not
aware and you could create problems that didn’t exist before. You could
highlight differences that people weren’t necessarily aware of. So we ended
up really taking the view of If we’re going to talk about tolerance and
culture we’re going to talk about it in a more general way, having respect
for everyone’s culture, rather than making it specific.
Pauline added that she believed that students in the school could not be described as very
politically aware or literate. She argued that even when students in the sixth form begin a
formal ‘A’ Level course of Government and Politics they are shocked by the content. Pauline
supported Carol’s assertion that students in this school come from a socio-economic
catchment area that protects them from much of the political, cultural and social difficulties
in Northern Ireland. She argued that the students in the school are not politically motivated,
although she did concede that the Politics Society for sixth formers was thriving. Pauline also
thought that citizenship education should emphasise the difference between “teaching skills”
and “teaching facts”. She was anxious that a syllabus should not be introduced that is
content-based as opposed to skills-based; even though she argued that an examination within
citizenship education could encourage students to take the subject seriously. She did add,
however, that an examination should not be focused simply on the regurgitation of facts. As
part of a citizenship education course, Pauline thought that students should be encouraged to
develop their skills of argument and debate. In terms of content, she wanted issues of the
local, national and global community to be included. She emphasised the value of a flexible
approach to these topics.
In the context of teachers and pedagogical methodologies for citizenship education, Pauline
believed that some teachers within the school would be frightened of debate, and have
traditionally focused their energies on didactic styles of teaching within their particular
subject areas.
Some teachers have said to me up front, and I don’t criticise them for this,
they say:’ I teach...whatever...I’m used to them (the students) coming
in.. .they do whatever number of examples, I give them the notes, they write
it down, they go home, they learn it, they come back, they do a test etc. We
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have discussion, but it’s very structured. I don’t know how to do something
which requires a much more open (approach)’.
Acknowledging this, Pauline thought that there needed to be a “balance” in terms of a
teacher’s pedagogical style. As regards citizenship education, Pauline thought that in an
“ideal world” interactive teaching methods should be employed. She was doubtful that the
necessary training for teachers and the appropriate curriculum would be found in order to
produce students who “understand the need for tolerance, rights and responsibilities etc”. As
she noted, these things could not be “dictated” to the students. Pauline argued that her
response to being asked to teach citizenship education would depend upon a number of
factors.
It’s like everything else in education - if the money and resources are there
and we have dedicated teachers who will deliver it. If it’s just another
burden, just another initiative, just another thing added with no money, no
resources and training, people (teachers) will resent it. The keyword there is
training. We’ve been bombarded year after year with initiative after
initiative.
‘Roger’, a teacher of Geography at all levels within the school, thought that his subject
broadened the context of citizenship education to include developmental aspects of
citizenship, conflict and worldwide social problems. He argued that the students in the school
had already enjoyed a good grounding in social, political and cultural issues. As with Barry,
Roger was not entirely comfortable with the idea of citizenship education as a discrete
subject - “I’m not sure I’m particularly keen on the term citizenship education as a separate
entity”. He argued that citizenship education should include a focus on moral and social
responsibilities, and also the concept of environmental awareness. Roger was not confident
that teachers in the school would react positively to the implementation of a programme of
citizenship education - “Teachers by nature are worried by change”.
Roger asserted that as a subject, Geography has effectively dealt with citizenship education
issues, but as with Barry, his argument was based only on junior school students (in this case,
Geography is a compulsory subject only up to and including Year 10). Roger also thought
that teachers could conceivably feel threatened by the introduction of citizenship education as
a discrete subject.
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I think they might feel threatened if it was introduced as an independent
subject...! don’t think they’d feel at all threatened if relevant materials were
produced for use alongside other syllabus subjects...! don’t think that
would be a problem.
Roger believed that the issues of development, global citizenship, environmental issues and
conflict resolution should form a key part of a prospective citizenship education course.
Responsibility for effective implementation of citizenship education, according to Roger,
would have to be taken by the SMT. Roger argued that good classroom practice in the
context of citizenship issues would definitely involve interactive teaching methods.

I would say there needs to be interaction...interaction at the level of the
teacher giving the opportunity to pupils to interact with them (the teachers)
on topics, and to interact with each other - whether that’s in pairs, small
groups or whatever. This is something, I have to say, which is normal in the
school and therefore is very manageable.
Roger, however, was still troubled by the notion that citizenship education would be
introduced as a discrete subject. He outlined his view that he would not necessarily be
content with being asked to teach citizenship education as an autonomous subject.

I think if they labelled the period citizenship I might have my reservations
over that. If I were to deliver aspects of citizenship that were related to my
subject and my area of expertise I would have no difficulty with that. I
wouldn’t object to it, but I would be wary of it in anyway undermining the
good Geography that is taught at all levels...not just in this school.
Roger’s fear that his own subject might be undermined as a result of the introduction of
citizenship education was similar to the anxiety of Barry that “something valuable” would
necessarily suffer because of citizenship education. It is possible to suggest, in the post-16
context, both teachers thought that “something valuable” was an examination-based ‘A’
Level subject. They were concerned, arguably, that citizenship education would require space
within the timetable that students could use to study for subjects such as English Literature
and Geography. In a concluding comment, Roger re-affirmed his already stated view that a
lot of citizenship education was already being offered within the school.
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These things (citizenship education) are an integral part of not just my
subject but also the whole school...! think it’s important that teachers keep
a whole-school dimension. The reality is that an awful lot of this
(citizenship education) is in place.

Senior Management Team

The Senior Management Team (SMT) in the school, at the top level, consisted of three VicePrincipals and the Principal. All three of the Vice-Principals still have teaching
responsibilities. The reader should note that two members of this top echelon (Principal and
one Vice-Principal) of the SMT were interviewed. In the interests of anonymity, the VicePrincipal is referred to simply as ‘Derek’ (a fictitious identity). Exact details of the subject
that the Vice-Principal teaches have been omitted, but ‘Derek’ has had substantial experience
of teaching a subject that could be considered extremely relevant to citizenship education.
The Principal of the school is simply referred to as ‘the Principal’. The difficult decision to
name the Principal by position was taken on the basis that the reader would be keen to
ascertain the opinions of the ‘chief executive’ of the school on all of the key issues.
‘Derek’ had clear and firm positions on citizenship education. He had done much to keep
abreast of developments in the area, and his responses during interview reflected both his
knowledge and his commitment to ensuring that the appropriate curricular and managerial
decisions are taken in regard to the effective introduction of citizenship education. He
believed that his own subject could help to promote citizenship education, but only if the
citizenship element of the class was made explicit. He was cautious, though, in adding that
prospective teachers of citizenship education would have to be careful to avoid imposing
values when teaching citizenship education. In terms of the students within the school, Derek
believed that many of them could not be considered politically literate.
You have some students who are really interested in politics, but in certain
aspects of politics, not necessarily political theory...but single issues or
Northern Ireland or Britain. I would say that a depressing number of our
students are not politically literate.
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Derek argued strongly that school is an appropriate environment for the discussion of social,
cultural and political issues, but that the effectiveness of such discussion is dependent upon
“how it is handled”. By this, Derek meant that it is important for teachers to assist students in
structuring debate. This reinforced Bob’s argument that a teacher could set the parameters of
debate and discussion for students.

For Derek, citizenship education represented an

opportunity to equip students with the knowledge and skills to understand society, and to
contribute to society. As part of a citizenship education course, he stated that the overriding
aim should be to encourage students to respect and tolerate the opinions and viewpoints of
others.
Derek asserted that if citizenship education was introduced as a cross-curricular theme, it
would need to be an “explicit theme”, but that he would prefer the subject to be given
discrete status. He acknowledged that the SMT would have a role to play in ensuring that
citizenship education was implemented, but he thought that the teachers with responsibility
for pastoral education should also have a key part to play in introducing the subject. Derek
assessed good classroom practice, in the context of social, cultural and political issues,
according to a teacher’s enthusiasm and their ability not only to respect the views of the
students but also to encourage the students to speak. He viewed the concept of interactive,
student-centred teaching favourably, but he was frustrated by the perception of some teachers
and students that such an approach did not constitute ‘real work’.
I like that approach (interactive student-centred teaching), and the students
like that approach. A lot of students...whilst they enjoy discussion...will
say that it’s not ‘real work’. It annoys me when they say that, because it is
real work.
He argued that that the overwhelming majority of students really enjoyed class discussion,
and that delivering citizenship education in a didactic style would be totally unsatisfactory.
If you approach citizenship in a didactic way, it would be far too dry. One
of the things that you want to emerge from citizenship education is that
students are citizenship participants. It is not participating sitting at the back
of the class and taking notes.
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Derek was not simply advocating that other teachers be required to teach citizenship
education. Despite his commitments as Vice-Principal, Derek argued that he “would be quite
keen” to take on the responsibility of teaching citizenship education as a discrete subject
within the school curriculum.

The Principal also offered a considered and detailed analysis of the possibility of introducing
an effective programme of citizenship education within the school curriculum, including
post-16 level. He argued that his school strives to make students politically and socially
aware in two different ways - both formally, through curricular subjects such as Geography
and History, and also informally, through the social network of the students. Within the
school, he argued, there is a diverse range of students in the context of the two political
traditions in Northern Ireland. He also stated that there are a number of students from
different ethnic backgrounds within the school. This helped, in the Principal’s view, to
encourage students to show tolerance and respect for other cultures. The Principal thought
that citizenship education would be a programme that he would be particularly interested in
promoting and developing. He argued that fostering inclusive education is not just his
responsibility, but also the other “leaders” within the school.
It is part of my duty, and the other leaders in the school, to create the
context and conditions in which diversity and inclusion is fostered,
propagated and developed.
The Principal regarded social, cultural and political literacy as essential facets of education “It is absolutely vital that that our students are politically literate”. He thought that it was
important for the school to continue to cultivate an atmosphere in which students can openly
express political viewpoints, and in which disagreement and conflict can be resolved through
discussion.
It is the citizen’s duty; at least at the level of an informed voter, to play a
part in the democratic process and we do not condemn students for having
political views or discussing them. What I hope we insist on is respect and
tolerance for people with different political views and the notion that
differences can be talked out and shared rather than leading to conflict.
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The Principal also rejected the idea that the school is an inappropriate environment for the
discussion of social, cultural and political issues.
My view is if you cannot teach children how to communicate political
views within the controlled environment in school, when will they be able
to do it? Therefore, even thought there are risks, there are always risks
within education, and it is absolutely our duty to involve students in that
process.
Despite his strong support for the concept of citizenship education within school, the
Principal had practical concerns as to what type of programme the government would
introduce. He was worried that the government would try to ensure that some form of
assessment or examination would be attached to citizenship education.
I am a bit worried that it will be a government idea that is foisted upon us
and they’ll insist on some kind of assessment to go along with it and that
it’s going to be overly bureaucratic and that it’s not going to work.
The Principal argued that if citizenship education were aimed at producing “good citizens”, it
would have to attempt to help students to acquire the skills, values and attitudes to be able to
contribute to a democratic society.
My view of citizenship is one of values, attitudes and skills. We want
people to be good citizens, which means that they have to have the skills to
contribute to society, they have to be able to communicate with others, and
they have to play a part in the democratic process.
In relation to teaching methodology, the Principal argued strongly that the “right context” for
the subject “certainly has to be active teaching methods and involvement.” He argued that
any citizenship education course in school has to lead students to “formulate, communicate
and defend their own views”. The Principal noted, however, that there is a tension within the
school between those who advocate interactive pedagogy and teachers who regard
themselves simply as subject specialists, and would be more inclined to favour didactic
teaching methods. In regard to who should ensure the effective implementation of citizenship
education within the school, the Principal argued that there had been a change in the
educational culture of the school, and that the SMT is now a co-operative group that shares
the responsibility for curricular development and other management issues. In order for
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citizenship education to be a success, the Principal believed that a collective effort from
everyone in the school, both management and teachers, would be necessary.
This has to be a shared responsibility. To be honest, no other way will work.
Everybody has to pull in the same direction or it just isn’t going to work.
The Principal had a definite opinion on what he would perceive as good classroom practice
in the context of citizenship education, and whilst he reaffirmed his strong support for active
student participation within citizenship classes, he also argued that there should be a key role
for teachers in terms of helping to direct students.
I would want students to engage in tasks - individually, in pairs or in
groups. I would want them to be actively engaged in those tasks, and them
to be creating something as a result of the task. Building on that, there could
be a whole-class discussion, the production of a document, so that there was
some kind of progression linked to some aspect of citizenship. Teachers, of
course, still have to leap out and go somewhere the student does not know,
taking them into unchartered territory.
In conclusion, the Principal argued that if he were required by government to introduce
citizenship education into the school, he would have “practical reservations”, mainly because
he thought that in many ways, the school was already trying to teach it through other areas of
the curriculum. He did acknowledge, however, that he thought that the school could “do it
better” and that he did not doubt that “we need it tightened up.” The Principal was adamant
that the school does not want the government to attempt to implement a form of citizenship
education (either as a discrete subject or as a cross-curricular theme) that is overly
administrative and overly bureaucratic, and which would simply contribute to curricular
overload.
We don’t need another ‘bolt-on’ curriculum module strapped on to what we
already do, because it will not work, it will be rejected. It will be done, and
the box will be ticked but nothing will happen. Let’s think this through a
little bit. I personally would be happy to get involved in those sorts of issues
(citizenship education) but I honestly think this needs a lot more thought otherwise the government could end up doing more harm than good.
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Post-16 Student Group Interviews

The student group interviews provided an opportunity to investigate what the students
believed were the qualities of an effective teacher in the context of social, political and
cultural issues. The students who were selected for interview were drawn from various
subject areas in order to provide a wider evaluation of their perceptions of citizenship
education and pedagogical styles. As noted in Chapter 4, the students were required by the
researcher to meet certain subject criteria, but within these criteria it was the SMT who
selected the students. The five groups have been labelled: TGI- IG5’. In order to ensure
anonymity, the responses of the students have also been coded. For example, in Interview
group 1 (IG1), which had three male participants and two female participants, the students
are coded ‘Ml- M3’ (Male 1 to Male 3) and ‘FI- F2’ (Female 1 - Female 2).

Interview Group 1 (IG1)

Year 13
Five student participants
3 Males
2 Females
None of these students studied either History or Government and Politics at ‘AS’ Level.

The students in this group did not think that teaching social and political issues in school was
as important as ensuring that Maths and English were taught to an acceptable standard.
Indeed, they thought that social and political issues were “less academic” than more
traditional curricular subjects. They argued that a commitment to their own ‘AS/A’ Level
subjects combined with school requirement to enrol for Information Technology (I.T) classes
and General Studies classes during Year 13 meant that they would not necessarily react
favourably to being asked to enrol in a citizenship education class. If citizenship education
was introduced as a voluntary class, an option that was an alternative to General Studies or
I.T, the students stated that they would be more enthusiastic and that their participation
would depend on the quality of the teacher. These students had very definite ideas about what
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they thought made a good teacher, and there were important indications of what the students
would expect from an effective teacher of citizenship education.
The teacher has to be enthusiastic about the subject; it’s absolutely
necessary. (FI, IG1)
From my own experience, I would argue that a good teacher in whatever
subject is someone who knows their stuff and can explain it well. Some
teachers if you ask for an explanation, they just explain it again, without
helping you to understand it or even showing you how to do it. (Ml, IG1)
Teachers who actually sit down beside you and help you to work through
problems make you want to leam. (M2, IG1)
The students were also clear about what a prospective teacher of citizenship
education should endeavour to avoid.
A lot of teachers just put things up on Overhead Projectors, and if you ask
them to explain something they just read information off the Overhead
Projector slide. That wouldn’t work. (FI, IG1)
Teachers can make you feel stupid because things can seem so easy to
them. (M3, IG1)
The students argued that a productive personal and individual relationship with the teacher
would be important to the success of a citizenship education class. The students thought that
despite its drawbacks in terms of timetabling, citizenship education could prove to be a
useful and interesting class. They thought that building their knowledge about a range of
relevant issues could be an important and interesting element of their curriculum. Respect
was a key concern for these students - both in terms of establishing mechanisms by which
they could start to respect each other as young people, and also in the context of the studentteacher relationship.

You can leam how to respect others in a class like that, if it is done well.
(M3, IG1)
You need to understand other people’s values. (M2, IG1)
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A male student was convinced that the key to a productive citizenship education class would
be the willingness of the teacher to treat post-16 students as ‘equals’.
Teachers assume that you should show them respect, and you have to show
them respect otherwise you’re going to get in trouble. You know that you
probably don’t have respect for them. Some of them, you do have respect
for, if you like them and they treat you as an equal. (Ml, IG1)
The two female students in the group were united in their view that teachers have to “earn
respect”. The students argued that the majority of the teachers in the school do get respect,
but one male student (M2, IG1) noted, “There is a minority that you wouldn’t respect”. The
students in this group were keen to describe their concept of a ‘good teacher’, and despite
their subject backgrounds being in the Sciences or Mathematics they had firm notions of the
principles of teaching that they thought were transferable to any class, including citizenship
education.
Teachers have to sort of be your friend. Some teachers are really obsessed
with showing you much superior they are to you. They should respect you
and then you respect them. If they tried to understand that in terms of social
and political issues we’d be learning things for the first time, that we need a
little time to understand things, then that would be good. (Ml, IG1)
Teachers should understand how students learn. There are teachers that are
still using methods that were the same for my parents. That wouldn’t work
in a citizenship education class. (M3, IG1)
They (teachers) need to strike a balance between being friends with students
and also keeping their distance. (F2, IG1)
In conclusion, it is salient to note that this group had very coherent and considered views on
how teachers of a citizenship education course should attempt to make the course attractive
to students whose background was in non-social science or humanities subjects. They
regarded ‘respect’ as a crucial aspect of a productive course, and this perhaps reflected their
increasing maturity and desire to be acknowledged as partners in the learning process at post16 level.
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Interview group 2 (IG2)

Year 13
Five student participants
2 Males
3 Females
These students all studied either History or Geography at ‘AS’ Level.
The students in this interview group were more confident that the introduction of a class
covering political and social issues would be a necessary option for post-16 students in the
school. Despite the students’ conviction that citizenship education issues are important for
students in the post-16 sector, they also recommended that more should be done to make
such a class appealing to them, and that a citizenship education class should not be
compulsory.
Political and social issues aren’t maybe as important as Maths or English,
but they are still important. I’m not as aware of those issues as I should be.
(FI, IG2)
Those issues are maybe important, but they shouldn’t be forced upon you.
(Ml, IG2)
We take having a say in politics for granted, and we shouldn’t take it for
granted. I think you need the maturity of Lower Sixth (Year 13) to start
examining these issues. (F3, IG2)
I find those types of issues, the way they are done, very dull. I’m not sure
that I understand politics. I suppose it is important, but it needs jazzed up a
little somewhere. (F2, IG2)
The students in this group spoke with passion and enthusiasm about how they believed they
would react to a citizenship class being introduced for post-16 students. They all agreed that
it was the responsibility of the teachers involved in the design of the course to make it
“interesting” and also to try and ensure that the students would be treated with respect and
have “a say” in the running and direction of the class. In terms of content, the students argued
that the topics selected for inclusion in a citizenship education course should be issues that
are relevant to them as young people.
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The teacher would have to make it interesting. Teachers have to try and
make it (citizenship education) seem relevant. To me, it’s not relevant the
way it is being taught in schools. (F2, IG1)
The teachers could make it (citizenship education) more interesting, make it
seem like we have a say. (M2, IG2)
I think it (citizenship education) would need to be about things that were
relevant to us. That’s the most important thing. Stuff that we are actually
concerned about. Something that is easy to relate to. (FI, IG2)
The students had mixed views on the extent to which teachers should attempt to control or
manage a discussion within a citizenship education class, with one male and one female
student in particular offering contrasting opinions. The male student (M2, IG2) thought that
firm teacher direction of debate would ensure that some students would merely offer
opinions that they thought would be congruent with those of the teacher, as opposed to an
honest and open account of how they really felt. The female student (F3, IG2) thought that
although strict teacher direction of discussion can sometime amount to censorship, such
censorship is “sometimes needed”, because in her view it could help to control debates. She
also stated that within a social or political discussion a teacher of a citizenship education
course should tolerate student opinions that he or she does not necessarily agree with.
Another female student (F2, IG2) indicated that the success of discussion in class is
dependent upon the topic, which she believed has to be sufficiently interesting to motivate
the students.

The students in this group stated that they did not find the idea of social, political and cultural
issues boring, but they stressed again that if the school were to introduce a citizenship
education course it would have to be made relevant to the concerns of the students. In the
context of the delivery of a prospective citizenship education course, the students had definite
ideas on what they regarded as the essential qualities of an effective teacher.
A good teacher, in whatever subject, citizenship education or others, is one
that you can relate to, and one that you’re not afraid to ask for help. (Ml,
IG2)
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I find that variety is important. Being asked to give my views on questions
or getting involved in role-plays would be interesting. (M2, IG2)
I think it is frustrating if teachers do not help us to understand. They need to
be approachable, and to give each student individual attention if it
necessary. The way that the material of the course (citizenship education) is
presented is also important. If it is presented out of context, it doesn’t really
help. Teachers have to help you to build confidence. (FI, IG2)
A good teacher is someone that you can approach and who doesn’t
patronise you. The teacher needs to motivate you, and they have to be quite
friendly. (F2, IG2)
Teachers should be aware of students’ feelings. I like it when the teacher is
engaging and humorous. A rapport with the teacher is important. Teachers
shouldn’t talk ‘at’ you. (F3, IG2)
Interview Group 3 (IG3)

Year 13
Five student participants
3 Males
2 Females
These students all studied Government and Politics at ‘AS’ Level

The students in this interview group were certain that political and social issues were
extremely valuable elements of the post-16 curriculum, although they also offered the
opinion that many students and teachers traditionally have displayed a negative attitude
towards the study of politics.
I think students need to study politics, particularly given our own situation
in Northern Ireland. (FI, IG3)
People are definitely negative about politics. They think it’s not worthwhile.
Maths, English and the Sciences seem to be more important in getting basic
qualifications. (Ml, IG3)
I think Government and Politics is probably the most relevant subject that
you do. It’s all around you. (M3, IG 3)
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I think political and social issues are as important as other subjects. (F2,
IG3)
The students in this group also thought that didacticism within the teaching of politics was
ineffective, with one male student (M3, IG3) arguing that a prospective citizenship education
class should not just be about “learning off stuff’. One male student and one female student
thought that discussion could and should play a key part in a productive citizenship education
class.
I think we should discuss topical issues. (M3, IG3)
Really good discussion could be very helpful. (FI, IG3)
Another male student noted that although he thought discussion was a good idea, in other
subjects it had proved difficult. He thought that the honest exchange of student views would
be made difficult by the imposing presence of a potentially dominant teacher.
It has been impossible to discuss controversial social, cultural and political
issues in certain other subjects (apart from Government and Politics). I was
scared to give my own view in one class because I knew the teacher
disagreed. (Ml, IG3)
Even though they expressed support for the inclusion of some element of political and social
education within the post-16 curriculum, a majority of the students in this group also argued
that in many ways, politics in particular was still a boring concept. One male student (M2,
IG3) thought “politicians make the whole idea of politics boring”, but a female student (F2,
IG3) disagreed, arguing that far too often people in her age group had dismissed politics as
boring without actually thinking about it.
Despite already being enrolled on a formal course of Government and Politics, these students
believed that the introduction of a citizenship education course would be a welcome
development and that they would like to volunteer for participation if it was available. They
were anxious, however, that it could prove to be a commitment that could prove detrimental
to their preparation for other examination subjects. These students, as with the other groups,
provided an interesting and considered analysis of the criteria of an effective teacher, and
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offered some indication of the type of citizenship education course in which they would be
keen to participate.
A good teacher is someone who explains things well for you. You need to
feel that you understand what they’re talking about, not just sitting
pretending to. (M2, IG3)
Teachers need to use constructive criticism and praise. (M3, IG3)
I think confidence building is important for a teacher. If my confidence was
poor the subject just wouldn’t work. (Ml, IG3)
Teachers could be more relaxed and discuss things more than they do in
other subjects. (F2, IG3)
The students agreed that within a citizenship education course (regardless of the subject
background of the students) the teacher should seek to build the self-esteem and selfconfidence of the students. According to one male student and one female student in this
interview group, harsh criticism would not encourage students to engage in a citizenship
education course.

I don’t think that people come back stronger or would work harder just
simply from getting criticism. (FI, IG3)
Me, personally, I find that small constructive comments can be good...a
couple of times when things got absolutely slated by a teacher just didn’t
help me at all. (Ml, IG3)
In conclusion, this group revisited the theme of discussion within a citizenship education
course; with all of them in agreement that debate would form a key part of a productive and
enjoyable citizenship education course. These students argued that teachers involved in
delivering a prospective course should try to encourage open and informed student
discussion.

Structured discussion is really important for a good class. (Ml, IG3)
As I argued before, good discussion definitely helps us when we’re dealing
with these issues. (FI, IG3)
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The most enjoyable kind of class would be one that involves discussion,
that lets us get involved in talking. (M3, IG3)
Discussion is definitely an important part of a good class. (F2, IG3)
I would say citizenship should be a discussion class - that would be so
important (M2, IG3)

Interview group 4 (IG4)
Year 14
5 participants
2 Males
3 Females (1 absent)
None of these students studied either History or Government and Politics at ‘A ’ Level.

The students in this interview group argued that political and social issues were important
facets of education, but they were also extremely concerned that the introduction of a
citizenship education course for post-16 students could prove distracting in terms of ‘As/A’
Level examination preparation, particularly if the course was assessed.
Political and social issues are very important. They affect your opinions and
how you think about things. (FI, IG4)
I think it’s important that we have an understanding of the political system
and how it works, because when we come to vote we have an impact on the
world. School doesn’t prepare you for that, but finding the time to do it
could be difficult. (Ml, IG4)
I’d be worried about finding time for those kinds of things, although I think
they’re important. (F2, IG4)
I think citizenship education would be quite interesting but with exams
coming up it would be difficult to accommodate it. (F2, IG4)
The students were anxious that they might discover that their school education had been too
narrow when they progressed to higher education (as they expected to do). One male student
(M2, IG4) argued that it is very important for students in the post-16 sector to “have a good
all-round education”.
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Expressing yourself and being able to articulate your opinions is important.
It’s important that schools teach you to do those things as well. (M2, IG4)
The students in this group were unsure as to how much a citizenship education class would
help post-16 students to acquire these kinds of skills, again stating that the effectiveness of
such a course would depend on the teachers who would be involved. ‘Respect’ and
‘relevance’ were important considerations for these students, with all of the group in
agreement that a citizenship education course would need to help the students foster respect
for one another, and to undo prejudices that might have been learned in the home or amongst
a peer group.
You should leam to respect other people and the views that they have.
That’s important. (M2, IG4)
Prejudice is learned at home and schools should do something to stop it.
(F2, IG4)
The students thought that citizenship education could prove unpopular if it was too closely
associated with politics. They argued that ‘politics’ was a boring concept and that often it
seemed that it was adversarial, futile and irrelevant.

Politicians make ‘politics’ boring. Young people can’t find the relevance in
people sitting across a room shouting at each other. But it could be made
interesting if it was relevant to us. (Ml, IG4)
Committing to a new subject remained a key concern for these students, who were extremely
conscious of examination pressures. They were all worried that the introduction of further
compulsory courses could be damaging to their prospects of achieving good grades in their
‘A’ Level subjects.
The school would find it difficult to find the time for citizenship education,
especially with the ‘AS’ Levels in Year 13 and a lot of the other stuff it’s
just totally haphazard now. (M2, IG4)
The students in this group were more expressive and open when describing their concept of
an effective teacher, and their recommendations for what teachers involved in the delivery of
citizenship education at post-16 level should try to do to make the course attractive to
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students. Their responses were similar to those of the students in the Year 13 groups - with
the focus being on the motivational ability and enthusiasm of the teacher, and his or her
efforts to ensure that the students were treated with respect. These students also stated that
the personal relationship between the teacher and the students would be central to the
effectiveness of a citizenship education course.
Obviously someone who deals with the subject material well is important,
but I would say that someone who has time for the person, the student, as an
individual. Concentrating on the individual as well as the whole class would
be very important. (M2, IG4)
The teacher needs enthusiasm, and needs to be someone who can motivate
you, and someone who is friendly as well. Someone who is respectful and
who has a rapport with the students. (F2, IG4)
The teacher needs to be friendly and enthusiastic and take time to listen to
everyone - be an approachable person. If you have a problem they need to
listen to you individually. (Ml, IG4)
The teacher should be someone who is enthusiastic and who students can
get on with. They have to like the subject that they’re teaching, and they’ve
got to be fair and consistent. (FI, IG4)
Interview group 5 (IG5)
Year 14 students
2 Males
3 Females
The students in this group all studied Government and Politics at ‘A Level.
’

These students offered support for the idea that social and political issues should be taught
within schools. They believed that it was crucial that young people should acquire an
understanding of how the political system worked, and why social and cultural problems can
occur. The students also agreed that teaching these issues would be served better by an
explicit and open course of citizenship education. For one male student, making citizenship
education a discrete part of the post-16 curriculum could stop social, cultural and political
issues being taught in a covert and biased way.
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1 think it (citizenship education) should be taught, as long as it’s taught the
right way. It should be open. I’d be wary of it being included in other
subjects, and it being taught in a hidden and biased way. (Ml, IG5)
Other students in the group gave varied explanations of why they thought
that citizenship education should be introduced.
Political and social issues are necessary because we need to understand how
our system works. (FI, IG5)
In an everyday context it’s good to learn about things like that because at
least you know what you’re talking about. It should definitely be taught.
(F2, IG5)
I think it should be taught but not necessarily in terms of details of
government, but more current affairs discussions. (F3, IG5)
Personally the only time I’ve enjoyed ‘A’ Level Government and Politics is
when we’ve discussed issues that really affect us. So I think that’s what it
(citizenship education) should try to do. (M2, IG5)
The students in this group were confident that a citizenship education course would have an
appeal to students from across the subject range.
There are lots of students that would be interested in it (citizenship education). (F3, IG5)
The male student that had argued that citizenship education should be a discrete subject
within the post-16 curriculum was also concerned that the introduction of such a course could
prove potentially difficult for students in year 14, because of the pressures of examinations,
and other extra-curricular responsibilities.
Citizenship education would definitely be a nice idea but with everything
else we (Year 14 students) have to do it could get in the way a bit. But a
current affairs class would be good, with no exam. We would enjoy that sort
of thing. (Ml, IG5)
The students expressed their view that the topics that were selected for inclusion with a
citizenship education course would have to be relevant to them.
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The general conception can be that political and social issues are very heavy
and therefore young people switch off a bit, so it has to be made relevant.
(M2, IG5)
It (citizenship education) has to be relevant. If it’s not relevant then it makes
it really uninteresting. (F2, IG5)
The students in this group passionately rejected the idea that citizenship education should be
a subject that is oriented towards assessment and examinations. They had very definite
opinions on the type of citizenship education course that they wanted to be introduced for
post-16 students in the school. They also thought that teachers who were involved in the
delivery of citizenship education to post-16 students should employ a teaching methodology
that stresses the importance of the personal relationship between the teacher and the students,
and which shows the students respect. The students emphasised the importance of making
citizenship education for post-16 students enjoyable. They also argued that free and open
discussion would be a key element of an effective citizenship education course.
You need have the freedom to talk - and the teacher needs to understand
their subject. A laid back atmosphere is important. (Ml, IG5)
A good teacher of a course like this (citizenship education) would be
somebody who cares about the students, and who believes that education is
not necessarily about examinations, that there is a lot more to school than
just taking an exam. They need to take an interest in the students and relate
to them. (M2, IG5)
A good teacher would be one that just didn’t stick rigidly to a syllabus but
who could digress from the subject. Putting things in perspective and
putting in variety would be important. It’s good to be able to talk about
things to have a broader knowledge. (FI, IG5)
A good teacher would be someone that wants to know your viewpoints as
opposed to just shoving their viewpoint down your throat, and say ‘this is
what you have to learn’. Someone who can treat you well that just isn’t out
for saying that you have to do well in examinations, but wants you to enjoy
the subject. (F2, IG5)
If you’re talked at it would be boring - you need a good sense of enjoyment.
I much prefer a teacher who shares a passion for their subject with the
students and who gets involved in and understands how the students enjoy
it. (F3, IG5)
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Conclusion

The series of interviews conducted as part of this study proved to be an enormously
worthwhile endeavour. Although some of the teachers were initially anxious about the
process, in the course of the interviews all of those involved provided illuminative and
candid analysis in relation to citizenship education and concomitant pedagogy. It is perhaps
worth noting the sometimes-notable difference of opinion amongst the teachers who were
interviewed, even those drawn from the same department. However, it is possible to argue
that, overall, the interview process demonstrated that teachers and the SMT in Tobermory
Grammar School (at least those interviewed) are positively inclined towards the introduction
of a discrete course of citizenship education for students in the post-16 sector. They could
also be argued to be supportive of the concept of developing interactive student-centred
pedagogy as an indispensable feature of citizenship education. As regards the students who
were interviewed, there was a definite suggestion that if citizenship education was introduced
it should be as a voluntary programme. The interview process, which aimed to provide a
broad representation of students from different subject disciplines, perhaps highlighted that
those students drawn from social science and humanities subjects were more likely to
espouse explicit support for citizenship education. However, crucially, the student interviews
demonstrated that the enthusiasm for citizenship education amongst post-16 students was
contingent to a large extent upon the form that the course would take, and the teaching and
learning environment that would be created as part of the development of any such course.
The students articulated a clear rejection of didactic methods of teaching. Indeed, in the
context of citizenship education, the interviews highlighted there is a very high level of
support amongst students in the post-16 sector of Tobermory Grammar School for the
employment of student-centred pedagogy that can provide students with an excellent
opportunity to become enthusiastically involved in political, social and cultural debate and
discussion.
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CHAPTER 6
THE PILOT PROGRAMME OF CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION (PPCE):
A TEACHER-RESEARCHER ANALYSIS
Introduction

The response of the Year 13 students in Tobermory Grammar School to the invitation for
participation in the pilot programme of citizenship education (PPCE) served as a preliminary
indication of the extent to which they felt that they were lacking an opportunity to engage in
the discovery and discussion of pertinent social, cultural and political issues. After a short
presentation to the entire Year 13 group, handouts were distributed to the assembled students
containing details of the programme and a pro-forma slip for them to complete and return.
The students were offered time and room to think seriously about whether or not they wanted
to commit to an eight-session citizenship education course. A large number of students
completed their forms immediately and queued up to hand them in directly, expressing their
enthusiasm at the prospect of participation. After counting the return slips, it was discovered
that nearly 100 students (98 in total) had volunteered for the course - a significant and
sizeable majority of the year group (nearly 80%). It is salient to clarify that it was only the
lower sixth (Year 13) students that were approached to become part of this programme. The
upper sixth students (Year 14) were in the closing stages of their ‘A’ Level course and
therefore permission was never sought from the school to include them in this part of the
research.

With 98 students to cater for, the task scheduling the classes was begun. Five groups were
organised, three of which took place on a Monday, one on a Tuesday and one on a
Wednesday. All of these were periods during which the students were normally assigned to
fill their free time with study sessions in a designated ‘study area’. Unfortunately, there was
an overspill of some 15 students that could not make any of these sessions. An offer was
made to schedule a class during lunchtime but the external pressures of sporting
commitments and other extra-curricular activities precluded this from being a feasible
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solution. The programme had been offered to the students on the basis that all were welcome,
and that all who wanted to attend would be catered for. Simply to discard these 15 students
would have been expedient and would have demonstrated a lack of integrity. It turned out,
however, that only four of the 15 students expressed a desire to be reassigned to another
group. Fortuitously, these students were also free for the first session on Monday (Group A).
This was already a large group of fifteen, but there was no difficulty in allowing these four
students to attend. With all of the logistical problems ironed out, five groups remained,
totalling 87 students.

The teacher-researcher analysis

The following section of this chapter is a teacher-researcher account and analysis of the eight
sessions of the pilot programme of citizenship (PPCE) that took place with the lower sixth
(Year 13) students in Tobermory Grammar School. It is important to note that within this
analysis the titles of ‘teacher’ and ‘tutor’ are interchangeable. This was primarily because the
title of ‘tutor’ also reflected (perhaps more accurately) the nature of the facilitative
interactive role that was assumed by the teacher-researcher in delivering the PPCE to the
post-16 students. This analysis is important in terms of evaluating this type of citizenship
course and the pedagogical strategies utilised within it from the perspective of the teacher. It
is therefore hoped that it could benefit other teachers (both in Tobermory Grammar School
and in other educational institutions) who might wish to implement and deliver this type of
scheme of citizenship education to post-16 students. This programme was not intended to be
definitive, but finding a way to reflect the experiences of teaching this subject, in this style,
was a crucial element of this study.

The opportunity to work with each group of students for eight sessions provided an excellent
chance to investigate, analyse and evaluate first-hand the process of delivering a programme
of citizenship education using a student-centred, discussion-based teaching and learning
methodology. Each session took one period per week (except in the case of Group C, which
had two periods per week - this is explained later in this Chapter). There were eight
scheduled teaching ‘tutorial’-style sessions, and one specially scheduled session when the
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students completed their evaluations of the programme. Full copies of the discussion sheets
that were used as a framework for the eight sessions of the PPCE have been provided in the
appendices (Appendix 4). Within this teacher-researcher analysis of the PPCE, each group is
discussed separately. This is to provide consistency and coherence, particularly in the next
chapter, within which each group is analysed from the perspective of the students, based on
the evaluations that they completed as part of the PPCE. This first section of this analysis of
the PPCE is, in many ways, a descriptive account - a lot of the evaluation is implicit in the
teacher-researcher reflections on the groups throughout the sessions of the course. This does
not mean that the key objective of framing an ‘illuminative evaluation’ (Parlett and
Hamilton, 1972) of this programme of citizenship education within an appropriate theoretical
context has been sidelined. Rather, in the interests of a comprehensive and thorough
evaluation, a reflective analysis (from the teacher-researcher perspective) is provided in this
chapter, followed by the very personal articulations and perceptions of the students in
Chapter 7. Chapter 8 provides an ‘illuminative evaluation’ of a pilot programme of
citizenship education delivered using student-centred discussion-based pedagogy that is
firmly grounded in the empirical data that emerged as part of this case study.

Table 2: The Pilot Programme of Citizenship Education (PPCE) Groups
Group A
Monday Period 1
Monday Period 2
Group B
Group C
Monday Period 3 and 4*
Group D
Tuesday Period 5
Group E
Wednesday Period 1
*Origina' ly one period, changed to two at the request of the students
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Group A
Total number of students - 19
- 9 Females
- 10 Males

Table 3: Student attendance at the PPCE (Group A)
Session
1
Attendance 17
Absent
2
Male
2
Female
-

2
17
2
-

2

4
18
1

3
14
5
3
2

-

1

5
16
3
3
-

6
17
2

7
19
-

8
18
1

-

-

-

2

-

1

Session 1

Theme - An introduction to the concepts of ‘politics ’ and ‘society ’

This was a large group, with only two absentees from a total of nineteen students. The
discussion began with the planned generative questions. The students responded positively,
exhibiting a wide range of views, but more teacher direction was required than would have
been ideally desirable in order to elicit opinions. There was a danger in this of pushing an
agenda; as opposed to ensuring the students discovered the issues for themselves through
dialogue. There were some prominent and vocal members of the group - two males, and three
females. Strenuous efforts were made to try and encourage everyone in the group to speak,
but it was also important to avoid creating an atmosphere of coercion. Any student who did
not want to debate was therefore not forced to, particularly at this delicate and formative
stage of the tutor-student relationship. The class took place in a rather small room, with a
traditional layout. The desks ran from the front of the room to the back. It could be suggested
that this presented something of a barrier, but the room was so small that to attempt to re
arrange the desks would have been extremely difficult. The discussion in this first session
was encouraging without being especially fluent. The students appeared enthusiastic and
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apparently were willing to embrace this approach to teaching. The students defined politics
as a process of conflict resolution. Within this, the Middle East and Northern Ireland peace
processes were discussed. Some regarded these problems as intractable, the result of
competing ideologies. Some admitted to having no interest in the Middle East, and very little
awareness of what was happening there. The students were keen to relate the idea of politics
to familiar conceptual issues in Northern Ireland. In terms of society, the class system was
discussed. The students were more interested in this, and pushed the discussion in the
direction of employment, and wealth. They also discussed the concepts of endeavour, hard
work, equality of opportunity and education. The students in this group seemed willing to
embrace this type of course, albeit with initial trepidation.
Session 2

Theme - Social Issues

The class assumed a much more enthusiastic disposition this week. It became clear that as the
group got to know each other, and the relationship between the students and the teacherresearcher improved, productive relationships were established that assisted the creation of
an interactive dynamic. The students were keen to discuss the issues on the agenda.
However, during a debate on unemployment gender issues became apparent. A debate about
women’s rights, equality, domestic violence, male perceptions of women, and the concept of
male-dominated society then took place - with a variety of interesting contributions, from
both male and female students. In this session, the female students were quick to express
dismay at some of the more bravado comments made by the male members of the group,
which were often disguised as jokes (but which might have had hidden significance). It
would have been inappropriate to consider why a minority of these students felt comfortable
about airing macho and sexist views that could be considered unacceptable. To simply
attribute such remarks to the teenage male condition is not satisfactory, but to dig deeply
enough into the social disposition of one or two students would have required extensive
personal interviews with them that simply were not within the research remit. It is important
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to note that two vocal male members of the group supported the female students who did
object to these remarks.
The concept of anti-social behaviour being legitimised by celebrities was also discussed.
Some of the male students empathised with sporting celebrities who had engaged in such
behaviour, arguing that they were under pressure from their fame, and that alcohol abuse in
part explained incidents of domestic violence. All of the male students were keen, however,
to agree that no one was attempting to legitimise any form of domestic violence. There was
also a discussion of the welfare system - who benefited from it and who did not. There was a
feeling articulated by some students in the group that hard-working people in society paid
taxes which subsidised lazy members of society who did not want to work. An attempt was
made to redress this balance by asking those students to empathise with people that might be
unemployed, or have experienced financial hardship, but it seemed that they felt under
pressure from the teacher-researcher to moderate their viewpoints and it was apparent that
this was an inadequate strategy for encouraging students to reconsider their views in the
context of more rational counter-arguments. It was also important for the teacher-researcher
to note that this was by no means an uncommon political/social attitude, and it could not
simply be dismissed in a facile manner as ‘wrong’. Student dialogue, reflecting different
social experiences and backgrounds, was perhaps a more suitable and effective method for
demonstrating to students that their social attitudes were not necessarily universally shared.
Students who had displayed uninformed ‘bourgeois’ bias were genuinely surprised that such
cultural and social privilege was not common amongst their contemporaries.
It was worth noting however that the students were extremely motivated in discussing these
subjects. Also, although some of the attitudes espoused by male students hinted at a certain
amount of chauvinism, the females attempted and to some extent succeeded in addressing
this issue. Nearly all of the participants in this good humoured and large group were provided
with an opportunity to speak. The attendance of one informed and interesting male
participant, who had missed the previous session, provided an impetus for debate. The group
also seemed more relaxed, arguably as a result of them becoming more familiar with the
interactive dynamic of the programme.
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Session 3

Theme - Social, cultural and political prejudice

This was another productive session, with a good balance of male and female input. The
agenda for discussion included issues of discrimination related to sexual preference, and this
issue dominated the entire session. Some of the male students were more animated about this
than the females, but two female students, who had not contributed previously in the group,
offered comment. Although there was some expected and embarrassed jocular remarks, the
group took the issue seriously and attempted to address issues of equality for gay groups, and
discrimination on this basis in employment. It seemed like the male participants in particular
were seeking some sort of validation of their stance. There seemed to be a consensus that
although this was an issue that vexed the students in terms of discussing it, it was not one that
they had been confronted with directly in social situations. The development of a discussion
dynamic in this group was extremely encouraging. The students were relating more
effectively to one another, and there was a shared respect for each other when they were
speaking. In situations such as this, it is not uncommon for students to get animated, and
forget to present their argument in a constructive and rational way. However, despite the fact
that the students in this class were motivated by the issues, they all displayed tolerance and
respect when one of their peers was making a point.
Session 4

Theme - The media - analysing their impact on politics, society and culture

This session differed slightly from the format of the previous three, with much more
emphasis being placed on the framework of questions that the students were going to use as a
basis for group presentations (that had been planned as part of this course by the teacherresearcher). The subject was the media and their impact on politics, society and culture. The
students were asked to consider the influence of the media in shaping opinions on political
and social issues. As a task, they were all requested to write down their favourite fdm or
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television show, and then to give an explanation to the class of how they thought this show
dealt with any of the issues that they had discussed in previous sessions, such as racism,
poverty, social division, political division etc. All of the students were then offered an
opportunity to speak, and this was designed to be an introduction not only to the media but
also to the group work and presentations. After an introduction and explanation, only two
students were able to give their arguments and ideas before the session finished. Given the
time limits of the groups (the class was only thirty five minutes per week) it would have been
very problematic to get through group presentations in the limited number of sessions that
were available as part of the programme. Similarly, the students expressed the view that they
enjoyed group work activity less than involving themselves in active discussion and debate.
Session 5

Theme - The media - analysing their impact on politics, society and culture (continued)

The group continued with its discussion of the media issues. The students were divided into
four smaller groups and began to work on constructing presentations that were based on the
source that was provided. These students could be trusted to work on their own in small
groups, and required only minor teacher intervention, none on the basis of discipline. On
reflection, though, this could be considered to have been a wasted session. The presentations
were simply not possible because they would take up the rest of the weeks that were left for
the programme, and more importantly, this was a task that had failed to engage the students.
It was appropriate to ask the students if they were enjoying planning their presentations, and
if they would be content to continue even if it took the rest of the remaining sessions. The
students responded that they thought that group work of this kind was reminiscent of group
work in junior school that they felt had simply been paying metaphorical lip service to
student-centred teaching. It was encouraging that the relationship between the students and
the teacher-researcher was such that they felt confident enough to articulate their desires
regarding the teaching and learning methodologies that were used as part of the programme.
An overwhelming majority of the students argued that they had found the discussion style
sessions to be more enjoyable and informative, and that from their perspective, the sessions
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were more engaging, involving and interesting whenever there were whole class inter-student
exchanges, debates and discussions.
Session 6

Theme - Northern Ireland - Investigating political, cultural and social division

In this session, the students were offered the opportunity to decide if they wanted to continue
the theme of the media, but they declined. They articulated their collective opinion that they
would rather move on to the Northern Ireland issue. The group then began an introductory
discussion of this theme, using generative questions as a framework, but focused largely on a
political dispute in North Belfast. There was little or no expression of a nationalist
perspective in this group, and therefore regrettably there was no diversity of opinion on this
matter. This suggested that Bob’s earlier observation, that there lack of a sharp
unionist/nationalist divide in the school, had been a pertinent one. Allied to the lack of a clear
nationalist perspective within this discussion, there was also little in the way of unionist
argument either, with all of the students arguing that disputes of this kind involved bigotry
and discrimination that they thought had no place in society. It is possible to suggest that
within the climate of what some people would argue to be a ‘unionist’ dominated school, any
students with clear nationalist views might feel uncomfortable about airing them. However,
both students and teachers in the school (those who were interviewed formally, those who
were spoken to informally, and students on the PPCE) argued strongly that they believed that
political or cultural bigotry were not present within their school community. It is also
possible to argue that for many students in this school, they had been largely uninvolved or
unaware of the level of sectarian division that is predominant in other areas of Northern
Ireland.

The group was enthusiastic yet somewhat frustrated by the situation in Northern Ireland, and
although the debate was certainly informed it lacked passion and insight. Consensus was
easily established yet it appeared that there had been an insufficient challenge from any of
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the students to the dominant majority view. By the end of the session, the students displayed
a lack of energy, and they were quick to assert their desire to move on the next theme.
Session 7

Theme - Ethical issues - Ethical social policy and ethical political foreign policy; global
economics and ethics

In this session there was animated discussion about American foreign policy and the
detention of suspected terrorists in Cuba, and also a wider discussion about the ethics of war.
The students were required to try and build a consensus between the differing factions of
opinion on the issue of world terrorism and the response of the British and American
governments. They discussed the nature of American foreign policy in the Middle East. This
was a vociferous discussion, and took up all of the session. It appeared difficult for the
students to reconcile their competing perceptions, and they were also asked to relate their
ideas to topics that they had previously discussed within this course. One of these topics was
the media, and the students, in discussion with each other, and questioning each other, began
to build a consensus about how the coverage of such events in the media was a key source for
forming opinions. They also decided that it was important to be sceptical and critical of the
media as opposed to just accepting the information that was disseminated by them. All of the
students who spoke were extremely keen to stress that they found all terrorist attacks
despicable. The focus on this issue dominated the group and there was a wide range of
student discourse. This meant that the group only directly covered one of the suggested
topics, but one of the objectives of this course was to let debate flow freely and in whatever
direction the students wanted (provided that it was connected to the relevant theme).
Session 8

Theme - Students as citizens

The students discussed their rights and responsibilities as citizens of the school and as part of
the wider community within this session. The general opinion that was expressed was that
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there was some level of injustice within the school, and that students should not agitate for
change in an unreasonable manner, but should have more of an input into the making of
policy that affects them. The students thought that a school council might be a good method
of ensuring that they could be competently and effectively represented in discussions with
the staff. They dismissed the idea that this would necessarily be an irrational group, and they
suggested that they were not demanding that students should be in charge of their own
affairs, but rather should be offered a stake holding in their own school community. As
young people, they felt that the distribution of power within their own micro-society (the
school) has been uneven, and that there was virtually no effective forum for them to air views
or desires. Many students simply accepted this situation as an inevitable consequence of
being a school student. Others did not readily accept it, and it was clear from this debate that
there were some students who craved the recognition of the school authorities that sixth
formers constituted a valuable and important facet of the school system.

Group B

Total number of students - 15
- 8 Females
- 7 Males

Table 4: Student attendance at the PPCE (Group B)

Session
Attendance
Absent
Male
Female

1
11
4
1
3

2
15

3
15

-

-

-

-

-

-

4
12
3
1
2
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5
11
4
1
3

6
12
3
1
2

7
12
5
2
1

8
13
2
1
1

Session 1

Theme - An introduction to the concepts of ‘politics ’ and ‘society ’

This was a slightly smaller group, which was initially difficult to motivate. There was a more
relaxed atmosphere, but the students did not respond enthusiastically to the two main
questions (What is Politics? What is Society?) that were being used as a framework for the
session. Two vocal male students, both with strong personalities, were afforded quite a lot of
opportunity to speak, and other group members were encouraged to challenge them. This
process began by the end of the class, with two female students in particular taking issue with
the arguments being posited and offering cogent counter-arguments, which they were keen to
discuss further before the session ended. The students in this group were reluctant to offer an
assessment of what politics meant to them. Indeed, they volunteered only negative
information that it was not ‘cool’ and was also boring. It was clear they were not motivated
by this concept. However, when they drew on individual experiences and issues they began
to discuss the more social aspects of citizenship - unemployment, equality of opportunity,
universities, education, and the issue of hard work being equated with wealth and success.
There was a general perception amongst the students that diligence results in the acquisition
of a good job. Social issues, particularly in relation to employment, motivated the group and
moved the discussion away from political issues to social ones. The layout of the room and
the smaller number of students enabled the adoption of a more informal stance, in terms of
the teacher-researcher being able to sit in amongst the students.
Session 2

Theme - Social Issues

This group seemed to demonstrate what could be described as a right-wing slant on social
issues - at least as conveyed by those students who were most vocal. Several male students
were dismayed by the welfare system, equating it with people who had not worked hard, and
whom they called social ‘rejects’ and ‘parasites’. Some students in the group acknowledged
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that there were people who were unfortunate and who genuinely wanted to work, but the
dominant opinion was that there were enough jobs available for people not to have to draw
benefits, regardless of what those jobs were. This was another example of the type of social
prejudice that critics of middle class schools would expect, and the students who volunteered
this information were in danger of appearing as caricatures. Uncovering the underlying
reasons for these opinions was particularly difficult, especially with some of the male
students. They argued their case in a confident fashion. One male participant also articulated
his argument within this discussion that a women’s role was a domestic one, with apparently
no conception or recognition that this was a pre-modem opinion. There was an alarming lack
of empathy amongst the male students for female victims of domestic violence, with a
minority of male students making comments that seemed to trivialise such issues.
Despite some challenging questions that provoked interesting responses from a number of
students, two male participants met most of the questions that addressed this sensitive issue
with facetious remarks. Even in asking the female students to challenge these views, there
was no serious debate. This was clearly an area of concern. It is possible to suggest that this
was an issue so far removed from the experience of the students that they felt it could be
dismissed in this manner. On exiting the class, one female participant argued that she
believed that the male students were not serious, and only made sarcastic remarks in order to
gain attention. However, it appeared that this group was in danger of being dominated by a
minority of strong personalities who were attempting to undermine productive discussion.
More responsibility needed to be placed on the female students, through sensitive
questioning, to address the issues of chauvinism and sexism that directly affected them.

Session 3

Theme - Social, cultural and political prejudice

As the students became used to the flexibility of the interactive approach in these sessions,
they were invited to select the issues they wanted to discuss within the framework of the
relevant theme. This group still remained slightly tentative, and aside from three notable
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contributors (two males and one female) the level of teacher involvement was perhaps too
great. Detailed and challenging questioning was required to stimulate discussion, and often
the discussion broke down after three consecutive points. Interestingly, the students were
reluctant to readdress the issue of gender that had dominated the previous session, with some
of the female students notably unenthusiastic about leading the discussion. Despite the
proffering of some controversial viewpoints on the issue of race, and the discussion of the
use of inappropriate phraseology and language that gave tacit approval to racism, three male
members of the group seemed unconvinced that using racist language made someone a racist,
or that it helped to perpetuate racism. None of the female participants tried to challenge this
opinion, and it seemed that within this group a dynamic was beginning to be established in
which the female students did not try to challenge the agenda that was to a some extent
dictated by a small number of strong male personalities. Whilst one of the male students in
the group appeared notably liberal, he was often reluctant to assert his opinions. When the
teacher-researcher entered the debate and asserted that inappropriate language could foster
racism, the majority of the class who had been silent on the issue then agreed, offering
support for the view that racism was wrong and agreeing that although they had little direct
experience of it, they thought that it was something that the government should attempt to
rectify. They suggested that strong legislation might deter people from engaging in such
intolerable behaviour. Other students argued that racial prejudice was the product of
ignorance, and that some sort of rehabilitation programme would be the most effective way
of addressing the racism problem.

This conveyed the impression that these students were largely accepting of a political or
social attitude that was validated by an authority figure. That this would leave them open to
serious manipulation was a cause for anxiety, and it also represented a challenge that perhaps
could be better met within a more permanent citizenship education course. It was important,
though, that the PPCE attempted to build the confidence, understanding and awareness of the
students to such an extent that they actively sought out rational and informed grounding for
their viewpoints, and did not become reliant on custom or indeed even ignorant opinions.
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Session 4

Theme - The media - analysing their impact on politics, society and culture

The students displayed a lack of enthusiasm in this session. Four females did not offer any
comment at all - it was not that they were not offered a chance too, but it might have been
that they had not yet gained sufficient confidence to comfortably express their opinions. One
female student was very constructive, and provided interesting and thoughtful comment. The
students were invited to write down their favourite television programme or film, and to
discuss how social and political issues were presented in that programme. Only two students
gave their arguments before the session finished. The students were asked to provide
examples of television programmes or films that dealt with social, cultural and political
issues for session 5. Then they were asked to organise teams of no less than three students for
the purposes of giving a presentation in session 5.
Session 5
Theme - The media - analysing their impact on politics, society and culture (continued)

This was a small group, and with many absences, was even smaller for this session. It was
apparent that dividing the small number of students into groups would not be workable, so
instead they began a debate on each of the questions. This proved difficult. There was some
sporadic discussion, but the group did appear unmotivated, and so it was decided, in
collaboration with the students, that for them this issue had not proved fruitful or interesting.
They articulated their desire that they would like to move on to the next theme during the
next session.
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Session 6

Theme - Northern Ireland - Investigating political, cultural and social division

This was a very surprising session. Normally quite a reserved group, it seemed that a theme
that the students really found interesting completely altered the discussion dynamic. The
return of another interesting and articulate male student, after absence from the previous
session, also helped. He often led the discussion and made it known that as a Catholic student
in the school he had never been the victim of any sort of discrimination. He said that his
peers were very supportive, and that his religious or political affiliation was simply not an
issue within the school, either for teachers or students. He and others who agreed with him
argued that this was because they were tolerant. It is possible to suggest two theories in
relation to this student’s stance - firstly; that he was being genuine and honest, and that he
had not experienced any form of political or cultural prejudice. Secondly, it could be argued
that it would be unlikely that in such a clear minority this student would articulate a view that
he was discriminated against. However, it is worth noting that this student appeared to be
extremely confident and that he often articulated a nationalist perspective within group
discussions. The students also articulated their view that the serious political disputes (even
those within their own country) were things that they only knew about via television. Even
though they appreciated that this was happening quite nearby, they argued that it had little
direct significance for them and that it was much the same as hearing about other world
conflicts on the news. The group was extremely keen and a lot of students took the
opportunity to speak and outline their opinions. It was clear that the group had increasingly
acquired confidence. Although the students were perhaps slower to adjust to this type of
discussion-based class, during this session they began to become more constructive and also
appeared to enjoy the debate. This theme, however, did not prove to be as engaging for these
students as for other groups, with the only main point of interest coming when the students
discussed possible constitutional solutions to the Northern Ireland ‘problem’. All of the
students expressed support for the Good Friday Agreement. There was very little deviation
from this model, and no expression of hard line unionist objection to it.
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Session 7
Theme - Ethical issues - Ethical social policy and ethical political foreign policy; global
economics and ethics

This was the worst attended session. A list of absentees again left under twelve participants.
One male participant continually disrupted the flow of the dialogue, although his comments
varied between destructive and constructive. The students seemed distracted in their
discussion about foreign policies and global economics. There was some interesting
discussion, and some interchange that unfortunately became argumentative. Absenteeism in
this group was an undoubted problem for this group, and it made continuity and consistency
difficult. Often, this group found it difficult to balance the presentation of competing
arguments with the avoidance of negative argument. Too many sessions were disrupted, and
the changing nature of the absentees meant that there was very little consolidation. From a
teacher-researcher perspective, it was not easy to build a relationship with the students,
which could be considered absolutely essential to the maintenance of an effective
programme. It is important to put this in context, however. Comparatively, this group
perhaps suffered, particularly as it was sandwiched between two very vocal and motivated
groups. Despite this, it would be unfair to suggest that the students were not enthusiastic.
Often, they were. Indeed, they made very insightful and perceptive arguments, and attempted
to reconcile competing opinions with one another. The overriding impression of the group,
though, was one of fragmentation - due to different absences every week, and no consistent
basis for group trust and interaction.

Session 8

Theme - Students as citizens

The inclusion of two females from another session who wanted to join this group seemed to
completely alter its dynamic. One male participant who had often attempted to dominate the
group was much more constructive than usual, and made some very useful points and
engaged in a lot of good debate. In terms of the theme, the male students in the group
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discussed the idea of a school football team. Traditionally, the school has not allowed
football to be played within the school or for there to be an official team. These males
suggested that it was democratic for them to present their argument and their case for the
establishment of a football team, and they mentioned that they had entered discussions with
the SMT on this issue. The debate switched, because of some of the females in the group, to
the issue of women playing predominantly male sports. It was again pleasing that spurious
arguments made by a minority of some of the students that women should not be allowed to
play ‘male’ sports were easily dismissed by constructive arguments of other members of the
group. This was a productive and enjoyable session. The issue of the freedom of expression
and choice, two key facets of democracy, was used to justify and present a rational case for
both the school football team and women playing predominantly male sports.

Group C
Total number of students - 13
- 6 Males
- 7 Females

Table 5: Student attendance at the PPCE (Group C)

Session
Attendance
Absent
Male
Female

1
11
2
-

2

2
12
1
1
-

3
13

4
*NA

5
13

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6
10
3
1
2

7
13

8
13

-

-

-

-

-

-

* Session cancelled due to a school scheduled pastoral session for the students
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Session 1

Theme - An introduction to the concepts of‘politics’ and ‘society’

The students in this group seemed immediately friendly and motivated. The layout of the
room was informal, with all the students sitting in a straight line across the room. The
significance of this was difficult to estimate. Without question, from the teacher-researcher
perspective, the atmosphere in the sessions was enhanced by the closeness of the students.
They sat in a compact formation, and the first discussion became animated almost
immediately. The group expressed their views on the nature of war as a political solution, on
politics as the cause of war, and on politics as a method of conflict resolution. Each student
contributed at least one point, and as the discussion progressed it moved to the examination
of society and social issues. Again these constituted employment, class, anti-social behaviour
and welfare. This was informed by a discussion of human nature, with some students arguing
that people were innately corrupt and selfish, and others taking a polar opposite view. This
evolved into a discussion of communism, the redistribution of wealth, inequity in society,
and the tax system, as well as education. The students openly expressed their enjoyment of
the class. Despite their initial protestations that they knew very little about political or social
issues, they demonstrated a high level of insight and knowledge, and were able to provide
interesting contexts for their discussions, particularly in terms of ideological standpoints.
Session 2

Theme - Social Issues

In this session the students afforded each other an opportunity to give a considered opinion,
and it is possible that this was in part this is due to the smaller size of the class. The students
in this group seemed to be a fusion of well-balanced and mature personalities, with some
superb orators, and all of the students were responsible for the establishment of a friendly and
homely atmosphere almost from the start. They responded enthusiastically to the discussionbased, student-centred mode of pedagogy that was being used, and they revelled in
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articulating their viewpoints and embroiling themselves in good natured and good-humoured
discussions. There was absolutely nothing to suggest that this was anything to do with
academic ‘ability’- that most tightly and narrowly defined of concepts dictated by
examination results. The students sensed that they were liberated from the normal pressures
of the examination-based subject, and it showed in the manner in which they approached
these sessions. The first issue that was discussed in this session was unemployment,
specifically related to gender. Unlike the previous group, there was little in the way of
uninformed and naive condemnation of the less fortunate members of society, with none of
the students expressing the idea that the unemployed were ‘scroungers’. Sexism also proved
to be an important issue, and the students attempted to link it to a range of other social
problems. The students then entered into an informed and interesting debate on the gender
issue - particularly in relation to women’s careers, and the domestic role of women. The class
addressed these issues in a respectful and sensible way, and even though there was a wide
diversity of opinion, the students argued their cases rationally and in an informed manner.
Indeed, the class proved so enjoyable that all of the participants asked to stay for another
period. In this next period, the debate moved to issues of social attitudes and their
representation in the media. After this session, at the request of the students, all of Group C’s
sessions were two periods long.

Session 3

Theme - Social, cultural and political prejudice

Again, the students were extremely enthusiastic and motivated. They sought agreement and
consensus within debate. Teacher input was kept to a minimum and was very much in the
role of an equal. All of the students participated in discussion, ensuring that the task of the
teacher-researcher was to facilitate their contributions. The students focused on the issue of
sexism and class prejudice, which they chose. The extension of the session to two periods
allowed time for discussion to develop and flow. The group concluded that although sexism
existed, it should be tackled more aggressively and that society was moving away from being
dominated by men, which they all agreed was a good thing. The key to this group was
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compromise. Whilst some members initially expressed quite extreme positions, the group
dynamic was one of informed consensus in which the participants felt comfortable enough to
articulate differing and contrasting arguments, and to build on personal experience to make
positive points. The discussion of class prejudice encouraged them to discuss social
disadvantage, and even the comparative affluence of the participants in the group. None of
the students dominated this group, and all of the participants felt comfortable enough to offer
their opinions and arguments and to get involved in the discussion. The myth that all of the
students in this school belonged to a homogenous privileged socio-economic set was
shattered by three of four students in this group, who were open and frank in relating their
own backgrounds and experiences. To simply move through a citizenship course without
encouraging the students to contemplate experiences outside their own personal social
context would have been educationally insufficient. In this school, the dominant socio
economic culture was one of affluence. Yet there were many students for whom this was not
the case. It is difficult to estimate what percentage of the school population they represented,
but it was important to attempt to reconcile differing personal perspectives on this issue.
This session successfully managed that. Those students from what could be considered
extremely comfortable homes (in an economic sense) were genuinely surprised that such
financial security was not necessarily universal. One student argued that the type of extra
curricular activities offered by the school assumed wealth on the part of the students and their
families. A ski trip was one such example. Despite briefly offering counter-arguments such
as “you could save up”, the wealthy students were genuinely interested and surprised by the
rational and personal arguments of the less affluent students. The group agreed that there was
a lack of awareness amongst many students that financial hardship was a problem that
existed for students in the school.
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Session 5

Theme - The media - analysing their impact on politics, society and culture

As with the other groups, meaningful group work proved difficult. This was largely due to
student opposition. The students opted to use the two periods for a full and frank discussion
of how social and political issues were represented in the media, particularly television and
film. Such issues included violence on television, advertising, sex on television and in the
media, morality and other things such as class-ism and sexism. Whilst the two periods
provided enough room for a complete discussion of this theme and with the possibility of
group work ruled out, it was decided in collaboration with the students that they would move
on to discuss a new theme within the next session. Despite having been provided with a clear
opportunity to engage in group presentations, it was obvious that the students were more
enthused by the prospect of discussion, and some students again articulated the view that
group work had often been used ineffectively in the context of other subjects. One male
student suggested that teachers used group work as a way of trying to demonstrate that they
were committed to encouraging the input of students, but that they failed because in many
cases it was clear that some teachers had made little effort to devise involving group tasks.

Session 6

Theme - Northern Ireland - Investigating political, cultural and social division

In this session the students expressed a very definite sense of frustration in relation to the
theme. Many said it was ‘depressing’ or ‘pointless’. Two female students, and one male
student, talked at length about their views of the school, the community, their experiences
and what they believed were the perceptions of them as Catholics within a nondenominational school. Many of the other students were surprised, and they talked at length
about the school system, prompted by the questions about their own school being officially
non-denominational.

The Catholic students argued that they had experienced no

discrimination from either their Protestant or Catholic peers, or from any institutions within
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those communities. The discussion then took in many issues concerning religion and politics,
and how the two things had been mixed up in Northern Ireland. The students appeared
slightly reserved, and it was apparent that they lacked their usual enthusiasm. Within their
discussion, however, there was one notable exchange between the students. This involved the
story of a one of the male students within the school (who had since left) sporting a loyalist
paramilitary t-shirt underneath his rugby kit. The students were asked how they reconciled
this with their argument that was no bigotry within the school. Some of them argued that it
was an isolated incident, others that it was such an outlandish and ridiculous thing to do that
it was not worth paying attention to. They were then asked if they thought that a student, or a
collection of students, should have rebuked the person involved. Some agreed, others said
that it would not have been worth taking such a course of action. One female student argued
that they would feel differently if the t-shirt had been demonstrating support for republican
paramilitaries. Two of the girls in the class strongly agreed that the reaction would be much
stronger if that was the case. They said that even though they had no doubt that the vast
majority of students would find a loyalist t-shirt hugely objectionable and offensive, and
would in no way support it, that students would not have been as passive if it had been a
republican t -shirt. Many others vehemently disagreed, saying that they would pay no
attention to either, and that they found both equally distasteful and unacceptable. There was
no indication that the school or any of its teachers had known about this incident. The class
concluded and the students asked if they could move on to another theme in the next session.
Session 7

Theme - Ethical issues - Ethical social policy and ethical political foreign policy; global
economics and ethics

This was an excellent session with only one absentee. In this session, the students discussed a
whole range of issues, and also completed a secret ballot on a range of ethical questions. A
debate then followed about the answers that they had given. The questions focused on ethical
foreign policy, ethical social policy and global economics. The issue of branding and
capitalism also came to the fore. The students discussed the ideological alternatives to
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capitalism with each other, but concluded that the legacy of Stalinist communism had
damaged socialism and that it was unworkable. Acknowledging that, they then discussed
their opinions of global advertising and global corporations. Again, as an activity, the
students were asked to try and name organisations through their advertising slogans. They
discussed how well known such slogans and brands had become and they also considered
that even the knowledge that corporations might be involved in exploitative labour
organisations would not encourage them to boycott popular products. It was this debate that
dominated the session.
Session 8

Theme - Students as citizens

The discussion in this session was mainly centred on the issue of self-esteem and career
choices for young people. Many of the students expressed negative perceptions of
themselves, relaying the impression that that they thought that within their school context
they were ‘thick’ or ‘stupid’. When pressed as to why they thought this, it became apparent
that they were unsure, although they thought it was related to achievements in exams or the
remarks or comments or even approach of teachers. It seemed that they valued examination
results above other perceptions of themselves. Interestingly, it was three females who
articulated these views. They had a discussion about themselves as citizens of the school, but
it didn’t really galvanise them in the same way as the issue of their careers. Many felt that
they were being pushed in a certain career direction, or that they felt they were wrong for not
having yet decided what career they wanted. Others articulated the view that they thought
that some teachers did not value their chosen careers - one female student said that her option
of social work was dismissed out of hand, and that snide and hurtful remarks were made to
her. Others suggested that more vocational career options were not regarded as valuable by
the school and were not encouraged. They thought that teachers in the school focused
attention on a selected group of students that were going to be in certain professions. This
had an obvious effect on the issue of self-esteem. Even though their ‘A’ Level courses were
completely separate form their GCSE course or choices, many argued that they were still
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viewed by teachers in the context of the examination results they had achieved at GCSE. This
was a clear contradiction of the fact that ‘A’ Levels were meant to be independent of GCSEs.

In this environment, the male members of the class, unusually, were very quiet. The females
were more vocal, and expressed a keen sense of injustice that they would be denied the right
to apply for certain jobs, or that they simply were not good enough for some jobs. The
students did not communicate the message that the job they wanted to choose was equally
valued. The group then discussed the issue of how each job and each worker was valuable
and that within a fully functioning society all the talents of all of the people had to be
recognised and encouraged and developed. They thought that education played a big part in
this. They considered how education could help them to build self-esteem, trust and
tolerance, and whether or not those things were key aspects of a becoming a good citizen.

Group D
Total number of students - 23
- 8 Females
- 15 Males

Table 6: Student attendance at the PPCE (Group D)

Session
Attendance
Absent
Male
Female

*

1
21
2
1
1

2
23
-

-

-

3
22
1
1

4
NA*

-

-

-

-

Session cancelled due to school examinations
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5
18
5
3
2

6
22
1
2
-

7
21
2

8
21
2

-

-

2

2

Session 1

Theme - An introduction to the concepts of ‘politics ’ and ‘society ’

This was an initially small group, due to timetabling confusion (the students went to the
wrong room). It was also heavily male dominated, due to a late surge of male applicants who
could only make this group due to their other commitments, and who had to be
accommodated. Towards the end of the class, the group became larger, and thus helped to
add more enthusiasm and diversity to the discussion. The group established a constructive
working definition of politics. Most of the students were equally vocal. There was a
respectful exchange of opinions. There was also good input from one male member of the
group, whose ideas motivated the others. The group began a discussion of society, attempting
to answer what it meant to them. There was then a debate as to why social problems were
apparently concentrated in working class areas, which prompted a discussion of the class
system. What was it? Why were people labelled? In this group there was a low level of
teacher questioning, with the group dynamic providing for what was an informed session.
Despite the balance being weighted most definitely in favour of the males (almost 2 to 1)
nearly all of the females were confident and vocal. Indeed, a lot of the male participants were
quiet.
Session 2

Theme - Social Issues

This was a large group but they arrived slowly, and appeared lethargic. It was difficult to
establish a clear linkage with the previous week, even though the agenda of issues contained
all of those things that they had raised. There was a somewhat forced discussion of
unemployment, domestic violence, social exclusion and education, but it was only
sporadically that the participants appeared genuinely enthused and motivated. There was too
much of reliance on teacher input, and despite a range of challenging questions, all too often
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the group was prepared to allow four or five main contributors to speak. Gender issues were
again to the fore, and in pursuing the subject of male and female equality the debate became
more constructive. However, there can be little doubt that this class was not ideal in terms of
being student directed, and before the class was dismissed, they were requested to provide
issues for the next session, related to the theme, that they would like to discuss.

Session 3

Theme - Social, cultural and political prejudice

The relationship with this large group was still in its early stages, but it was encouraging that
the students seemed to be becoming more comfortable with the methodology that was
employed. An extended break time meeting meant that, unfortunately, this class was reduced
to less than twenty minutes. This was a logistical difficulty that could not be avoided, but it
most certainly affected the establishment of trust and co-operation within the group.
Although this was this group’s third session, it is possible to estimate that they had only
really spent slightly over an hour together. In comparison to Group C, who had enjoyed
nearly three hours by the same stage, it was frustrating that this class was scheduled at such a
potentially counter-productive stage of the day. To their credit, the students hurried to the
group as quickly as possible, and they too expressed their dismay that they were receiving
insufficient time for their class. As such, the discussion on social themes was somewhat
truncated. There was little in the way of animated debate, and with the school examinations
due to begin, many of the students were distracted.

Session 5

Theme - Northern Ireland - Investigating political, cultural and social division

Despite all the problems experienced in session 3, and the fact that with the examinations and
holidays there had been a big gap between classes, the students made an extra effort to arrive
promptly. These students had missed out on the session relating to the media, but when it was
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talked over the students articulated their view that group work could prove difficult because
of the way that the class (coincidentally the shortest scheduled class of the school day) took
place after break. This effectively meant that it could take quite a few sessions of preparation
before the students were ready to offer a presentation, and presentations themselves would
use up sessions that the students would rather use discussing and debating the theme of
Northern Ireland. Therefore, it was decided, in collaboration with the students, that moving
directly on to the next theme in this session would prove more productive. The discussion
was extremely lively and the students were very motivated. Indeed, in regards to this group,
this session could be considered as a watershed.

It seemed that the move to the new and more appealing theme (a direct product of the
students exercising their collective right to determine what they discussed in class) really
helped to create a more energetic and enjoyable dynamic. More people got involved that had
done previously, and the interchange between students, not directed through the teacher, was
informative and respectful. The students discussed the issues of the cultural nature of the tag
‘Protestant’, and considered their own experience of bigotry as a citizen in Northern Ireland,
and within their own school community. The Protestant members of the class considered how
their Catholic contemporaries felt about events and politics in Northern Ireland, and they
discussed their ideas on paramilitaries, and on bigotry within the school. The students argued
that largely their was little overt bigotry within the school, but did relay experiences of
isolated incidents when as younger students in the school cultural (and offensive) songs had
been sung by individual students, even within class. They were asked to relay how they felt
about this. Many said that it was laughable. They were asked if laughing at such an incident
was unsatisfactory and inadequate in terms of stamping out such bigotry. Strangely, it was
two Catholic members of the group that argued that they did not find such behaviour
offensive, and also that they did not hold the majority of Protestants in the school responsible
for the bigoted actions of individuals. It was unclear how the teachers had reacted to the
incident. The students were then asked to consider how they would have felt had a fellow
student sung republican songs in class. Many said that they would not recognise such songs,
others said that such action would be unacceptable in a school where the large majority of
students were Protestants. They were asked to consider if being in the majority meant only
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that songs which that majority considered offensive should be prohibited. The students
argued that that was not the case, that all bigoted slogans or songs should not be tolerated. At
that stage, the session finished. The students said that they were keen to continue an in-depth
discussion of all of the political, cultural and social issues of Northern Ireland in the next
session. All of the students were reminded that it was important to show sensitivity when
discussing issues related to Northern Ireland, and that if anyone wanted to express their
objection to a certain topic being considered in the class, they could articulate their concern
privately to me. The session had been constructive, but there were obvious concerns that in
such a candid environment some quiet members of the class might have been uncomfortable
with the discussion of sensitive political and cultural issues. However, over a dozen students
openly articulated their pleasure when exiting the class (among them at least half had been
largely silent during class) and also reiterated that they were keen to keep discussing the
theme of Northern Ireland in the next session.

Session 6

Theme - Northern Ireland - Investigating political, cultural and social division

This was a short class, and there were more absentees in this session that in the previous one.
Despite the fact that the group had been disrupted by examinations, the students were quick
to rekindle their discussion of the Northern Ireland theme that they had begun in the previous
session. There were some interesting points made, and one student who talked at length about
personal experience of the sectarian influences that existed in a loyalist community near to
where he resided prompted an exchange of views on that subject. It was also the first time
that this particular student had really spoken at any length in this group. As with another
group that was somewhat slow to adapt to this type of discussion, it seemed that this group
was also now becoming a lot more confident about engaging in debate and about expressing
their opinions in an effort to construct a consensus on an issue. The subject of mixed
marriages was discussed, with some students arguing that in certain areas in Northern Ireland
in which politics was inextricably linked to culture and religion such arrangements are made
difficult by the respective communities. The students thought that in their area mixed
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marriages were not a problem, and they did not understand why people would have a
problem with it.

One Catholic female student said that in making the decision to attend a non-denominational
school she had been subjected to implied pressure from some members of institutions within
her own community. This female student repeated the view that she had not experienced any
instances of bigotry from her Protestant peers within the school. She also made it clear that
her parents’ marriage was a mixed marriage and although they had experienced some
problems early on in their marriage they no longer did. She thought that her parents’
marriage made her more aware of both sides of the political/cultural/religious debate in
Northern Ireland. The students were asked for their reasons were for coming to Tobermory
Grammar School. There was a variety of responses - that family had attended this school, for
example; or that it was the nearest grammar school, or the nearest co-educational grammar
school, and that the school had a good reputation. Very few of the students said that it was
the nearest non-denominational grammar school. The students were then asked whether or
not they had ever considered going to a fairly nearby Catholic co-educational grammar
school. In context, for the majority of the school population this school would not be the
nearest co-educational grammar. Only a small percentage of the school population might find
the Catholic school to be nearer or as near. When this issue of the possibility of them
attending a denominational Catholic school was overtly discussed many students said that
they had not had cause to consider it. This was simply because they had attended a nondenominational Primary school and thus would attend a non-denominational primary school.
Other students argued that as Protestants it would be fairly illogical for them to attend a
Catholic denominational school. Some of the students had not known it was possible for
them to attend a Catholic school because they were Protestant, others wondered what the
difference between the schools actually was. None of the Protestants argued that the reason
that they had attended their school was because it was a ‘Protestant’ school. When
questioned directly as to how they thought others viewed their school, they conceded that
some might argue that it was a ‘Protestant’ school, but that they thought such a label was
inaccurate. Others argued that they did not spend any time thinking about what type of school
it was. With other, more important pressures like examinations they were not worried about
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the religious or political affiliation of the other students or the school. The students were keen
and enthusiastic in this session, and it was apparent that there was a whole range of issues in
relation to Northern Ireland that they wanted to discuss but had perhaps been denied by the
rigidity of the curriculum.

Session 7

Theme - Ethical issues - Ethical social policy and ethical foreign policy; global economics
and ethics

The relationship between teacher-researcher and the students in this group, by this stage, had
really begun to build and was excellent during this session. The group moved to discuss the
issue of international and exploitative labour practices of major corporations, which then led
to a discussion about the competing ideologies of communism and capitalism. There was
some support for socialism, with one female student arguing that that it offered good ideas
for society. The group wanted to focus the discussion, following on from that, on how the
way society is constructed impacted on their career choices. The group then re-focused on
the idea of boycotting products etc in order to demonstrate to large corporations that their
business practices were unacceptable and should be changed. Most of the students thought
that this would have even more negative consequences for the employees who would lose
their jobs or be paid even less money. They thought that it would be the best idea if
employers revised their practice and improved working conditions etc, but thought that
because their main aim was profit they would not do this.
Based on this session, it is possible to suggest that global corporatism has succeeded in
marginalising the issue of exploitative business practices in Western democracies, certainly
amongst young people. Northern Ireland might be consumed by introspective analysis,
politically speaking, but it remains an advanced industrial nation. During this session, the
students were not necessarily unconcerned by unethical corporate activity, but rather felt that
it simply was not an issue that had entered popular consciousness. The students expressed
somewhat naive views that solutions could be found in simply encouraging large
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corporations to amend labour practices, and to be more egalitarian in remunerating their
workers. Beyond this superficial argument, it proved quite difficult to engage the students in
this theme. However, importantly in terms of the pedagogical approach, the relationship and
trust between the students and the teacher-researcher had developed even further. There was
now a dynamic of mutual trust, respect and co-operation. This was extremely pleasing from
the perspective of the teacher-researcher, particularly as it became more and more evident
that the relationship between teacher and students was absolutely fundamental to the creation
of a productive interactive dynamic in the class.

Session 8
Theme - Students as citizens

There were quite a few female absentees in this session, but it was still a very large group
with a male predominance. The issue of careers and employability had surprisingly limited
appeal with this group. They engaged in low level discussion about what they thought was
expected of them as citizens, both in society and in school. On the issue of self-esteem and its
importance the discussion became more interesting, with one female student admitting that
she felt she needed more self-confidence in order to get a good job, but that she was unsure
why her self-confidence was low. Again, none of the male participants articulated any
indication that they were lacking in self-esteem or self-confidence. There were some
complaints from the students that they thought they were expected to enter certain
professions, such as the legal profession, by some teachers within the school. None
mentioned any pressure from parents, but one male outlined his view that getting a good job
that paid well or was considered a position of authority gained a person the respect of his
peer group. This was an interesting point - whilst this student was undeniably from a
background of socio-economic privilege, it seemed that he was feeling considerable pressure
to enter a profession that would enable him to maintain such affluence in his own right. As
the students talked further, he communicated to the group that amongst his social circle,
securing a high wage-earning job was of paramount significance. He suggested that that he
felt that other people would define him according to the amount of money that he earned.
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Examinations seemed to be the major concern for these students, appearing to represent a
type of ‘currency’ in students’ efforts to achieve qualifications in order to enter a profession
that offers sufficient remuneration for them to feel that they have status and respect. The
potentially negative effect that this attitude could have on schools and the atmosphere of
educational value that they try to cultivate is obvious. As the curricular choices of the
students become narrower and narrower, determined by those examinations that they hope
will lead to high paid jobs, the focus on one particular type of instrumentalist materialist
schooling will increase. These students discussed the idea that invariably not all of them
would achieve well-paid so-called “important” jobs. There was not talk among these students
of vocation, no aspiration to make a difference, simply a focus on high-paid jobs that the
majority of students seemed to associate with success.
In terms of this programme, however, this group proved (at least from a teacher-researcher
perspective) that the employment of a teaching strategy that aimed to foster confidence, trust,
co-operation and mutual respect, and to build a friendly and welcoming environment, could
provide for a citizenship class that was effective, enjoyable, constructive and productive,
even with a group that was extremely large in terms of student numbers.

Group E
Total number of students - 17
- 12 Females
- 5 Males

Table 7: Student attendance at the PPCE (Group E)

Session
1
Attendance 13
Absent
4
Male
1
Female
3

2
16
1

3
17

4
NA*

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-
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5
16
1
1
-

6
17

7
17

8
17

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Session 1
Theme - An introduction to the concepts of ‘politics ’ and ‘society ’

This group was largely female dominated. The students arrived promptly and quickly got
involved in the discussion of attempting to define politics, but their approach to discussion
was decidedly different from all of the other groups. The discussion was more piecemeal, and
it was difficult to establish clear links between the points that were being made. However, all
of the points were made in an informed and respectful manner. There was some encouraging
interchange of opinions, particularly between one male and female, who exchanged ideas as
opposed to filtering them through the teacher. However, most points were made on the basis
of open-ended questions that were used as a framework for this session. This was satisfactory
because the students were not yet familiar with each other or with this methodology. Also, it
usually ensured that the students were offered a chance to provide an individual response to
an open question. A lower level of teacher involvement would have been desirable, but at
this stage perhaps unrealistic. This class appeared less likely to engage in vigorous argument,
but those involved did make salient points in a calm and measured way. There was no
impression, save for two participants (one male and one female) that any of them had
previously considered any of these issues in substantial depth. Indeed, many articulated the
view that they were not really interested in conventional politics, but had come to the class
because wanted to learn more about political, social and cultural affairs.
Session 2

Theme - Social Issues

Within this session the group engaged productively in an interesting and respectful
discussion of the class system, social exclusion education, and their relationship with gender.
All of the male students contributed, and despite their somewhat controversial statements,
many of the females did not respond. There was certainly no outrage expressed. Instead, two
or three females articulated their opinions that men and women were essentially different,
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although they also argued that men and women were conditioned differently by society. The
dynamic in this group was slightly reserved. The group expressed their interest in moving to
the next theme of the course, which involved the discussion on racism and sexism. This
group presented a challenge. Discipline was intrinsic, yet the students were almost too
regimented, as they sought teacher validation and verification, and were reluctant to
volunteer opinions not because they had nothing to offer, but rather because they were
observing some kind of imposed utilitarian teacher-student relationship with which they were
familiar. After class, two female students said that they were unused to speaking in class
because of the subjects (sciences) that they studied. Another two male students said that it
was simply unusual to be given carte blanche to articulate their perspective, and that the
feared that their opinions would sound ‘stupid’ or would be ‘wrong’. An attempt was made to
reassure them that the sessions were not about right or wrong answers, but rather were
designed to encourage all of the participants to share their ideas, and to try to achieve a
rational and informed consensus on a range of interesting and relevant political, social and
cultural issues.

Session 3

Theme - Social, cultural and political prejudice

Within this session it became apparent that examinations were going to mean that this group
would miss session 4. This group had previously displayed an interest in the media and their
representation of social issues and therefore an effort was made to fuse the themes for session
3 and 4 together, but largely without success. On reflection, it is possible to argue that in
betraying the ethos of the course the students had been let down. The course, after all, had
been designed on the basis that each session would be a broad and flexible discussion related
to one key theme and a series of generative questions. In practice, very often this meant that
the students had a high level of involvement in determining the direction of the debate. In
trying to engineer the debate to include two themes, there was a danger of the teacherresearcher engineering agendas and steering discussion too much. There was some low-level
discussion of the media and their presentation of social issues. However, an overriding
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recollection of the significance of that session was not that the content of the discussions but
rather the clumsy pedagogical approach which was enough to disrupt the creation and
maintenance of a fluent and flexible dynamic. An attempt to ensure ‘coverage’ proved to be
the undoing of a potentially valuable session. The lesson for the teacher-researcher was stark
and salutary. Whilst themes and generative questions offered enough room and reflection for
engaging and interesting interaction, focusing on content, and attempting to manipulate the
direction of a discussion that was the property of the students was entirely counter
productive.

Session 5

Theme - Northern Ireland - Investigating political, cultural and social division

Although there were only a few absentees, and group work on the media subject would have
been entirely feasible, the students expressed their desire to begin the discussion of Northern
Ireland. This session focused on the labels of ‘Protestant’ and ‘Catholic’ and what those
meant socially, culturally and politically. Two female Catholic students argued that in school
they had not experienced any bigotry, and indeed one of the girls articulated a story that she
had only experienced pressure and bigotry from members of her own community for
deciding to attend a non-denominational school as opposed to a Catholic school. Some
female Protestant members of the class expressed the view that they were ashamed to call
themselves ‘Protestant’ because they thought it had become a negative cultural label that
related to violence and discrimination. Others made no strong objection to this opinion. The
class was a strange blend of several members who were very enthusiastic about outlining
their views, and others that remained largely quiet but also very attentive. As an introductory
session, this class went extremely well. The heavy female balance meant that there were less
jocular or silly remarks in this class than had sometimes been evident in some of the male
dominated groups. The students articulated a collective enthusiasm to continue the discussion
of the theme of Northern Ireland in session 6.
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Session 6

Theme - Northern Ireland - Investigating political, cultural and social division (continued)

The students continued their discussion of the Northern Ireland theme in this session,
focusing on the issue of sport in Northern Ireland and whether or not it was divisive. Some
argued that games such as rugby and cricket were regarded as Protestant and middle class
games, but in actual fact they were not. Others argued that attachment to Scottish football
teams led to sectarianism. The discussion was somewhat more reserved than it had been in
the previous session, with only a few notable exchanges and many of the female students in
particular, very quiet. When confronted with the issue of sectarianism in school, some of the
students argued that they thought that their peers should chastise any student displaying
support for a paramilitary organisation, regardless of the political affiliation of that
organisation. Others thought that although this should happen, it might not because of the
reluctance of some students to confront others. The situation in Northern Ireland also meant
that some students argued that intimidation would play a part in ensuring that they would not
confront someone who demonstrated support for paramilitary organisations. After the session
had finished, one female student said (in private) that the reason she thought that the
discussion had been less enthusiastic than in the previous session was because students were
worried about intimidation if they spoke out against paramilitaries in public. Despite the fact
that she thought it was extremely unlikely that anyone in the school would be involved in
paramilitaries she also said that it was difficult to know whom the other students knew or
were involved with. Therefore she felt that her peers were reluctant to discuss the issue in
class.

Session 7 - Ethical Issues - Ethical social policy and ethical foreign policy; global economics
and ethics

In this session the students discussed the ethics of corporations and their labour practices, but
once again expressed the opinion that such practice would not deter them from buying
products from those companies. Some argued that boycotts were pointless, since on an
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individual basis it would have little effect on the company’s policy. Whilst they
acknowledged that collectively changes could be made, they expressed scepticism that other
people would care about these issues. Essentially, they argued that there were always enough
people prepared to buy the products of big companies in order for those companies to sustain
large profits and to therefore continue unethical labour practices without worrying about
consumer protests. There were many issues that did not get covered in this class but there
was only one notable exchange between the students and that was regarding a fast food
company and its organisational policy and business practice. There was no ideological
context for this discussion established as there had been within other groups, and the group
was not as enthusiastic as it had been in the previous session. Despite this, this is a group
with potential for extremely constructive and informative argument, and with a cohort of
both male and female students that demonstrate respect for one another and tolerance of
different arguments and opinions.

Session 8

Theme - Students as citizens

The students were largely quiet in this session, and four or five of the participants dominated
the conversation about their opinions of‘employability’. The only major disagreement came
when there was an enthusiastic debate about the merits of various occupations, with two girls
arguing that education for its own sake was essential in preparing young people to become
participants in society, regardless of occupation or status, whilst two males argued that status
and profession was inextricably tied up with self-perception and other people’s perceptions
of them. This was a re-iteration of the sentiment expressed by a number of students in
another group. Many of the students seemed unsure as to whether their subject choices
mattered in terms of their value as employees, and most just seemed to be attempting to get
through the pressure of their exams. This group, although at times engaging and interesting,
relied in this session on four main speakers, although there were notable contributions from
two other females. Overall, although their discussions were often cautious, the students in
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this group were always respectful and ostensibly tolerant, and more often than not expressed
and articulated moderate opinions on political, social and cultural issues.

Conclusion
The PPCE proved, from a teacher-researcher perspective, to be an enormously positive and
worthwhile experience. Each of the five different groups of students involved in the eight
sessions provided an excellent chance to evaluate the value of student-centred, discussionbased teaching and learning methodology within the context of a citizenship education course
at post-16 level. The ‘tutorial’-style sessions and student-centred ethos of the PPCE enabled
the students to feel empowered - particularly in relation to their ability to direct the course of
each group debate (which was structured around the generative questions of each session’s
discussion agenda). This teacher-researcher analysis is also crucially important in terms of
evaluating this type of citizenship course and related pedagogical strategies from the
perspective of a teacher. It is hoped that both the structure of the PPCE, and the pedagogical
methodology that was employed within it, can provide transferable theoretical value (both in
Tobermory Grammar School and other educational institutions) for teachers who might wish
to implement this type of scheme of citizenship education within their own educational
environment. The generative question framework that was used to guide the student-centred
discussion within the PPCE in Tobermory Grammar School, from a teacher-researcher
perspective, was hugely effective. Whilst it is salient to note that some themes of the course
proved to be more popular than others (Northern Ireland, for example, was extremely
involving for the majority of the students) debate within each of the student groups proved to
be enthusiastic, insightful and informed. Perhaps more importantly, it offered the students the
opportunity to be an integral part of a teaching and learning environment in which they could
engage in political, cultural and social debate and discussion that was aimed at fostering
dialogue and resolving disagreement.
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CHAPTER 7
THE PILOT PROGRAMME OF CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION (PPCE):
STUDENT EVALUATION
Introduction

Finding an effective method of ensuring that the experiences of the students who were
involved in the pilot programme of citizenship education (PPCE) were reflected within this
study was undoubtedly necessary and challenging. Whilst the detailed analysis of the
programme from a teacher-researcher’s perspective was offered within the previous chapter,
no evaluation of the feasibility and value of a citizenship education course would be
complete without the contributions of the students. This chapter offers an indication of the
hopes, expectations, and experiences of the students who volunteered for the PPCE, as
expressed by them. It is based on a detailed evaluation document that they completed during
a specially scheduled session immediately after the teaching sessions of the course had
finished. Such an evaluation was designed to provide the students with adequate scope to
give a full and frank account of their perceptions of the PPCE and the methods by which it
was delivered. As with Chapter 6, and in the interests of consistency and cohesion, the
articulations of the students are presented here according to the group that they were in. It is
important to note that anonymity was a key feature of this evaluation. Within this evaluation
process the students were not required to give any information in relation to the subjects that
they studied at ‘AS/A’ Level; nor were they required to provide their names. Without a
guarantee of anonymity, it is possible to suggest that the students would have felt under
pressure to reflect positively on the PPCE. With the assurance of anonymity, it was hoped
that the students would feel secure enough to express themselves openly and honestly.
The Evaluation Process

The evaluation was constructed so as to provide ample opportunity for the students to
articulate their opinions on a wide range of elements of the PPCE. It thus contained 15
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questions, 13 of which were open-ended and required thoughtful and detailed replies. It is
possible to suggest that the dominant educational culture within an increasingly pressured
and crowded academic post-16 curriculum has seldom required the input or reflections of the
students, and they have been unused to situations in which their opinions are fundamental to
the design and maintenance of programmes of education. The evaluation documents required
the students to go beyond a superficial process of simple teacher and programme ratification,
and instead was aimed to make it incumbent upon each and every student to engage in selfanalysis, and to become more introspective in terms of attempting to provide a meaningful,
insightful, honest and perceptive account of the PPCE.
For the reader’s reference, a full copy of the evaluation document has been included in the
appendices (Appendix 5). It would be beyond the scope and intention of this chapter to detail
every student’s response to every question. Therefore, only those that have been deemed
most illuminative (both positively and negatively) have been included. In each case, a
reminder of the question that prompted the various responses has been provided. Due to the
three closed questions (Questions 5, 6 and 11) some very basic factual information was also
available. In the case of each group, a small table is provided to outline this information.
There is also an indication of the number of completed evaluations that were received from
the students in each group. Throughout this chapter, it is important to note that in terms of
student evaluations and perspectives, the contributions of each student in this co-educational
context are regarded as equal. The quotations that are offered are designed to be
representative of both the male and female students. It is also important to note that within
the student evaluation documents the ‘teacher’ was referred to as the ‘tutor’. Within this
analysis an indication of the identity of each respondent is provided (through a coded
reference) to confirm for the reader that an over-proportion of quotes from a single individual
or a small group of individuals has not been used. As these evaluations were anonymous
except for the gender and group of the participant, the code has been based simply on the
student’s gender (M or F), group (A, B, C, D or E) and each student within each group has
been allocated a number. The number given to each student as part of each group is based
only on the number of male or female students within the group. So, for example, within
Group A (which had ten male participants), the range of codes applied to the ten male
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students ranges from (M, A, 1) - (M, A, 10). In this code, M= Male, A= Group A, and
number = the student’s number to differentiate him from the nine other male students in this
group. Similarly, the range of codes for the female students is (F, A, 1) - (F, A, 9).

Group A

Total number of students - 19
- 9 Females
- 10 Males

Table 8: Responses of the students in Group A to the ‘closed questions’ within the
PPCE evaluation document

Total number of completed evaluations
Female
Male
Number of students who responded “yes”
to the question “Did you enjoy the
citizenship course ”?
Number of students who agreed that the
tutor:
Treated them with respect
Challenged them to argue their case using
evidence and informed opinion
Encouraged them to demonstrate tolerance
and awareness of the viewpoints and
experiences of other people
Number of students who thought that if
sixth formers were offered the opportunity
to enrol on a citizenship education course it
should be:
1 period per week
2 periods per week
More than 2 periods per week

14
8
6
13

14
14
13

3
9
2

From a teacher-researcher’s perspective, the students in this group had appeared enthusiastic
and motivated participants in the PPCE. Their responses to the closed questions within the
PPCE evaluation document indicated that the majority enjoyed the course. Indeed, all of
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those who completed evaluations believed that they had been treated with respect and
challenged to argue their opinion using evidence. However, focusing only on the positive
responses that formed an overwhelming majority of this group’s evaluations would trivialise
the obvious concern that some students, for example (F, A, 8), had in relation to the course.

Question 15 - Describe, in your own words, the way(s) in which the tutor delivered, or
taught, the course. In this summary you should include everything that you think is relevant,
such as: teaching style, suggested improvements, criticisms, comparisons and so on. In this
section you are free to write anything that you want in relation to the delivery of the
citizenship education course
I liked the teaching style. It was open, relaxed, unbiased and a good
atmosphere. He (the teacher) made you at ease and feel your points were
relevant. I think however he should try to encourage everyone to have input
without putting you on the spot. Sometimes, it was difficult to give your
opinions due to the more dominating personalities. (F, A, 8)
Whilst this student seemed to enjoy the course, she also felt that she should have been
encouraged to give her opinion more often, without being put ‘on the spot’, although she did
not suggest how this might be done. Diligent efforts were made to avoid putting the students
in the invidious type of situation where they felt under pressure to speak. Yet, as far as this
student was concerned, the PPCE had failed to find a method of assisting shy students to step
out of the shadow of more confident students (whom she felt had dominated the discussions).
This response was not, however, typical within this group, amongst the female or the male
contingents. There was no obvious male/female spilt within the evaluations. It is important to
note that whilst in many cases the appeal and lure of interactive pedagogy and rigorous
political and cultural discussion was enough in itself to secure the participation of the
students, a minority of 16 and 17-year old students in this school regarded the PPCE offered
an ideal chance to avoid a period of the school days spent in the universally despised ‘study
area’ (as a brief explanation, the students are allocated to this supervised area during their
free periods, in order to complete class work, homework or engage in revision). Some of the
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responses in this group to Question 1, ‘ Why did you sign up for the citizenship course? ’ were
merely confirmation of this fact.
It seemed a better way to spend my free time than sitting in the study area.
(M, A, 1)
I signed up to get out of a free period in the study area. (F, A, 2)
Such a reply was not prevalent in this group. There were other instrumentalist motivations
for participation:
It was something to put on my UCAS form. (M, A, 2)
To have something extra for my UCAS form. (F, A, 3)
Outside of these concerns, though, the majority of students seemed genuinely interested in
the topic:
My interest in current affairs. (F, A, 4)
I like arguing and discussion. (F, A, 1)
I thought it would be interesting. (M, A, 3)
Some of the evaluations in this group were sparsely completed, yet in others there was very
valuable information for a practitioner attempting to reflect on a pilot course of citizenship
education. Northern Ireland proved to be a theme that majority of students in this group
found most interesting. Indeed, there were only three alternatives to this popular choice - two
of which were the topical discussion of the Afghanistan war (related to the theme of
international foreign policy), and one of which was a discussion related to the theme of
young people as citizens of their school community. Despite the wide range of themes
available for discussion it was Northern Ireland and its politics that proved to be the issue
that the students in this group found most engaging. The students expressed that this
potentially divisive and sensitive theme was enjoyable, and that they had been able to enjoy
informed constructive discussion without rancour.
In terms of the pedagogical methodology that was utilised within the programme, the
comments of the students in this group were consistently positive. Their reflections suggested
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that the course had satisfied their expectations. The comments of some participants in
response to Question 3 and Question 4 (below) are relevant in this context:

Question 3 - What did you expect the classes to be like?
Question 4 - Did the class meet your expectations?

3 -1 expected the classes to be interesting, but also relaxed. (F, A, 3)
4 - Yes, we had relaxed discussions that were informative. (F, A, 3)
3 -I expected them (the classes) to be informative with a relaxed style. (M,
A, 5)
4- Yes, because the class was both relaxed and comfortable. The class
discussion provided me with information. (M, A, 5)
J - A bit like my politics class, with lots of debate and discussion. (F, A, 6)
4 - Yes, it was good and I enjoyed it. (F, A, 6)
3 - Interesting, fun. (M, A, 6)
4 - Yes, it did. There was open debate that I felt moved wherever we (the
students) wanted. (M, A, 6)
3 - Debate and discussion classes. Everyone talking and arguing about
relevant issues. (F, A, 5)
4 - Yes, I thoroughly enjoyed it. It was interesting and informative. (F, A, 5)
Not all of the students were as unstinting in their praise. One male participant who outlined
his reason for volunteering as peer pressure had expected the classes to be completely
student-controlled, but found that:
I felt that we did control some topics and I enjoyed the debates and the
different style of teaching, but I felt that the class was perhaps directed by
the tutor and not us (the students). (M, A, 3)
Despite the interactive teaching methodology there was an element of control involved in the
PPCE, in that each session used a thematic framework and generative questions to provide
discussion. In his assessment of the programme, this student was clearly disappointed that,
from his perspective, the students were not given total control of the direction of the sessions.
This student did feel, however, that he was encouraged to discuss his viewpoints openly in
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the group and that his arguments and opinions were valued (as demonstrated by his responses
to Questions 8 and 9 of the evaluation).
All of the students in this group thought that sixth formers (Year 13 and Year 14) in
Tobermory Grammar School should be offered the chance to enrol in this type of citizenship
course. A selection of responses to Question 11 (below) outlined their viewpoints on this
issue.
Yes, because it is valuable and it isn’t offered in any other area of school.
(F,A, 7)
Yes, because it offers the chance for young adults to establish opinions on
important issues, which otherwise they wouldn’t get the opportunity to do.
(F,A, 8)
Yes, because they (post-16 students) have the maturity to gain most from
this class. (M, A, 1)
Definitely, as it gives people the opportunity to speak openly and give their
point of view. (M, A, 5)
These responses suggested that the chief advantages of enrolling on such a course, from the
perspective of the students, were the opportunities that the citizenship course provided for the
students to openly discuss (without coercion) a range of social, cultural and political issues. It
was, however, the last question (Question 15) that offered expressive students the most
opportunity to articulate their overall impressions of the PPCE. Despite the response of one
female student that was outlined at the start of this section, other students gave their
wholesale approval. Only six of the fourteen students who completed evaluations provided
an answer to this question. It seemed that in this group female students were definitely more
comfortable with this type of expressive in-depth analysis of the programme. Of the six
responses to this question, only one was male, although his answer was comparatively
lengthy and demonstrated his consideration of the relevant issues, and also no small amount
of confidence in his assertion of group leadership that he was speaking on behalf of all the
students.
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Question 15 - Describe, in your own words, the way(s) in which the tutor delivered, or
taught, the course. In this summary you should include everything that you think is relevant,
such as: teaching style, suggested improvements, criticisms, comparisons and so on. In this
section you are free to write anything that you want in relation to the deliveiy of the
citizenship education course.
The tutor taught in a very relaxed yet controlled style which over the
sessions gained the respect of the students for the tutor. I speak for all of the
class in saying that he treated everyone as equal and gave the chance for
everyone to discuss and give their opinions without feeling uncomfortable. I
found it very useful and interesting and would definitely do it again if given
the opportunity. (M, A, 4)
Two of the female responses offered a note of caution amidst their praise; both implying that
even more could be done to find ways of making less vocal members of the group central
parts of the discussion process. They also argued, though, that as the programme progressed
the pedagogical methodology and relationship with the group did encourage them, without
pressure, to build their confidence and become increasingly more involved in the discussions
and debates. One of these female responses has already been detailed in the opening to this
section, and the other is provided below.
I liked the teaching style. It was open, relaxed, unbiased and created a good
atmosphere. The tutor made me feel at ease and that my points were
relevant, and I was pleased that I got to have an input into this type of
discussion. I think, however, that he should maybe do more to try to
encourage everyone to have an input, whilst still avoiding putting them on
the spot. (F, A, 1)
The remainder of the responses (all female) to this question were extremely positive:
The tutor taught very well. The style of the class was relaxed and this made
it easier to air your views. (F, A, 6)
The tutor taught us to air our views and not to worry about what people
thought. He reassured us that our opinions were important. (F, A, 4)
One female student offered a considered and thoughtful evaluation of the way that the PPCE
had been delivered.
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I think the way the course was delivered helped and encouraged us to
discuss and debate the topics at hand. The fact that our arguments and
viewpoints were valued encouraged us to offer our views more openly and
with confidence. I felt that the informal style and respect we were shown
also helped the classes to run smoothly. I think if we had been lectured and
talked down to and treated as if we would not know about the issues it
would have de-motivated people, and less people would have talked for fear
that their views would be criticised. (F, A, 5)

Group B
Total number of students - 15
- 8 Females
- 7 Males
Table 9: Responses of the students in Group B to the ‘closed questions’ within the
PPCE evaluation document
Total number of completed evaluations
Female
Male
Number of students who responded “yes”
to the question “Did you enjoy the
citizenship class? ”
Number of students who agreed that the
tutor:
Treated them with respect
Challenged them to argue their case using
evidence and informed opinion
Encouraged them to demonstrate tolerance
and awareness of the viewpoints and
experiences of other people
Number of students who thought that if
sixth formers were offered the opportunity
to enrol on a citizenship education it should
be:
1 period per week
2 periods per week
More than 2 periods per week
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11
5
6
11

11
11
11

4
5
2

Although with Group A the student evaluations had largely met with teacher-researcher
expectations, the evaluations of this group were more surprising in their level of approval. In
terms of all of the groups, the sessions and the approach had perhaps been the least
productive with this group. As was noted in the teacher-researcher analysis, this was not a
suggestion that the programme could have been considered ineffective, but certainly less
effective than with the other groups would have been a fair conclusion. To the students,
however, this was simply not the case. Admittedly, five students in the group did not
complete evaluations, but the responses of the male participants in particular were extremely
interesting. Within this group, four students did not complete evaluations, due to their
absence from the session that was scheduled for the completion of these documents. Despite
being made aware that a document was still available after this session (should they want to
complete it) none of these students took up the offer. It is possible to suggest that this
indicated a certain amount of apathy on the part of these students - and yet from the
perspective of the teacher-researcher, three of these four students had been relatively
enthusiastic participants within the course.
The students’ motivation in this group for involvement in the PPCE in some ways followed
the pattern established by the previous group, but there were also those who had signed up in
order to avoid the study area, and to provide them with something that might be attractive to
universities.

Question 1 - Why did you sign up for the citizenship course?
To get away from the study area. (M, B, 5)
Because it was something to do instead of a study period. (M, B, 1)
To write on a UCAS form. (F, B, 3)
Again, however, there was genuine interest in the issues and the course. One female student
wrote:
The introductory talk interested me - I was keen to find out what the class
was about, and broaden my knowledge of current affairs. (F, B, 1)
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Such considered reasons for participation were common within this group. Two male
participants both agreed that the “course sounded interesting”. One female student also wrote
that she “was interested in to find out about current issues.” The expectations of the students
in this group varied. In response to Questions 3 and 4, there was a range of answers.

Question 3 - What did you expect the classes to be like?
Question 4 - Did the class meet your expectations? Explain your answer.
3 - Interesting, formal and pupil orientated. (F, B, 2)
4 - Yes, more than my expectations. They were fun, interesting and relaxed.
(F,B, 2)
3 - Formal but also pupil orientated. (F, B, 1)
4 - Yes, better as the debate was not restricted and the informal atmosphere
made a nice change. (F, B, 1)
3 - Formal but also relaxed. (F, B, 5)
4 - Yes. It was interesting and the discussions were topical. (F, B, 5)
These statements from three female participants in the group seemed to differ largely from
the expectations of the male students in the class. The repetition of the phrase “formal”
suggested that it was a word that students used to describe a particular type of learning
environment. It is possible to argue that “formal” in this context referred to a traditional
didactic paradigm of classroom practice, in which the students were cast as passive learners.
It seemed that many students in this group held the expectation that the class would retain
elements of this traditionalist and inflexible formality, but also hoped that it might prove to
be an innovative departure from their educational norm. Some students were indeed surprised
that the programme did foster an interactive teaching and learning dynamic. These students
were satisfied that the programme had met and even surpassed their expectations. This was
by no means the case with all of the students in this group, particularly 3 male students. As a
reply to Question 2, this trio of participants appeared to have little personal investment in the
programme or its success.
Question 2 - What did you expect to gain from the classes?
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Nothing. (M, B, 4)
Nothing. (M, B, 5)
Not very much. (M, B, 1)
It might be possible to argue that these low expectations were simply the result of
characteristic adolescent male churlishness, but that would be an injustice to many of the
male students who enrolled on this programme with a genuine desire to increase their
knowledge, understanding and skills. Their respective answers to Question 4 were also
extremely illuminating.
Question 4 Did the class meet your expectations? Explain your answer.
-

One of the three male students reiterated his negative outlook:
I didn’t have any expectations. (M, B, 4)
However, the other two, far from simply reaffirming their non-commitment and apparent
lack of personal engagement, articulated their view that the course had proved to be
worthwhile.
It surpassed my expectations. (M, B, 5)
It was more interesting than I would have thought. (M, B, 1)
Question 8 (below) in the context of this group provided a revealing insight into the extent to
which the students felt that they had been actively encouraged to discuss their viewpoints
openly in class. From a teacher-researcher perspective, discussion within this group was
occasionally forced,

and teacher-directed.

Consequently,

the possibility had been

contemplated that despite its widespread success in other groups, the pedagogical approach
used within the PPCE should have been adapted within this group in a way that would have
imbued the students with even more confidence when engaging in discussion. However, the
student responses to Question 8 seemed to challenge this idea. Far from providing
confirmation that extra effort should have been made to galvanise this group, all of the
students argued that during the sessions they had been offered ample opportunity and support
in terms of expressing their viewpoints and opinions.
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Question 8 - Did the tutor encourage you to discuss your viewpoints openly in class? How?
Yes, he challenged the points that 1 and others made and encouraged me to
elaborate and explain myself. (F, B, 4)
Yes, he challenged my viewpoint and asked me to explain my answers,
always looking for informed reasons as to why that was my opinion. (F, B,
2)
Yes, definitely. We were probed for more fuller answers than we might
naturally have given, which helped us to discuss why we believed certain
things. (M, B, 1).
Yes, he asked stimulating questions that gave us ideas and also allowed us
to think more about the topic when discussing it. (M, B, 5)
Initial suspicions that student support for the PPCE within this group had been comparatively
less emphatic were also proved to be inaccurate. A key indication of the amount of firm
backing for the programme lay in the replies to Question 11 (below). It is possible to suggest
that if the students in this group thought that the PPCE had been a needless and unprofitable
waste of their time, they would surely not have recommended that they (and others) should
be provided with a chance to enrol on a permanent course of this nature. None of the students
thought that either they or their peers should be denied the opportunity to volunteer for a
programme of citizenship such as this.
Question 11- Should sixth formers in your school be offered the option of enrolling in this
type of course? Why?
Yes, because it is a better way to learn than the traditional way. (M, B, 3)
It is possible to suggest that this male participant meant that the student-centred approach
was a more effective way to learn about citizenship-related issues. However, in deciding
whether the school should offer this type of optional programme, he based his opinion not on
the variable content of any possible course, but rather on the basis that the pedagogical
methodology that was employed within the PPCE provided the students with a “better way”
to learn. Two other male students offered similar analysis:
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Yes - because the way it is taught would be informative but fun. (M, B, 2)
Yes - because it’s fun, interesting and enjoyable. (M, B, 1)
Other students gave different explanations as to why a citizenship course should be made
available within the post-16 curriculum in their school, but again the manner in which the
course was delivered, and the interactive teaching and learning dynamic, was a vital facet of
their rationale.
Yes, because it’s important that we learn to express our viewpoints. (F, B,
2)
Yes, definitely. It gives us experience of something other than the subjects
that we are studying - and the atmosphere of discussion and debate helps to
develop individuals’ views. (F, B, 1)
Question 14 (below) could be considered valuable in the context of this group. One of the
aims of the PPCE was to advance the self-confidence and self-esteem of the students, and to
assist them in developing their skills of articulation. The replies of the students to this
question therefore underlined how successful the programme had been in achieving this
objective with this group. There was only one negative answer to this question, but
unfortunately the male student who offered it provided no clue as to what could be done to
improve the course. His reply to this question was simply “No”. Other students offered more
detailed analyses of the ways in which they believed that the PPCE had improved their skills
of discussion and debate.
Question 14 -Do you think that citizenship education course helped you to develop your
debating and discussion skills? Ifso, how?
Yes. As we were always debating or discussing something, it helped us to
learn how to present better arguments. (M, B, 6)
Yes, it let you deal with and appreciate other people’s views and how to
respond to them. (M, B, 2)
Yes. We were constantly asked to argue our opinions, always giving our
reasons why we believed this viewpoint. (F, B, 2)
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Yes - you had to be prepared to make a point - but to make sure you had
thought through what it was that you wanted to say. (F, B, 4)
Yes, because I now know how to approach different people and types of
personality in debates, and also how to explain my own point of view to
other people. (M, B, 3)
Reflecting on these responses, it is possible to argue that the PPCE was effective in instilling
and improving self-confidence in the students in this group, at least as far as the public
articulation of informed opinion was concerned.
Question 15 offered the students total freedom of expression in providing a concluding
evaluation of the PPCE from their perspective. In this group, only two of the eleven students
who completed evaluation sheets did not offer a reply to this question. Both were male. A
selection of student responses to this question provides an appropriate stage at which to
conclude the analysis of this group. Most of the students provided positive responses,
although it is important to note that the support for the PPCE was, in one case, not without
substantial reservations and recommendations for improvement:
Question 15 - Describe, in your own words, the way(s) in which the tutor delivered, or
taught, the course. In this summary you should include everything that you think is relevant,
such as: teaching style, suggested improvements, criticisms, comparisons and so on. In this
section you are free to write anything that you want in relation to the delivery of the
citizenship education course.
It was really good as the tutor always tried to be informal. I really enjoyed
it, but maybe the teachers (in the school) and tutor should have got together
and put some students into categories and then put some from each category
into each group. (M, B, 1)
It is possible to suggest that this male’s response was in part a reaction to his view that other
groups in the school had enjoyed more productive PPCE sessions than his own group. There
can be little doubt that given that so many of the students in the year group were involved,
they compared and contrasted their different experiences within different groups.
Conceptually, though, it would be difficult to support the idea that students should be
‘categorised’ and then divided up. It raises all sorts of unsavoury questions as to who would
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be involved in deciding which students fitted which ‘category’, and represents a kind of
social and educational engineering that would be contrary to the democratic principles of the
PPCE. Furthermore, logistically, it would prove extremely difficult, if not impossible, given
the timetable constraints. No other student made this point, however, and the majority of
students in this group seemed to have enjoyed the experience of participating in the PPCE,
and were satisfied with both their group and the programme.
The tutor was relaxed, and treated us all as equals. He made a good
atmosphere and encouraged us to argue (even quiet members of the class)
so no suggested improvements. This approach worked well in this debate
style class. (M, B, 2)
I really enjoyed the tutor’s teaching style. I thought he brought fun to the
class. I’m glad I did the citizenship course as it broadened my outlook on
society. (M, B, 6)
The thing that I really enjoyed about the course was the relaxed ambience of
the class. The classes were good fun and very interesting and I looked
forward to theme each week. The tutor treated us with great respect and
made the classes very pupil-orientated, which was such a refreshing change
from normal classes. We were encouraged to speak out in class and
therefore developed our debating and oral skills. The pupil-teacher
relationship wasn’t so formal and so the classes were very relaxed. (F, B, 2)
The relaxed, informal atmosphere was a welcome change to the normal
rigidity of subject lessons. I really appreciated the respect shown toward us
by the tutor; this, in turn, made us have respect for him. I looked forward to
the class each week - and discussion and debate often spilled over to break
and lunch times. I feel that it was an important step to developing our
characters and our viewpoints. The pupil-teacher relationship wasn’t formal
and I feel that someone more uptight than the tutor might not have had such
a positive response. I thoroughly enjoyed the class and I was glad to have
been part of this project. (F, B, 1)
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Group C
Total number of students - 13
- 7 Females
- 6 Males

Table 10: Responses of the students in Group C to the ‘closed questions’ within the
PPCE evaluation document
Total number of completed evaluations
Female
Male
Number of students who responded “yes”
to the question "Did you enjoy the
citizenship class?”
Number of students who agreed that the
tutor:
Treated them with respect
Challenged them to argue their case using
evidence and informed opinion
Encouraged them to demonstrate tolerance
and awareness of the viewpoints and
experiences of other people
Number of students who thought that if
sixth formers were offered the opportunity
to enrol on a citizenship education it should
be:
1 period per week
2 periods per week
More than 2 periods per week

13
7
6
12

12
11
12

2
5
5

Even taking into account that this group proved to be fun and informative (from a teacherresearcher perspective), it would surely have been unrealistic to expect that all of the
students’ answers to Question 1 (Why did you sign up for the citizenship education course?)
would have been entirely devoid of the desire to be liberated from the apparently loathed
study area. It was a surprise, though, that there were as many as three students who
mentioned this as a motivating factor for volunteering for the PPCE.
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To get out of study periods. (F, C, 3)
To get out of study. (F, C, 7)
To get out of study periods. (M, C, 3)

Other students did not offer this as an explanation for enrolling on the course. One female
student commented that it was:
The subject/issues that were going to be covered and the different approach
to the lessons. (F, C, 2)
that attracted her to the course. Another male student argued that he had enlisted because:
It (the PPCE) sounded interesting and new. (M, C, 4)
Based on this, it might have appeared that this group, initially at least, could have been
difficult to motivate, given that up to a quarter of the students had volunteered for the course
only to escape the imposition of study periods. The expectations of the students in this group
in relation to the course were rather uniform, as reflected by their answers to Question 2 What did you expect to gain from the classes?
An opportunity to discuss and argue about interesting issues. (F, C, 4)
A chance to argue about and discuss different issues. (M, C, 3)
Discussing our opinions on contentious subjects. (M, C, 5)
An opportunity to debate and discuss political and social issues. (F, C, 6)

One response, however, from a male participant, was notably more thoughtful:
I wanted to gain respect for myself, others, and to achieve harmony with my
peers. (M, C, 1)
In relation to the style in which the students thought that group would be taught, there was
more diversity of opinion, especially in the context of gender, with the males largely
articulating the view that they had expected the classes to be mundane. For those male
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students that had expected only a tiresome weekly chore, they believed that it succeeded in
enthusing them.

Question 3 - What did you expect the classes to be like?
Question 4 - Did the class meet your expectations? Explain your answer.
3 - Quite formal with structured debates. (F, C, 2)
4 - It was less structured than I expected - our discussions tended to
incorporate wide range of issues (but that was a good thing). (F, C, 2)
3 - I expected it to be a lot more quiet, and didn’t expect the students to
have as much input. (F, C, 1)
4 - Yes it did and it was much better than I thought it would be. (F, C, 1)
3 - Pretty dull. (M, C, 6)
4 - Much better than I expected. The move away from dictation can only be
a good thing. It’s good that students actually have an input into the class.
(M, C, 6)
3 - Boring. (M, C, 4).
4 - No, it was actually quite fun. (M, C, 4)
3 - Quite boring to be honest. (M, C, 2)
4 - NO! They were good, and very informed. (M, C, 2)
Those students who had begun the course with negative expectations had, upon its
conclusion, seemingly dispelled the notion that citizenship education would be necessarily
dull and repetitive. All of the students in this group were united in their enjoyment of the
course (based on their responses to part 1 of Question 6). The reasons for their enjoyment
were outlined in the second part of Question 6.
Question 6 - Did you enjoy the citizenship education course? (All of the students in this
group responded ‘yes ’ to this question) Ifso, can you give the main reasons why?

One female student was comprehensive in her reply:
The atmosphere; the topics we discussed were really interesting; it made me
think about things. Also, it was a change from the monotony of the rest of
my classes! (F, C, 2)
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Others argued that the classes were “good-humoured” (F, C, 4), or that they “learned and
understood new things”. (F, C, 7)

In the main, the male students were less expressive:
Interesting discussion. (M, C, 3)
Good chance to debate. (M, C, 2)
An important aspect of the relationship between teacher and students in this group may well
have been determined by how important the students felt their viewpoints and opinions were
in the classroom context. This was reflected in their replies to Question 9 - Do you feel that
the tutor valued your argument and opinion? Why?

Yes, he was interested and treated everyone with respect as well as taking a
neutral stance. (M, C, 6)
Yes, he made everyone feel equal and that everyone’s opinions were
worthwhile. (F, C, 4)
Yes, he always seemed interested and never dismissed anyone’s point of
view. (F, C, 7)
I felt that the tutor valued my arguments and opinions because he gave me
feedback on my arguments. (F, C, 1)
Yes, he did. I was encouraged to argue my case in a sensible manner. (M,
C, 1)
The students in this group felt that their viewpoints were valuable and that they did have
something worthwhile to contribute to the programme. This undoubtedly assisted the
dynamic of interaction within the group, and fostered an atmosphere of mutual trust and
respect. In terms of the themes that the students in this group found the most interesting,
Social Issues (Session 2) and Social, cultural and political prejudice (Session 3) were most
popular. There were only three exceptions to this - one male student who enjoyed the Media
(Session 5), one female student who found Northern Ireland (Session 6) to be the most
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stimulating theme, and one other female student who found the issue of corporatism and
consumerism (Session 7) to be the most engaging.
This group of students also believed that sixth formers in their school should be offered the
chance to enrol on a permanent version of this type of course, with none of them rejecting the
idea that such a course should be offered as part of their post-16 education.
Question 11- Should sixth formers in your school be offered the option of enrolling in this
type of course? Why?
YES! Because it’s great fun, you learn about other people and you get out
of study! (F, C, 6)
Yes - it gives people who do science subjects the opportunity to discuss
things. (F, C, 5)
Yes, it exposes people to different opinions and viewpoints and broadens
their horizons. (M, C, 3)
Yes because it’s interesting. (M, C, 4)
Yes!! We don’t get the chance to talk about this sort of thing otherwise,
especially about what’s going on in our own country. It’s good to encourage
discussion and find out what other people in your year think. It gives you
variety from your subjects. (F, C, 2)
Yes, because all sixth formers should have the right to choose a course like
this. (M, C, 1)
Yes, it gave everyone the opportunity to be passionate about a subject and
discuss it. (F, C, 1)
As with the other groups, Question 15 offered the students the best opportunity to write a full
and frank evaluation of all aspects of the course, particularly those that they deemed most
relevant. All but one of those who completed evaluation documents completed this question,
and in the majority of cases, the students offered considered and perceptive concluding
comments.
Question 15 - Describe, in your own words, the way(s) in which the tutor delivered, or
taught, the course. In this summary you should include everything that you think is relevant,
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such as: teaching style, suggested improvements, criticisms, comparisons and so on. In this
section you are free to write anything that you want in relation to the delivery of the
citizenship education course.
The classes taught me a lot. The superb debate director made the discussion
so much more than just an argument. I don’t have any criticisms. I really
enjoyed it. The environment was very relaxed and encouraged me to make
my point. Great job. (M, C, 6)
The tutor immediately created a relaxed atmosphere in the class. He
provided us with topics to discuss but allowed us to speak on the issues that
we felt most strongly about. We discussed relevant and interesting topics
which most people had an opinion about. Everyone was encouraged to
speak and if someone was quiet the tutor would prompt him or her without
forcing them to speak. I really enjoyed the class!!! (F, C, 6)
The class was extremely informal and relaxed from the first week. This
made everyone very comfortable. The way we made it a double period as
opposed to a single proves how much we enjoyed it. (F, C, 4)
I thought it was done really well. I liked the casual approach to teaching and
although the tutor was ‘in charge’ it was not like a fear or demanding
respect thing, it was freely given mutual respect. He encouraged everyone
to speak and give viewpoints and didn’t make anyone feel wick or like their
opinion was stupid and of no importance. The issues discussed were
interesting and relevant. (F, C, 3)
The class was very informal and open. The tutor was generally neutral,
which was good, as he could act as a moderator in the discussions.
Everyone was free to air their opinions and there was usually good debate.
It’s a lot better than pastoral (school pastoral classes) when they try to do
something similar but they can’t because it’s far too structured, whereas this
was flexible. (M, C, 3)
I thought that the atmosphere was great because it was so laid back. That
made the sessions more productive - people felt they could voice their
opinions quite freely. There was a great rapport between the tutor and the
students - a good level of mutual respect and humour. (F, C, 2)
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Group D
Total number of students - 23
- 8 Females
- 15 Males

Table 11: Responses of the students in Group D to the ‘closed questions’ within the
PPCE evaluation document

Total number of completed evaluations
Female
Male
Number of students who responded “yes”
to the question “Did you enjoy the
citizenship course ”?
Number of students who agreed that the
tutor:
Treated them with respect
Challenged them to argue their case using
evidence and informed opinion
Encouraged them to demonstrate tolerance
and awareness of the viewpoints and
experiences of other people
Number of students who thought that if
sixth formers were offered the opportunity
to enrol on a citizenship education course it
should be:
1 period per week
2 periods per week
More than 2 periods per week

17
6
11
17

17
17
16

14
1
2

The evaluations of the students in this group reflected a collective desire to enrol on the
programme in order to learn and understand more about social, political and cultural issues.
Indeed, in response to Question 1 (Why did you sign up for the citizenship course?) the
majority of these students provided answers that demonstrated a commitment to furthering
their knowledge and understanding of citizenship issues. Of the six female responses, only
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one mentioned the ‘study area’. As regards the male contingent, only three students from
eleven cited the ‘study area’ or their UCAS form as a motivating factor for their particpation
in the PPCE - Question 1 - Why did you sign up for the citizenship course?

I was interested in its content and I felt that I had opinions that I wanted to
share. (M, D, 8)
I thought it would be interesting to learn more and discuss about current
affairs. (M, D, 4)
I thought it would be an interesting way to learn about citizenship and other
people’s views on the issues. (M, D, 6)
I thought it would be interesting and it also got me out of the study area. (F,
D,3)
I was interested and wanted to find out more about the classes. (F, D, 4)
I thought it would be interesting to find out other people’s points of views
and perspectives on the issues discussed. (F, D, 6)
It was another way to spend a free period away from the study area and it
was something to w rite on my UCAS form. (M, D, 2)

One of the things that had proved most intriguing in this group, from a teacher-researcher
perspective, was that the teacher-student relationship had taken a significant amount of time
to become established. The trust and mutual respect that eventually developed could be
considered essential to the success of the programme. However, the sheer size of this group
(with over twenty participants) made the quick establishment of an intimate atmosphere of
interaction difficult. The possibility that the predominance of male students in this group
would create a dynamic that was entirely different to that of the other, more balanced groups
was also considered. Therefore, the questions and responses that are most illuminative in the
context of this group differ slightly to those from the Groups A, B and C. There is more focus
on the questions that pertained directly to the relationship and rapport between teacher and
student, and how the students felt this relationship contributed to their enjoyment of the
programme.
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The students had high expectations of the PPCE. This was reflected in their answers to
Question 2 (below).
Question 2 - What did you expect to gain from the classes?
As with other groups, there were some students who did not anticipate gaining very much:
Very little but I thought I might be fun. (F, D, 2)
Not very much. (M, D, 9)
However, they were in a minority. Most of the other students had a definite idea of the
benefits and the skills that they expected to acquire through participation in the PPCE.
A wider understanding of social issues, and to find common ground with
the other students. (F, D, 6)
I felt I would gain more knowledge and a better understanding of the topics
that the class raised. (M, D, 1)
To learn more about other people’s views and to give me insight into
relevant social and political issues. (M, D, 3)
I expected to gain a better knowledge and view of other opinions on
different topics. (F, D, 4)
Given this quite specific outline of what they had expected to gain from particpation, these
students seemed satisfied that the PPCE met their expectations.
Question 4 - Did the class meet your expectations? Explain your answer.
Yes, I found it beneficial, and it was interesting to find out the perspectives
of other members of the class on these issues. (F, D, 6)
The class met my expectations. It was a discussion that allowed people to
raise their opinions and to find out those of other students. (M, D, 1)
Yes, all of the students took part in an informal discussion that helped to
give all of us knowledge about political and social matters that affect us.
(M, D, 3)
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Yes, I wasn’t disappointed at all. 1 found it interesting and good humoured.
At the same time, I found the classes to be informative, and encouraging.
(F, D, 4)
Some students were not as convinced, however that the PPCE had delivered what they
thought it would. This female student, for example, thought that the class would be fun and
help her to respect the views of other students. She also thought that the classes would be
“formal and boring”. Thus, her assertion that “in some ways” the class met her expectations
could be considered as a criticism! She outlined her main reasons why:
The class was maybe more informal than I thought it would be but I felt a
lot of people in my class didn’t talk enough. (F, D, 3)
However, despite her disappointment, this student felt that overall she had enjoyed the
sessions, and in response to Question 6 {Did you enjoy the citizenship course? Ifyes, can you
give the main reasons why?) she explained why:
It was informal so I felt I could talk openly. I respected the tutor and my
classmates more than in any other subject. (F, D, 3)
Indeed, all of the students in this group who completed evaluations indicated that they had
enjoyed the course. Here is a selection of their explanations as to why:
It was good humoured. (M, D, 11)
It was fun, the teacher was good, and it was interesting. (M, D, 5)
It was different and interesting. (M, D, 9)
Because I was able to participate, I felt that I had an opinion, and often in
other classes I just sit there! (F, D, 1)
The following responses seemed to confirm the suspicion that after an inauspicious start, the
PPCE had proved extremely popular with this group:
After the beginning, it picked up and became very interesting and by the
end of the course I wanted the class to last longer. (M, D, 2)
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Although it was strange at the start getting used to it, I found that it made a
comfortable environment in which we all could express our opinions freely.
(F, D, 4)
It was quiet to begin with, but later on it became really enjoyable and
informative. (M, D, 6)
It was quite different from all my other classes with no pressures placed on
me and it gave us an opportunity to discuss issues we don’t in other classes.
(F,D, 2)
It was important to ascertain the extent to which these students felt that the opinions and
arguments that they volunteered in the classroom situation were valued. It was only in the
latter stages of the programme that this group really began to come into its own, and the
students started to demonstrate energy and enthusiasm in relation to the discussion of these
issues. It is possible to suggest that this change was due to a combination of two factors firstly, that the themes in the latter half of the PPCE proved more engaging and intrinsically
interesting for the students. Secondly, that assiduous efforts to make the students in this
group believe that their points of view were worthwhile (and that they were crucial to the
direction and effectiveness of the group and the programme) had convinced them to trust
both the teacher and their fellow students. As far as the respect between the students and the
teacher-researcher was concerned, the replies to Question 9 illustrated that the students felt
on a personal individual level that the PPCE had succeeded in making them feel that their
arguments and opinions were valued.
Question 9 - Do you feel that the tutor valued your arguments and opinions? Why?
Yes, he did not discourage anyone, particularly not me and I felt very happy
with it. (M, D, 2)
The tutor definitely valued my viewpoint. (F, D, 6)
Yes, I was encouraged to develop my opinions and explain them. (M, D, 8)
Yes, he always seemed very interested in what I had to say and why I felt it.
(F,D, 1)
Yes, he let me express my opinions without stopping me. (M, D, 11)
Yes, everyone’s opinion was valued which was good. (F, D, 2)
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Yes, I felt that the tutor valued everyone’s arguments and opinions. (F, D,
3)

From the responses of the students in this group, it was apparent that by the second half of
the PPCE the students were also finding that the topics motivated them more to get fully
immersed in debates. All but two of the students, in response to Question 10 (What theme
within the course did you find most interesting and/or enjoyable?) offered Northern Ireland
(which had take up Sessions 5 and 6 with this group) as their answer. Another two students
thought that Session 7 had been the most enjoyable.

The majority of the students also

recommended (in response to Question 11 - Should sixth formers in your school be offered
the option of enrolling in this type of course? Why?) that students at post-16 level in their
school should be given the chance to volunteer for a citizenship education course. This was
further confirmation that these students felt that they had benefited from the experience of
participating in the PPCE.

Question 11- Should sixth formers in your school be offered the option of enrolling in this
type of course? Why?

Yes, I think they would all be challenged by the course and would enjoy it.
(M, D, 3)

Yes, it was interesting. (M, D, 9)

Yes, it’s far more valuable than general studies. (M, D, 8)
Yes, because it is a useful exercise and it good to find out how other pupils
feel about social and political issues. (F, D, 6)
Yes, definitely. (F, D, 1)
Yes, I think it should, because it is very interesting and is more constructive
than a free or study period. It is informal, I learned a lot from it and I really
enjoyed it. (M, D, 2)
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The students in this group also felt that the PPCE had helped them to understand social,
cultural and political issues more than they had done before they enrolled on the course.
Thus, the interactive process that was utilised, which was largely discussion-based, seemed
to enable the students (within a comparatively short course) to develop understanding of a
range of relevant and accessible social, cultural and political issues.
Question 12 - Do you feel that you understand social, cultural and political issues any better
than you did before you enrolled on this course? Explain your answer.
I felt that this class enabled me to understand why there is conflict between
different cultures, and political issues. (F, D, 5)
Yes, especially about Northern Ireland. We discussed different viewpoints
that widened my horizons. (M, D, 10)
Yes, as we discussed many issues in depth. (M, D, 6)
Yes, I was particularly interested in Northern Ireland. Political issues
confused me but I was interested in them within Northern Ireland. I now
have a greater understanding of the political and social situation in Northern
Ireland. (M, D, 8)
Yes, it gave me an insight into other people’s views on these issues and a
more clear understanding of why some issues have arisen and the wide
range of views about political, social and cultural issues. (F, D, 2)

In concluding the analysis of this group, it is again worthwhile including a selection of
responses to Question 15. This question offered all of the students the opportunity to provide
a comprehensive evaluation of the PPCE. Many students (mostly male) in this group did not
complete the last question, which suggests again that the male participants in this course felt
uneasy when confronted with the task of engaging in an assessment of the course that
required them to express themselves openly and freely. This was not the case for all of the
male students, but for the most part it was the female students who provided the most
detailed and considered evaluations.
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Question 15 - Describe, in your own words, the way(s) in which the tutor delivered, or
taught, the course. In this summary you should include everything that you think is relevant,
such as: teaching style, suggested improvements, criticisms, comparisons and so on. In this
section you are free to write anything that you want in relation to the delivery of the
citizenship education course.

The teacher taught the course well, keeping it fair and respecting everyone’s
opinions. He involved the class and included all the students. He kept it fun
and had good things to say. There are no real improvements that I can think
of. It was good fun and interesting class. (M, D, 5)
I thought that the classes were very informal and there was a laid back
atmosphere. This worked and it helped me respect other students in my
class and the tutor. The tutor was very friendly and genuinely seemed to
care and be interested in what we thought. (F, D, 3)
It was good, informal and friendly. These made us feel more comfortable
expressing our views. (M, D, 10)
I think the tutor was really good, and he made you feel comfortable in his
classes and he never pressurised you into voicing your opinion if you didn’t
want to. When teaching he treated you as an equal and not someone to talk
down to as some teachers often do. He didn’t think your opinion was naive
or immature if you didn’t understand the topic discussed. He valued our
opinions and was always interested. He was very approachable when
teaching and I never felt embarrassed when I was saying what I thought. I
really enjoyed these classes. (F, D, 1)
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Group E
Total number of students - 17
-12 Females
- 5 Males
Table 12: Responses of the students in Group E to the ‘closed questions’ within the
PPCE evaluation document

Total number of completed evaluations
Female
Male
Number of students who responded “yes”
to the question “Did you enjoy the
citizenship course ”?
Number of students who agreed that the
tutor:
Treated them with respect
Challenged them to argue their case using
evidence and informed opinion
Encouraged them to demonstrate tolerance
and awareness of the viewpoints and
experiences of other people
Number of students who thought that if
sixth formers were offered the opportunity
to enrol on a citizenship education course it
should be:
1 period per week
2 periods per week
More than 2 periods per week

14
10
4
14

14
12
13

4
10
-

In analysing this group from the perspective of the students that were involved, it was
immediately apparent from the table that two of the fourteen students (a higher proportion
than in any other group) did not think that they had been challenged to argue their case using
informed opinion, and one female student (the only one from all of the groups) felt that she
was not encouraged to demonstrate tolerance and awareness of other viewpoints. From the
teacher-researcher perspective, this had been a cautious and quiet group, but was largely
productive and enjoyable. However, it is possible that within such an ostensibly tolerant
environment, dissent or disillusionment with the PPCE could have been suppressed. If this
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was the case, the anonymity of the student evaluations offered students the chance to outline
any criticisms that they had of the course.

As far as the motivation for participation in the PPCE was concerned, a small minority of
students cited the UCAS form as a reason for participation. Only one of the students in this
group mentioned the study area, and the fact that there were many students who were
intrinsically interested in this type of innovative discussion-based course was again evident.
Question 1 - Why did you sign up for the citizenship education course?
To get involved in contentious discussions which can be interesting. (M, E,
1)

To be involved in discussion because I like arguing. (M, E, 2)
For an addition to my UCAS application. (M, E, 3)
Because I thought it would be interesting to discuss subjects that are usually
avoided. (F, E, 3)
I thought it would be interesting and would be a chance to discuss more
controversial topics that are usually glossed over. (F, E, 6)
I signed up for this because I thought it would be interesting. (F, E, 8)
To get out of study. (F, E, 9)

Two students, one male (M, E, 4) and one female (F, E, 10) had no expectations in terms of
what they wanted to gain from the class. Other students, however, were united in their desire
to acquire knowledge and understanding of citizenship education issues through participating
in the programme. Indeed, some of the female students wanted to learn about the specifics of
‘citizenship’ as a subject.
Question 2

-

What did you expect to gain from the classes?

I wanted to learn about citizenship. (F, E, 8)
Knowledge and understanding of citizenship. (F, E, 9)
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These students were less precise, but they still anticipated a teaching and learning
environment in which the free interchange of student viewpoints and opinions would be of
primary value:

An insight into the views of other students and a chance to express my own
opinions on matters affecting us all. (M, E, 3)
A better understanding of my own opinions and a view into the opinions of
other students. (F, E, 6)
To get an insight into other students’ opinions and their thoughts on
different things. (F, E, 7)

Acknowledging that from the teacher-researcher perspective this group was somewhat more
reserved than the others, it is salient to note the format that the students expected the sessions
of the PPCE to take. The reiteration of the words “formal” and “informal” was again
apparent (as it had been in the other groups). As has been noted previously within this
chapter, ‘formal’ in the students’ lexicon seemed to allude to a type of classroom
environment in which there was a more traditional and clearly defined teacher (authority
figure) and student (passive learner) relationship. Clearly viewing the PPCE as a chance to
become involved in something that was a departure from this restrictive ‘formal’
arrangement, the students in this group had extremely positive aspirations in terms of the
teaching and learning methodology that would be employed within the sessions of the PPCE.
They believed that it would offer an attractive level of‘informality’ and flexibility.
Question 3 - What did you expect the classes to be like?
Challenging, informative, interesting. (F, E, 5)
Committed arguments with other students over controversial topics. (M, E,
2)
Informal with everyone involved in discussion. (M, E, 3)
General discussions on topical issues. (F, E, 8)
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Informal, flexible and fun. (F, E, 2)

Not all of the students in this group articulated a view that these expectations were met by the
PPCE. Some were very approving:
Question 4 - Did the class meet your expectations?
Yes, it made me think about subjects that I wouldn’t usually think about,
and encouraged me to have an opinion, and not sit on the fence so much. (F,
E, 5)
Yes, it did. I had high expectations and was looking forward to lively debate
and a more relaxed atmosphere which is exactly what I got. (M, E, 3)
Yes, we talked about many different aspects of citizenship education. (F, E,
8)
Yes, I thought that the debates were better than I thought they would be as
everyone was given an opportunity to express their views. (M, E, 2)
Yes, the topics we talked about were fun and interesting. (F, E, 9)
However, the response of a female student to this series of questions was worthy of particular
attention. Her evaluation displayed an initial lack of interest in the PPCE. She enrolled to
“waste a period”, and she restated as an answer to question four that she “didn’t have any
expectations”. This suggested that this student was totally discouraged and demotivated.
Whilst it was not apparent from a teacher-researcher perspective that any of the female
students in this group had displayed overt antipathy towards the course, this student’s sparse
completion of the evaluation suggested that she felt that the PPCE had been extremely
disappointing.

Question 11 was again illuminative in the context of this group. It revealed the level of
support among the students in this group for the extension and expansion of a course of
citizenship within the sixth form in their school. These students were unanimous in their
views that a course of citizenship education like the PPCE should be offered to all sixth
formers (Year 13 and 14) in the school. The detail provided within many of the responses
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reflected the level of certitude and conviction that the students had that such a course would
prove valuable to all students in the post-16 sector in their school.

Question 11- Should sixth formers in your school be offered the option of enrolling in this
type of course? Why?

Yes, I think that it provides a useful forum for debate and allows students to
express their views openly. (M, E, 1)
Yes, because I think that it is very useful - not only is it educational in the
sense that you learn about different matters but you also learn different
viewpoints on those matters. The class helps you to be able to argue points
and to appreciate both sides of the argument. (F, E, 4)
Yes, I think it is educational and of interest to most people as there is a wide
range of issues talked about. (F, E, 8)
Yes, because it gives them the chance to argue and express their view on
many topics. (F, E, 9)
Yes, because it’s interesting and useful. (M, E, 2)
A lot of the students in this group found the Northern Ireland theme the most
involving, but many of them also articulated the view that they had enjoyed all of the
themes equally. Acknowledging that from the teacher-researcher perspective the
students in this group had sometimes appeared cautious within group debates, their
replies to Question 14 were particularly relevant. These responses showed whether or
not the students thought that the PPCE had assisted them in improving their selfconfidence and in the construction of debating and discussion skills. Their replies are
worth noting because they confirm the challenges that this type of citizenship
education course presents for the interactive teacher, in terms of promoting and
advancing the self-confidence and self-esteem of the students. Two female students
suggested that the PPCE failed to help them to improve their skills of debate and
discussion.
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Question 14 - Do you think that the citizenship education course helped you to develop your
debating and discussion skills? Ifso, how?
No, not really, but that’s my own fault because I didn’t take the opportunity
to participate as well as I should. (M, E, 3)
I’m generally a quiet person and I really don’t like speaking out in class
therefore the course only helped me a little bit in this area. Although I
would say that the other students developed their skills better. (F, E, 7)
Whilst it is possible to argue that some students were unused to a situation in which they are
actively encouraged to contribute to the pace, direction and content of the class, these
students represented, in many ways, an extremely important section of the student population
that enrolled on the PPCE. It is possible to argue that extra effort has to be made in the
context of the delivery of a programme of citizenship education, to find a methodology that
can bolster the self-confidence and esteem of students.

The majority of students in the group found that the PPCE contributed to the development of
their debating and discussion skills.

Yes, I now feel more confident in expressing my views in a group situation.
(F, E, 3)
Definitely, as I said before it has helped me to take other opinions into
account in order to form a well-rounded view on an issue. (F, E, 4)
Yes, it certainly gave me a bit more confidence to speak out during debates.
(F, E, 5)
Yes, it helped me to speak out more and develop my argument. It also
helped me to be less shy and to be confident about expressing my view in
front of everyone. (F, E, 9)
Yes, because the whole class was involved in talking and discussing the
issues. (M, E, 1)
I feel that it enabled me to express my views to others. (M, E, 2)
Yes, it allowed you to form and express viewpoints. (F, E, 10)
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The responses to Question 15 (the open evaluation) within this group were the shortest
amongst all of the groups, but only three students (two female, one male) did not complete
this question. The responses affirmed the need for a course like this in school, and they often
included some very generous and personal praise. It is worth noting, that two of the students
in this group (M, E, 3) and (F, E, 7) who felt that they had not acquired the confidence within
the group to contribute as much as they would have liked, offered very positive overall
evaluations of the PPCE (although (F, E, 7) thought that the course should have sought to
cover a wider range of topics).
Question 15

-

Describe, in your own words, the way(s) in which the tutor delivered, or

taught, the course. In this summary you should include everything that you think is relevant,
such as: teaching style, suggested improvements, criticisms, comparisons and so on. In this
section you are free to write anything that you want in relation to the delivery of the
citizenship education course.
The course was taught with enthusiasm, patience and it seemed that the
course was also enjoyable to teach. The approach of letting us do most of
the discussion and carrying the class forward, along with choosing our own
direction was a revelation compared to what I am normally used to. Overall,
this was a great course, and it’s only a pity that it didn’t last any longer. (M,
E, 3)
I thought the tutor’s delivery was really good. The tutor made the class very
informal and relaxed, unlike my normal classes in school. It was really a
discussion class more than anything else. I think everyone felt they could
say whatever they wanted and the tutor challenged their opinions, making
them explain themselves. We were encouraged to leam about other people’s
opinions. I don’t really have any criticisms, although maybe we could have
discussed a slightly wider range of topics. (F, E, 7)
One male student offered this criticism:
My class was just frustrating. I thought it was too large and with less people
maybe people could get to express their views more deeply and would
become more interesting. (M, E, 4)
This class was quite large and perhaps a greater level of balance in terms of gender would
have ensured that this male student felt less frustrated. It was disappointing that this male
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student felt that the PPCE had not proved engaging or worthwhile. The majority of the
students in this group, however, seemed genuinely glad that they participated in the PPCE.
The class was informal and relaxed. We were encouraged to present our
own opinions on topics that arose. (F, E, 1)
The class was relaxed and infonuative and it was interesting. (M, E, 1)
The tutor was a good tutor and the course was enjoyable. He managed to
create a relaxed atmosphere for the class, and keep the discussion going
when people were quiet. Everyone’s opinion was valued, but no one was
forced to speak if they didn’t want to. The course was really good and I
thought it was well taught. (F, E, 2)
I really enjoyed the course and found it very worthwhile. The teaching
style was very informal. (F, E, 4)
The tutor was able to talk to us on our own level which made us more
relaxed, and more likely to give our opinion or discuss. He encouraged us to
discuss by asking controversial questions that we could have a strong
opinion about. (F, E, 5)
The class was taught in a relaxed way where everyone could talk openly
about their opinions and views. It was taught in a sensitive way in which
issues that might have caused offence were treated with care. Overall I think
the class was run well in an informal but educational way. (F, E, 8)

Conclusion
No evaluation of the PPCE would have been credible without a significant and substantial
reflection of the experiences of the students. Without student support for a programme of
citizenship education at this level, it is possible to argue that it would simply prove
unworkable. In this case, the student evaluation of the PPCE proved to be overwhelmingly
positive. In devising the programme, and recruiting volunteers, the sheer numbers of students
keen to become involved was surprising in itself (as noted in Chapter 6). Furthermore, the
student evaluation process (the completion of detailed evaluation documents upon the
conclusion of the PPCE) showed that an almost total majority of the students found the PPCE
to be an extremely worthwhile experience. Many of them offered thoughtful and considered
reflections on the many different aspects of the programme, and there was only a minority of
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criticisms in regard to the make-up of the student groups and, on occasion, the dominance of
particular strong personalities during student discussions. However, there was clearly strong
support amongst the post-16 students in Tobermory Grammar School for the introduction of
this type of citizenship education course, which offered the students an opportunity to
become enthusiastically involved in meaningful political, social and cultural debate and
discussion aimed at generating rational understanding and consensus. Similarly, the majority
of the students expressed clear support for a student-centred teaching and learning
environment that assisted them not only to acquire confidence and self-esteem, but also
improved and increased their knowledge and understanding of a range of social, cultural and
political issues. From the perspective of the students involved therefore, the thematic
structure and the student-centred, discussion-based pedagogical approach of the PPCE
proved to be an effective and enjoyable way of promoting and developing critically informed
debate and discussion in relation to a wide range of citizenship issues.
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CHAPTER 8

‘ILLUMINATIVE EVALUATION’ AND POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

This chapter offers an ‘illuminative evaluation’ (Parlett and Hamilton, 1972) of the data
collected as part of this study that seeks to demonstrate the value of interactive, studentcentred pedagogical strategies and relevant theory in relation to a citizenship education
course at post-16 level. This evaluation provides an interpretation and a synthesis of major
theoretical positions that were discussed within Chapter 2 - those of Bruner, Gardner, and
Habermas. It is intended to inform the design and delivery of a discussion-based programme
of citizenship education for post-16 students within Tobermory Grammar School. In the
wider context, it is possible to argue that such an evaluation can also have transferable
practical implications for other educational institutions in Northern Ireland that are involved
in the provision of citizenship education at post-16 level.

Student-centred pedagogy and citizenship education for post-16 students

The student-centred teaching methodology employed as part of the pilot programme of
citizenship education (PPCE) within Tobermory Grammar School indicated the value of
Bruner’s theories (1966; 1996), particularly his insights into the ways students learn and
develop the capacity for understanding in a classroom context. It could be considered to be
extremely important in relation to the effective delivery of citizenship education to post-16
students. The non-compulsory nature of this stage of education suggests the need for teachers
to attempt to ensure that students are motivated and willing to engage in meaningful and
active dialogue. In 1966 Bruner discussed the idea of the “will to leam” in ‘Toward a Theory
of Instruction’. Bruner claimed the fundamental significance of an intrinsic desire to leam
which existed within all students. This intrinsic motivation was one that did not “depend
upon reward that lies outside the activity it impels” (Bmner 1966: 114). The rewards,
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according to this argument, for students participating in schemes of education, are not
necessarily in narrow instrumentalist objectives of examination success or the improvement
of potential career prospects. It could be argued that in the context of statutory schooling in
the United Kingdom, government has, perhaps, made the assumption that young people
cannot be persuaded to embrace the value of education for education’s sake. However, the
majority of students enrolled on the pilot programme of citizenship education (PPCE) in
Tobermory Grammar School did so because they perceived it as an opportunity to find
enjoyment in the debate and discussion of social, cultural and political issues that was
oriented towards the achievement of greater understanding. There was no examination or
formal assessment as part of the PPCE, although detailed evaluation took place. In
instrumentalist terms, the students had little to gain from volunteering for the course. Whilst
a minority expressed a desire to join the course in order to be able to list their involvement on
their university entrance application forms, it is possible to suggest that they were simply
succumbing to the enormous pressures of the post-16 educational culture to which they
contribute.

Similarly, the articulation by a small minority of the students that they enrolled in order to
avoid study periods does not necessarily have to be perceived negatively. That the school
enforces the regulation that students in the post-compulsory sector of education have to go to
a specially designed ‘study area’ in order to revise or complete written work is a matter for
the SMT. What it does highlight, however, especially given the views expressed by the post16 students in the course of this research (that they loathed the study area and found it totally
unproductive), is the impact of external pressures on school policy. ‘Significant others’
operating within the educational culture of the school combined with increased external
pressure on the school to produce impressive examination results have arguably diminished
the opportunities for both teachers and students to foster an ethos of interactive teaching and
learning that is aimed at achieving student enjoyment and understanding. As Gardner (1999)
argued, in the school context there can be many obstacles to designing a process or course
that is aimed at achieving student understanding. In Tobermory Grammar School, it could be
argued that designing a programme of citizenship education on the basis of a detailed and
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rigid content-based curriculum might ensure that the objective of ‘curriculum coverage’
negates the possibility of student enjoyment and understanding.

Bruner (1966) argued that curiosity to learn is a predisposition common to all students.
Policymakers involved in the design and delivery of citizenship education would surely want
to support the intrinsic desire of post-16 students to seek rationally constructed understanding
of social, cultural and political issues. Citizenship education could also be promoted on the
basis that it offers a forum in which maturing young people can collectively satisfy their
curiosity to learn. The responses of the students in Tobermory Grammar School showed that
regardless of their expectations of the PPCE, the majority of participants found it to be
enjoyable and fun, and a worthwhile educational experience. The students did find
gratification in acquiring competence and understanding through rational and open discourse.
Perhaps too much in modem educational culture precludes this type of environment in its
unrelenting focus on examination success. It is possible to suggest that enthusiasm for
creating a course that the students can really enjoy should be high on the list of priorities for
those involved in citizenship education at post-16 level.

As Bruner (1966) argued, the desire to achieve competence cannot be overlooked. Many of
the students on the PPCE who felt that student-centred active dialogue was outside their
realm of post-16 experience (especially those who felt that the subjects that they studied did
not offer the chance for debate) were seeking to improve their competence in communicating
with others and in discussing salient citizenship issues in a rational and informed way. For
teachers who might be involved in the delivery of citizenship education, it is possible to
suggest that they should seek ways in which to constmct and offer a citizenship education
course that underlines the importance of student-centred and student-directed discussion.
This course could be aimed at encouraging young people in the school to become part of a
process that satisfies their desire to leam, from one another as well as from the teacher.

The interactive teacher is encouraged to make assiduous efforts to cultivate an open and
liberated teaching and learning environment, in which there is a mutual trust that facilitates
the exchange of often controversial and sensitive opinions. Bruner’s (1966) concept of
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reciprocity - the acknowledgement of the deep need amongst young people to work together,
with their peers, in order to reach a common objective - is particularly pertinent in the
context of creating and maintaining a course of citizenship education aimed at achieving
student understanding. It could be considered an essential feature of an effective citizenship
course at post-16 level. This reciprocity is required for students to attain the collective goal of
developing rational, intersubjectively established understanding of social, cultural and
political issues. As Bruner (1966) noted, the exercise of this reciprocity is its own reward.
The PPCE employed a type of teaching and learning dynamic in which “discussion is the
vehicle of instruction” (Bruner, 1966: 126). In terms of implementing an effective
programme of citizenship education at post-16 level, policymakers within Tobermory
Grammar School might note that the students can be motivated to participate in a citizenship
education course that offers them an opportunity to explore, through dialogue, social, cultural
and political issues. It is possible to argue that the ‘will to learn’ only becomes problematic
under contrived circumstances in which an inflexible and fixed pre-defined curriculum is set
that demands both coverage and a form of inappropriate didacticism linked to a narrow
examination based ‘evaluation’ (Bruner, 1966).

The ‘culture of education’ (Bruner, 1996) is another important consideration for the school.
Within Tobermory Grammar School, it is possible to suggest (on the basis of the views
expressed by teachers in interview) that the traditionalist paradigm of teaching is perhaps no
longer as durable as it once was. However, the pressure of examinations at post-16 level has
forced teachers to be cautious in their preparation and delivery of a pre-determined
curriculum. Extending the argument about the role of ‘stakeholders’ in the school
community, Gardner (1999) argued it is important to acknowledge that the role of these
‘stakeholders’ (parents, school governors, important citizens within the local community,
local government organisations, and the state government) is central to the effectiveness of
the introduction of a programme of student-centred discussion based citizenship education.
Indeed, the support of these stakeholders, both financial and intellectual, can help to ensure
that the introduction of a student-centred, discussion-based programme of citizenship
education at post-16 level is made much easier.
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"Appropriate conditions" (Bruner, 1996: 52) can also be considered central to the
establishment of an effective process of student discussion and debate. The attitudes
expressed by the students (both within the interview process and the PPCE) demonstrated
that the relationship between the teacher and the students is key in creating these conditions.
Mutual trust and respect are essential. It was apparent during the PPCE that as the teacherstudent relationship developed, the students began to appreciate the value of a process of
collaboration, and to realise that knowledge and understanding could be shared. Bruner
(1996) provided a discussion of the pedagogy of developing intersubjective interchange
between learners. In the context of the PPCE, this type of pedagogy (encouraging students to
exchange ideas and discuss concepts) was of crucial importance in attempting to foster
student understanding. The PPCE also utilised elements of the Teaching for Understanding
(TfU) framework (Blythe, 1998). The PPCE aimed to help students to define and achieve
appropriate goals of understanding, and attempted to assist them in improving their capacity
to use the skills of debate and discussion to illuminate new problems. There was no attempt
during any stage of the PPCE to encourage the students to learn and recite facts. The problem
of the ‘correct answer’ compromise (Gardner, 1999) was avoided due to the intersubjective
nature of the students’discussion. Themes were key to the effectiveness of the PPCE. Indeed,
the entire curriculum was organised around themes. The generative issues, topics and
questions within these themes were designed to be relevant to the students, and were used as
a framework for developing student discussion.

Discussion-based citizenship education at post-16 level - A Habermasian perspective

The theories of communicative rationality and social action (discussed in Chapter 2) were
also extremely important in the construction and delivery of a discussion-based programme
of citizenship education at post-16 level in Tobermory Grammar School. Indeed, it is
possible to suggest that the concept of communicative rationality offers a social and
educational rationale for the establishment of citizenship as a core feature of the post-16
curriculum that is congruent with the pedagogical principles espoused by both Bruner and
Gardner. Habermas’s (1984) Theory of Communicative Action has sought to highlight that
both rationality and irrationality are permanently manifest in people’s everyday social
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intercourse. Citizenship education provides an opportunity to establish a permanent forum for
young people to become involved in a discussion of the social and political issues that
determine the state of their government and society. The group discussions of the students
involved in the PPCE were aimed at emancipatory knowledge, and the development of a
rational perspective on the nature of societal structures that can represent an opportunity for
conflicting groups to be culturally and politically reconciled. To suggest that this is a highminded aim for a simple programme of education is arguably a dismissal of the potential
value that citizenship education offers in relation to the improvement of society in Northern
Ireland and beyond. The PPCE (both from the teacher-researcher perspective and the
perspective of the students involved) demonstrated that in Tobermory Grammar School the
implementation and maintenance of a specialised communicative relationship between the
teacher-researcher (or ‘tutor’) and the students was important in creating a dynamic of open
debate and discussion.

This relationship constituted a redefinition of the teacher’s role, based largely on the removal
of the trappings of austere utilitarian authority that can prove counter-productive to the
establishment of a course aimed at generating student understanding, particularly at post-16
level. In Tobermory Grammar School, the teachers interviewed professed their support for
moving toward the incorporation of student-centred discussion-based methodologies within
their everyday lessons, and within any prospective course of citizenship education. As far as
this school is concerned, it is therefore unfair and somewhat naive to lay the blame for the
lack of social and educational transformation at the door of the teachers. It could be argued
that the agencies of government responsible for educational policy and initiatives at the
macro level should be encouraged to embrace the undeniable need for social and educational
change. Citizenship education for post-16 students should not be based on encouraging
young people to accept that they are “driven” within a matrix of learning outcomes. Nor
should it seek to compel students to view themselves simply as a ‘taxpayers’ or ‘community
members’ without first providing them with the opportunity to establish a rational definition
of what those terms mean.
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A citizenship education programme based on interactive discussion-based teaching methods,
underpinned by a conceptual commitment to the establishment of communicative action and
rationality, arguably provided the students of Tobermory Grammar school with an
opportunity to do this. In the context of a reshaped teacher-student relationship the students
were encouraged to bring deeper insight and reflection into the pursuit of social and political
understanding. For them this offered an increased amount of educational and social
autonomy. According to Habermasian theory, it represented emancipation, and an increased
amount of rational self-control. The process of continual verbalisation afforded the students
the chance to engage in a programme of education that sought to promote the value of the
force of ‘better’ argument. The concepts of communicative action and rationality are
congruent with the theme of Socratic education that has informed interactive educational and
pedagogical theory throughout history (including that of Bruner). As Bernstein (1985: 12)
argued, “Socrates in his words and deeds embodies the basic conviction that there is a type of
self-reflection that can free us from the tyranny and bondage of false opinion (doxa)”.
Habermas can be located within this Socratic tradition through his linkage of self-reflection
and dialogue. Habermas (1984) stressed that it was only through dialogue that a person could
achieve genuine self-understanding. This is a concept that is also supported by Gardner’s
theory of the personal intelligences (Gardner, 1985). A course of citizenship education that is
based on the primacy of dialogical exchange can provide an opportunity for students to
engage in this kind of self-reflection at an important early stage of their personal and social
development.

Habermas (1984) was trying to capture for his model of communicative rationality the
construction of an ideal speech situation (ISS) in which people can resolve all disagreement
and conflict through a mode of communication that is completely free of compulsion and
coercion (Pusey, 1987). After delivering the PPCE to the post-16 students in Tobermory
Grammar School, it is possible to argue that policymakers and teachers involved in
citizenship education should attempt to create the type of classroom dynamic that fosters the
free exchange of student opinions, and in which only the force of better argument is regarded
as a reconciliation of conflict and the establishment of social and political and cultural
‘norms’. The imposition of teacher attitudes and opinions, perhaps regarded by more
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conservative members of the teaching profession as absolutely necessary in order to eradicate
the ‘wrong’ that they believed was inherent in the attitudes of young people, is no longer an
appropriate or conceptually justifiable method of encouraging young people to act as
responsible, informed citizens. Teachers can instead attempt to develop a level of
communicative competence that enables students to master the methods of construction
needed to engage in dialogue. It would be difficult to justify the value of a requirement that
schools and teachers merely design and implement a content-driven traditionalist model of
citizenship education that ignores the central importance of speech and student-directed
discussion. Habermasian theory pointed to the primacy of language in creating social
consensus and agreement between two or more speaking and acting subjects. It would be
insufficient to suggest that the didactic process of closed questioning and response would
even approach anything close to an ideal speech situation.

As was evident from the student evaluations, a lot of students in Tobermory Grammar School
valued the PPCE because they enjoyed engaging in constructive argument on a range of
social, cultural and political topics. For Habermas (1984: 18), argumentation referred to the
“type of speech in which participants thematise contested validity and attempts to vindicate
or criticise them through argument.” Habermas (1984) provided three analytical elements of
argumentative speech: argumentation as a process, as a procedure, and as the production of
cogent argument. This type of constructive argument can be encouraged within a course of
citizenship education, as it invites students to challenge one another’s viewpoints, and to
respond with persuasive counter arguments. It is important to note, however, that this does
not constitute a suggestion that the only knowledge that exists is that which is created within
a group dialogue. As Bruner (1996) noted, all knowledge has a history. A discussion-based
course of citizenship aimed at creating understanding rests on the students within the course
reconciling the views that they bring to the group, where possible, and which are premised on
their existing knowledge and beliefs. It is, in effect, a process that seeks to bridge the gap
between personally held beliefs and opinions and justified, rational knowledge and
understanding. The rational consensus that can be achieved through this type of teaching and
learning dynamic can be regarded as justified knowledge because it has been subjected to
sustained scrutiny (in the form of informed counter claims and arguments from other
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students, facilitated by the teacher) and has been tested by the best available evidence, which
the students have sought out to support their own points of view and arguments (Bruner,
1996).

Student discussion, in the context of the PPCE, created and sustained social relationships,
premised on the open exchange of opinions. Conflicting viewpoints were ameliorated by the
power of superior argument. This, in Habermasian terms, is referred to as critical ‘discourse’.
It involves the suspension of action so that students can mutually question their most basic
assumptions. White (1995: 238) argued that discourse must “ be a structure that is immunised
in a special way against repression and inequality”. This immunisation can be established
through the creation of a set of principles for students and teachers that are designed to
ensure equality, freedom, and fairness within a citizenship education course. No student with
the competency to offer their opinion or argument can be excluded from discourse; every
student is allowed to question and introduce an assertion as well as express his or he
attitudes, desires and needs; and no student should be prevented, either by internal or external
coercion or manipulation, from exercising these rights (White, 1995).

As Pusey (1987) argued, the universal skills of communication that students (and all people)
are provided with are a gift, a means to create for everyone a better society. Citizenship
education, specifically at post-16 level, can seek to incorporate a critical social theory that
attempts to put rationality and communication between citizens at its epicentre. In examining
the empirical data that emerged as part of this study, the value of the processes of discussion
and debate was obvious. It met with the overwhelming approval of the students. Their
evaluations showed that reaching an understanding (Verstandigung), particularly with other
students, was often their key concern. The PPCE also showed that if provided with the
opportunity, students can demonstrate a positive inclination towards the wider goal of
acquiring genuine social and political understanding, mutual respect, tolerance and empathy.
They also seek to achieve a rational consensus through discussion. Policymakers should note,
however, that attempting to design a pseudo - communicative situation in which consensus is
coerced through recourse to extraneous or imposed cultural, social and political norms would
be artificially achieved and socially worthless. This would represent what Elabermas
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described as “systematically distorted communication”, capable only of creating belief
systems that maintain a legitimacy that cannot be validated if subjected to rational discourse
(Held, 1980). The students in this school valued being empowered to direct the classes and
steering the discussions and debates in order to produce agreement, as already noted. Whilst
a minority of students expressed rather instrumentalist reasons for volunteering for the PPCE,
it is not necessary for policymakers to convince students that such reasons are the only
available benefits from participating in a scheme like this. As was shown by the responses in
the evaluation, despite some students initially expecting to gain only narrow benefits from
the course, most felt that the most significant advantages from becoming involved in the
course were those related to the development of discussion and debating skills, and an insight
into social, cultural and political affairs that was based firmly on a significant understanding
achieved through student dialogue.

In developing a theory of communicative rationality, Habermas attempted to liberate social
theory from the instrumentalist notion that all individuals define themselves simply
according to the benefits (usually fiscal) or the cost of his or her actions. As Pusey (1987)
argued, theories like this provide no explanation of individual identity as a socially
constructed concept, or the extent to which individual actions are socially co-ordinated. It
could be argued that programmes of citizenship education built exclusively around
instrumental action (zweckrational), oriented only to individual success (in an educational
context, this ‘success’ might be reflected in examination results or progression to a
generously remunerated career) would be inadequate in the context of citizenship education
at post-16 level.

Designing a citizenship education course that is based exclusively on fostering what
Habermas described as strategic action (instrumental actions oriented towards success over a
rational opponent with competing interests) would arguably simply perpetuate a model of
social, political and cultural action that values utilitarian concepts of society, and that has
already established pride of place within Western capitalist societies (Pusey, 1987). Within
education, an exclusive focus on this type of strategic action can emphasise the idea of
competition with others, encouraging students to embrace an adversarial social disposition. It
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retains little place within its scope for understanding of social and political problems, and
how to reconcile them for the improvement of everyone. The development of a programme
of citizenship education aimed at developing understanding through the use of an interactive
discussion-based pedagogical methodology can perhaps help to avoid such a narrow
conception of society. It is not enough simply to reflect that young people represent an
increasingly disaffected and disparate section of the community. If the old certainties and
customs of the modem age are to disintegrate inexorably, it need not be that the new society
has to be locked within the Weberian ‘Iron Cage’ (Weber, 1930). Citizenship education
offers educational providers the opportunity to be at the forefront of attempting to build an
educational system and society that is characterised and defined by an all-encompassing
communicative rationality that is aimed at social agreement and harmony. Nowhere in
Western Europe is this need more pressing than in Northern Ireland, which coincidentally, is
also at a crucial stage in terms of its political and social self-reformation. This study,
particularly the attitudes of the young people expressed in interview situations and within the
different groups of the PPCE demonstrated that the process of modernisation, educationally,
socially, culturally and politically, offers potential for rationality, understanding and
agreement achieved through communication.

Citizenship education, post-16 students and Tobermory Grammar School - Policy
recommendations

As has been carefully noted throughout this study, the analysis and illuminative evaluation
that emerged as part of this case study of Tobermory Grammar School are not designed to be
simply ‘generalisable’. It is essential to acknowledge that each and every educational
institution that wants to provide citizenship education at post-16 level contains its own
unique educational culture. Parlett and Hamilton (1972: 11) described this culture as the
“learning milieu”.

The learning milieu represents a network or nexus of cultural, social,
institutional, and psychological variables. These interact in complicated
ways to produce, in each class or course, a unique pattern of circumstances,
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pressures, customs, opinions, and work styles which suffuse the teaching
and learning that occur there. (Parlett and Hamilton, 1972: 11)
Thus, the policy recommendations that are made in this section of the chapter are directly
applicable only to Tobermory Grammar School. However, as has also been noted within this
study, it is hoped that the analysis, illuminative evaluation and theoretical underpinning
within this case study can inform the design and delivery of a prospective citizenship
education course of post-16 citizenship education in Tobermory Grammar School, and also
provide valuable lessons, ideas and transferable educational and wdier theoretical principles
for policymakers engaged in citizenship education at both the micro and macro level in
Northern Ireland.

The general policy recommendations provide an appropriate conclusion to this study. It
should be noted here that policy recommendations are not designed simply to reflect
negatively on teachers within Tobermory Grammar School or in the wider school context.
There would be little dispute that in the modem era teachers are overloaded with tasks, some
of which are demand skills not considered during their ‘training’, and often are overworked.
This was evident in many of the teacher interviews, when several teachers expressed the
view that citizenship education might only be possible if they are given the time, resources
and training to implement it. However, it is possible to argue that there are teachers in the
school who would embrace the opportunity that citizenship education provides for the
establishment of a new ethos of teaching and learning at post-16 level. As Young (1989: 96)
noted, there is a “tug of war” going on within education (at both government and school
level) between those who support the objectives and the rationale of autonomous student
learning, and those who are seeking to retain models of traditional pedagogy. Indeed, Wilkins
(2001: 17) has noted that in recent years successive British governments have been hostile to
a “progressive (generally egalitarian, socially-transformative) approach” within education.
Traditional pedagogy values the certainty and inflexibility of a pre-decided curriculum,
which does not stress the importance of the students’ judgements in the post-16 sector, but
instead is measured (using continual evaluation and correction) against the type of imposed
models of valid responses that could be argued to represent systematically distorted
communication (Habermas, 1984). This type of classroom dynamic, based on the evidence of
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the research within Tobermory Grammar School, seems unfeasible in the context of an
effective course of citizenship education. It would fail to get the required support from the
students.

It suggested that in the continued absence of any firm proposals for a discrete programme of
citizenship education at post-16 level in Northern Ireland, policymakers in Tobermory
Grammar School should immerse themselves in the detailed construction of an optional and
discrete course of citizenship education for all students in the post-16 sector (Year 13 and
14). There is clearly the space within the post-16 timetable to offer an optional discrete
citizenship education course should the SMT want to make such a course available. At least
one period per week can be provided for the citizenship education course for each and every
group of students involved. In terms of the numbers of the groups, it is possible to
recommend (based on the experience of teaching the PPCE) that each group should be
composed of twelve to fourteen students, with a maximum of sixteen students per group.
These groups should ensure, as much as possible, an equal balance of male and female
students. An example of a group with between twelve and fourteen participants, with an
almost equal balance of male and female participants, was Group C of the PPCE. This was a
group that, from both the teacher-researcher and student perspective, succeeded in creating
an open forum for enthusiastic student dialogue and discussion and which proved hugely
productive, effective and enjoyable. Fewer than twelve students within a group can make
consistency and continuity potentially difficult, and hinder the development of an appropriate
environment for student discussion and debate, particularly if absenteeism is taken into
account. A group that is too small can also have a negative effect on the diversity of
viewpoints within the debate. Similarly, too many students within a group (as with Group D)
can make the creation of personal and individual relationships within the student group (and
between the tutor and the students) very difficult. These relationships could be considered
central to the establishment of a classroom dynamic in which the students feel respected and
trust both one another and the teacher. An imbalance of male and female students (such as
with Group D, male dominated, and Group E, female dominated) can make the dynamic of
student interaction more difficult to establish. It would be more desirable for the school to
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design groups that provide a balance of male and female students, not least because of the
differing opinions and standpoints on citizenship issues that they offer.

It is also suggested that the SMT should resist the temptation to present a citizenship
education course simply as a tool of strategic action. Whilst participation in such a course
might appear attractive to universities, the Inspectorate, or employers, students can be
encouraged to recognise that the appeal of such a course is the opportunity to become
involved in a meaningful student-centred discussion of salient social, political and cultural
issues. As Young (1989: 118) noted, the act of the students entering into debate or argument
in order to reach an understanding is the act of a rational person both linking and exposing
his or her “own rational processes with and to those of others”. It is a chance for students to
assert their own rationality as important and independent members of society. It could be
considered essential that an appropriate motivational dynamic be established that encourages
students to develop the confidence for participation within group discussion. It could be
argued that in developing an environment in which open and rational discussion is
encouraged, teachers can assist students to escape from the tyranny of imposed meaning
(Giroux, 1981). Teachers in the school involved in any prospective programme of citizenship
education can be encouraged to foster critical teaching and learning. In this context, it is
important that they resist the notion that authoritarian teacher-control, in the utilitarian
conceptualisation, is capable of producing the kind of environment that can achieve
widespread student interest, or productive and rational student dialogue.

It is argued that an instrumentalist and strategically oriented programme of citizenship
education, that is unlikely to receive discrete status, should be avoided. Including a linear
path to examination-based assessment within any package of citizenship education might
also prove counter-productive. Indeed, it is suggested that attaching an examination to
citizenship education at post-16 level might make the construction of a course committed to
progressive student-centred rational discussion untenable. The pressure of examinations and
associated curriculum or syllabus coverage can force teachers to engage in the mere
“transmission” of knowledge. The pressure from external agencies with an investment in
examination achievement (parents, governors, local community) can also force the school to
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conform to a mode of non-reflexive teaching and learning. Similarly, the empirical evidence
suggests that the students in Tobermory Grammar School would be less inclined to enrol for
an examination-based course that would invite extra pressure. A crucial aspect of the PPCE
was the enjoyment of the students in seeking, through largely student-directed discussion, to
engage in open argument and debate that was aimed at the establishment of fuller
understanding.

It is argued that in the context of citizenship education, content is rather less important than
some teachers in Tobermory Grammar School might have thought. A key element in the
development of a discussion-based, student-centred programme of citizenship education is
the design of themes and generative questions that provide a non-restrictive framework in
which discussion can take place. It is suggested (based on the experience of designing and
delivering the PPCE) that for the most part flexible themes prove conducive to the
establishment on an interactive discussion-based dynamic. It is important to note that it
would be unworkable (and unattractive to the students) if a course were devised without any
conceptual or thematic parameters. However, unlike the PPCE, in which the teacherresearcher took the initial responsibility for outlining all of the themes of the course
(although significant modifications were made collaboratively with the students during
delivery), it is recommended that the teachers and students in the school consult with one
another during the design of a citizenship education course in order to ensure that it is
inclusive of those social, political and cultural issues that the students find interesting and
intriguing. It is possible that there are those within the school (or with vested interest in the
curriculum of the school) who are resistant to the idea of reflexive, critical teaching and
learning, and to the school’s support for a course that is in part based on the interests of the
students. Gaining their support for this type of course before it is implemented is an
important consideration (Gardner, 1999) and the SMT in Tobermory Grammar School would
be well advised to do all that it can to convince these ‘stakeholders’ that discussion-based
student-directed citizenship education at post-16 level is a valuable optional course for the
students. In a critical and rational citizenship education course, it is suggested that the
students should be given the opportunity to discuss and debate potentially controversial
social, cultural and political issues. A reaffirmation of the centrality of ‘norms’ that are
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validated by a teacher could undermine the objective of the development of intersubjectively
established consensus.

A citizenship education course also offers a forum for the rational deconstruction of
instrumentalist career objectives that have often been universally applied within the school,
without due consideration of the varied abilities of all of the students. During the PPCE, this
issue was frequently raised. Many students felt that they were being pushed into accepting
certain career goals that they felt were incongruent with their own aspirations, and that failed
to acknowledge or value the individuality and autonomy of the students as young people. It is
suggested that discussion and debate of the concepts of career, intellectual potential and
employability should be encouraged within the framework of any citizenship education
course. In this way, the students can critically reflect on the relevance and nature of various
career options. This can, perhaps, assist in helping the students to feel that they have been
empowered, both collectively and individually, in terms of establishing career aspirations
that fit the uniqueness of their skills and personalities.

Within the post-16 sector in the school, due to the increased pressure applied by government,
and due to the academic ethos of the school, there has been limited opportunity for courses of
education that emphasise the value of the interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligences
(Gardner, 1985) of the students. The perception of the students in the post-16 sector is that
teachers regard students who display proficiency in examinations as the most valuable
members of the school community. A non-examined student-centred course of citizenship
education at post-16 level offers the young people of the school a chance to develop and
improve their interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligences. For the students involved, a
citizenship course designed to implicitly value such abilities offers them an opportunity to
reflect positively on themselves regardless of academic achievement, and can be considered
central to the advancement of their self-esteem and self-confidence. Teachers in the school
should be encouraged to cultivate this type of personal knowledge and understanding
amongst the students. It is important to note that, within the constraints of examination-based
pressure, the teachers in Tobermory Grammar School have attempted to develop a caring and
intimate ethos that stresses for all of the students that they are valued members of the school
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community. There are some students in the post-16 sector, however, who expressed a view
that a minority of teachers in the school displayed a negative and hostile attitude to students
who did not fit a specific mould, particularly in relation to the desire students expressed to
pursue certain career options outside the expected pattern.

Students at this stage of their education can be offered more room to develop as rounded
individuals, and the implementation of a programme of citizenship education aimed at
fostering critical reflection and communicative rationality provides an opportunity for the
school to offer that opportunity. The educational sector, specifically schools such as
Tobermory Grammar and other institutions with large cohorts of post-16 students, can be
charged with the task of building an ethos that places students at the centre of the equation.
Far from being required to transmit infonnation pertaining to governmental structures and
government-sponsored social ideals, it is possible to argue that schools should assist students
to become critically reflective, informed members of society who understand social, cultural
and political issues, and crucially, who understand that social and political conflict can be
ameliorated by communicatively rational discussion in which the force of better argument
can prevail. In Tobermory Grammar School, the teachers who were interviewed agreed
(sometimes passionately) with this objective. Members of the SMT within Tobermory
Grammar School also displayed some positive and inventive ideas in terms of reforming the
wider processes of teaching and learning, so that students are offered the maximum
opportunity to develop as people.

The teachers in the school who were involved in the interview process considered the support
of the SMT essential to the success of citizenship education. Energy and determination on the
part of the SMT can help to ensure that the teachers and students in the school embrace a
prospective citizenship education course. There is little value in imposing the responsibility
for teaching or facilitating the course on staff members who are reluctant to acknowledge the
merits of a student-centred and student-directed programme. There can be little doubt that
examination-based subjects are a priority for teachers in the school. After all, they are
evaluated on the basis of the examination results that their students achieve. It would be
unrealistic to expect the school to de-emphasise entirely the importance of examinations.
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particularly at post-16 level. For this reason, it is suggested that in relation to the construction
and delivery of an innovative and challenging course, the school should only seek to involve
those teachers who express a keen desire to be included. Coercing reluctant teachers to
deliver the course would be simply expedient and arguably largely unproductive. Having
interviewed many of the teachers who might be expected to be involved in citizenship
education, it clear that the school would have little difficulty in attracting sufficient numbers
of skilled teachers to assist in the design and delivery of the course.

Teachers in the school need adequate preparation for delivering this type of course. It
requires that they are enthusiastic about encouraging students to direct discussion and debate.
The ability to deliver a course like this is certainly within their professional capabilities.
There are teachers in Tobermory Grammar School from the humanities and social science
subjects who argued in an inten/iew situation that they already utilise student discussion as a
key element of their pedagogical strategy. Despite this, a student-centred course of
citizenship education would still be a significant change for many. It would be removed from
the pressure of examination and thus would require teachers to adapt their approach. There
would be no ‘set curriculum’, at least not in terms of a content-heavy process that reverts to
the transmission of knowledge through giving ‘notes’, or that would encourage the teacher to
cast themselves in the role of the experts by giving lengthy OHP or PowerPoint
presentations. Rather, such a course takes a modular format, with the key themes and
generative questions within each module (perhaps 8-10 sessions) collaboratively established
with the students at the beginning of each term. Each group of students is unique, and the
discussion that each group produces is also unique. In terms of a discussion-based, studentcentred citizenship education course, it suggested that the accumulation of routine ‘resources’
could be a futile and pointless process, with no direct impact on the students. Recourse to the
distribution of content-driven resources (particularly on a repetitive basis) is incompatible
with a course that places dialogical student exchange at its core. To make policy initiatives
such as this possible, support from the SMT for the teachers who are directly involved is
absolutely necessary. They would not be required to regularly assess enormous amounts of
written work of the students, and could instead premise their evaluations of the progress of
the students within each group on the range of skills and understanding that the students have
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manifestly developed through participation. This can be done in three ways - firstly, the
teachers who deliver the course can meet regularly to compare their experiences of the
course, and to share information pertaining to good practice. Secondly, they can discuss the
progress of the course from their perspective with student representatives within a staffstudent consultative committee. Thirdly, they can use a short evaluation questionnaire after
each module.

In terms of the maintenance of the citizenship education course, it is possible for a
collaborative committee of both teachers and students to meet on a regular basis to assess the
value of certain approaches and methodologies, as well as themes and topics. This committee
can take a form not dissimilar to that of joint staff-student consultative committees that
function within universities. It offers staff members and students an ideal opportunity to
discuss the progression of the citizenship education course. The committee can assume
responsibility for planning and evaluating the course, and collaboratively establish a
statement of its main aims. Such aims might help to dispel the anxieties of any teachers who
are anxious in case the course lacks cohesion. The committee can also plan a programme of
themes and generative questions before the start of each module/term. It is important that the
mandate of the teacher, as a professional classroom educator, is clear and undeniable. A
committee should not be designed to provide a challenge to that mandate, but rather to ensure
that the course can satisfy and retain the intrinsic interest and enthusiasm of the students.
Representatives of the students can relay to the teachers aspects of the course that prove
enjoyable and effective in developing understanding and consensus through discourse. The
teachers can request from the students not only this feedback, but can also discuss any
problems in terms of student attendance or discipline and make it incumbent upon the student
representatives to ensure that those who volunteer for the course attend regularly. It is argued
that this type of committee can reinforce the perception of the students that the school is
committed to the introduction of a programme of education that is a complete departure from
the format of compulsory subjects. A committee can also communicate to both teachers and
students that there is dual, collaborative ownership of the course. The exact form and
organisation of the committee would obviously be a decision for the SMT.
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It is envisaged that this committee would eventually become a self-contained unit, with
regulations and procedures (for example, in relation to the expected conduct of students in
class) established as a result of student-teacher negotiation. These procedures might help to
eradicate any anxieties that parents or other ‘stakeholders’ in the school might have in
relation to the introduction of a new course. It should be made clear that a citizenship
education course is not aimed at the removal of individual teacher authority or responsibility,
but rather its redefinition. In effect, a joint staff-student committee constitutes an experiment
in democratic education and curriculum management. Post-16 students would be granted the
autonomy and the respect that they crave, but they would also be expected to embrace the
opportunity to become more involved in the maintenance of an important element of their
curriculum. As part of an open and transparent process, teachers would be entitled to request
that the committee would deal with potential discipline issues. In this way, the rights and
responsibilities of both staff and students would be safeguarded. For example, a student
accused (by a teacher) of deliberate absenteeism or negative and disruptive behaviour within
one of the groups could be afforded the right to attend a meeting of the staff-student
committee to explain and defend his or her actions. Any consequent sanctions or punitive
measures for errant students would have to be agreed upon by a consensual majority of
teachers and student representatives. The onus would thus be placed on the student
representatives to act in a mature and informed manner; eschewing notions of favouritism or
factionalism in order to perform their duty as student representatives. The advantage of such
an approach would be that students accused of disruptive behaviour cannot simply dismiss
the disciplinary process as unfair or unjust. Rather, sanctions would be imposed that reflect
not only an egalitarian and consensual democratic process, but also the censure of both
teachers and representatives of the student’s peer group.

As McLaughlin (1998) noted, granted in an American educational context, it can prove very
difficult for policy to change practice. Change within an educational environment is a
problem of the smallest unit. That is why it is argued that the school should adopt a firm
position in relation to the introduction of citizenship education at post-16 level. It is
suggested that only teachers with positive attitudes towards making student-centred,
citizenship education a key facet of the post-16 curriculum should be involved in the project.
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In devising policy, the SMT might note that the interpretation of policy by teachers is central
to achieving educational transformation. McLaughlin (1998) argued that collective
commitment and determination to embrace policy objectives and strategies is essential to
generate the effort and energy needed to ensure that a project is successful. Often, the
determination of teachers is contingent upon appropriate support, from both management and
students. This support and feedback can assist the process of effectively engaging the post-16
students in a meaningful discussion-based course of citizenship education. The location of
post-16 citizenship education within a school department might provide adequate support,
but it may also subject the programme to the pedagogical practices and conceptual norms of
that department. It could lead to the isolation of citizenship education, as other teachers in the
school come to regard the course as the responsibility of only one school department.
However, there is no reason why citizenship education cannot be a cross-departmental
subject. It could be argued that citizenship education, as a discrete subject in the post-16
curriculum, should not necessarily be limited to the interest of humanities or social sciences
teachers. There might be teachers from other subject areas within the school who have an
interest in contributing to the course. At least until the subject becomes a compulsory feature
of the national curriculum, the establishment of a new ‘citizenship education’ department is
unnecessary. However, a virtual citizenship department with a designated co-ordinator can be
provided for, involving the teachers who volunteer to deliver the course to the students, albeit
during school hours. Teachers need to be allocated space within the timetable to meet and
review their approaches and methodologies for delivering the course. This is an important
feature of an effective course of citizenship education. It provides an opportunity for teachers
to share and exchange good practice, and to monitor their own progress and the development
of their skills and confidence in delivering the course to the post-16 students.

It is suggested that the teachers directly involved in the delivery of the course should be
given recognition for their professional enthusiasm. Like students, teachers also need
acknowledgement of their efforts, and their confidence and self-esteem needs recognised. It
could be argued that if a citizenship education course does not seek to encourage the
professional development of teachers, and the cultivation of their skills in helping them
become excellent facilitators of discussion, then it will be ineffective. Teachers need clear
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and firm ideas on which to base their practice. To an extent, the PPCE might serve a useful
purpose as an exemplar of the kind of discussion-based course that can be attempted in the
sixth form. In addition to this, the SMT can also ensure that training is provided for teachers
involved in the delivery of a citizenship education course. Regardless of their experience and
skill, a course of this type represents a departure from examination-based classes, in terms of
pedagogy, and crucially for some also in terms of the nature of the subject.

The school might seek the assistance of external discussion group experts. These experts
would not necessarily have to come from education, although professionals with extensive
experience of discussion-based methods within an educational context would be of obvious
benefit. Therapists who have worked with young people are an example of professional
practitioners who are often involved in offering group-based dialogue that deals with
sensitive and often personal issues. They have a lot to offer teachers in relation to creating a
secure atmosphere of openness, honesty, trust and respect, not least the different types of
insight that they would bring to the facilitator’s perception of young people, and how young
people respond in certain situations. Experts of this type could offer a lot of valuable training
to teachers. Teachers could be trained to adopt methods of classroom facilitation that are
conducive to informed, critical student discussion (Rudduck, 1986). Students can be invited
to participate in trial classes, run by both the external expert with the teacher present, and by
the teacher with external experts in attendance. The students and the teachers can then
exchange views on what methods they believe are effective. Resources, such as videos of
discussion-based classroom practice could also supplement training.

As has been mentioned before, the students in Tobermory Grammar School indicated some
reservations about the structure and process of careers education provision within the school.
At post-16 level, therefore, a course of citizenship education represents an opportunity for
students to discuss concepts of careers and employability - providing an opportunity for them
to openly express their career aspirations without fear of censure or coercion. This would not
necessarily be a direct replacement for careers education - the responsibility of university
entrance and personal interview would be beyond the remit of such a programme. It can,
however, represent an important feature of a reconstructed Careers Department. It is possible
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to argue that citizenship education offers students an opportunity to consider careers,
university and employability from a student-oriented, discussion-based perspective. The
cross-departmental citizenship project can be charged with fusing elements of careers
education and citizenship education, and also give a focus to pastoral initiatives at post-16
level.

Conclusion

Tobermory Grammar School has an excellent opportunity to implement a programme of
citizenship education for its post-16 students that is aimed at educational and social
transformation. There is no doubt that the teachers who are likely to be involved in such a
project have the necessary skills and adaptability to provide an excellent forum for the
students to engage in constructive, consensus-oriented rational discussion. If teachers are
convinced about the need for this type of course, and seek to make it as effective and as
enjoyable for the students as possible, it is argued that the school could enhance its reputation
in the educational community in Northern Ireland. For a grammar school to be at the
forefront of change, both in terms of the way in which a curriculum is constructed and
offered, would deflect criticism that such schools are by definition traditionalist and
conservative. Innovative planning and implementation would demonstrate that it is entirely
possible within this school, and by implication other schools and colleges within the
education system in Northern Ireland, to provide effective and enjoyable student-centred,
discussion-based citizenship education for post-16 students.

Suggestions for further research

The variety of pathways for students in post-16 education and training in Northern Ireland
(and indeed, the UK as a whole) presents many potential opportunities for further
investigations of citizenship education and pedagogy within the post-16 sector. It is hoped
that both the methodological approach and the theoretical framework within this case study
of Tobermory Grammar School can provide assistance and direction for policymakers and
researchers seeking to evaluate student-centred, discussion-based courses of citizenship
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education in other post-16 educational contexts. Within Northern Ireland, there is the chance
for research to be carried out that examines this type of course in the wide range of schools
that provide post-16 education. Other co-educational non-denominational grammar schools
and co-educational denominational grammar schools would provide obvious points of
comparison. Similarly, there is a setting for research projects that analyse the significance of
discussion-based pedagogy and citizenship education for post-16 students and teachers
within single-sex schools (both denominational and non-denominational). An investigation
into the impact of this type of course in an integrated school setting could prove extremely
worthwhile. It is suggested that attempts could be made to evaluate pilot programmes of
discussion-based citizenship education over the course of a full academic year, particularly
those that include both Year 13 and Year 14 students.

Furthermore, researchers might want to become involved in the evaluation of developmental
programmes of discussion-based citizenship education within Colleges of Further and Higher
Education, which represent an educational context in which post-16 students are enrolled on
a diverse range of courses - traditional academic, vocational, and work training. It is also
suggested that Colleges would provide researchers with an excellent chance to assess the
attitudes of both teaching staff and post-16 students towards the implementation and
maintenance of a voluntary course of student-centred, discussion-based citizenship education
that seeks to foster critical social, cultural and political discourse.
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APPENDIX 1: POST-16 CITIZENSHIP ADVISORY GROUP
‘CITIZENSHIP MATRIX’
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Citizenship Matrix

Citizenship for 16-19 year olds in education and training

APPENDIX 2: QUESTIONS FOR TEACHER INTERVIEWS
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Politics and citizenship education

How far do you think your own subject area goes in making students aware of other cultures,
and in promoting values congruent with a modem, democratic society?

How would you respond to those that argue that citizenship education, with a particular
emphasis on political literacy, should be an important part of the curriculum at post-16 level?

How much, in your opinion, are your students politically aware? Are they politically literate?

“The school is an inappropriate environment for the discussion of sensitive political issues”
How far do you agree with this statement?

What does the term “citizenship education” mean to you?

In your view, have CCEA briefed teachers well about developments in the area of citizenship
education?

What do you think should be included as part of any citizenship education programme?
Why?

Who do you think should take responsibility in your school for ensuring that citizenship
education is successfully implemented and developed within the curriculum?

Teaching methods

How would you describe good classroom practice, in relation to the discussion of political,
social or cultural issues?
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How do you view the concept of student-centred, interactive teaching, in which students are
the focus of the lesson, and in which discussion, debate and discovery are the key elements of
the lesson?
How would you respond to the argument that this type of teaching is a necessary and
fundamental part of teaching about political and social, citizenship issues?

Lastly, how would you respond to being asked to teach citizenship education?

Would you like to make any other comment that you feel you have not been given the
opportunity to mention?
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APPENDIX 3: QUESTIONS FOR POST-16 STUDENT INTERVIEWS
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Questions for post-16 students

How important do you think teaching young people about politics and citizenship are? Is it,
in your opinion, as important as teaching Maths or English? Why?

How would you react if, as part of your timetable from next year, you spent one or two
classes per week learning about political, social and cultural issues, and other issues like
crime, the law, policing, human rights and racism?

Would you find a citizenship education class interesting? Should the school make it
compulsory for all students in the post-16 sector?

Do you think that there are any subjects in which you already learn about political and social
problems? If so, which ones?

What do you think are the qualities of a “good” teacher?

How important do you think the attitude of a teacher would be in the context of an effective
class of citizenship education?

Do teachers in your school attempt to ensure that you, as students, are given the opportunity
to get involved in debate and discussion? How?

In your view, how valuable are debate and discussion in terms of your own learning?

How much do debate and discussion help you to understand a subject?

Do you enjoy discussion? Can all students be encouraged to participate?

In your opinion, what is the best approach for a teacher to adopt if he or she is trying to make
a class interesting and enjoyable for post-16 students?
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How fair would it be to say that in order for post-16 students to learn something, a teacher
must ensure that you spend a lot of time taking notes?

Do you think that in the context of a post-16 class students require “discipline”? Why?

Why do some people argue that in school you should spend most of your time in class either
listening to the teacher or involved in a written task? Are they correct to think this?

What strategies would you recommend for a teacher involved in the delivery of a citizenship
education class to post-16 students?

What type of lesson, regardless of subject, do you find the most interesting and enjoyable?
Why?
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APPENDIX 4: PILOT PROGRAMME OF CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION
(PPCE) DISCUSSION SHEETS
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Session 1

Introduction to the themes of ‘politics ’ and ‘society

’

Dear Student,

You are very welcome to this, the opening session of the pilot programme of citizenship
education (PPCE). Thank you for volunteering, and I hope that you enjoy all of the sessions
of the course. In this first session, we will be attempting to familiarise ourselves with one
another, and will be hoping to begin an introductory group discussion of what the terms
‘politics’ and ‘society’ mean to you, as a young person. Do not be anxious if you feel you do
not know what these terms are, or have never encountered them before in a school context.
The aim of this session is to gently introduce all of you, regardless of your background, to
methods of discussing and debating the topics that you feel are relevant in the context of
these themes.

Below, a list of possible questions to prompt discussion is provided. You should note,
however, that these are just suggested questions. You are encouraged, where possible, to
pose and answer your own questions, as a group - attempting to link them to the theme of this
session.

As a group building exercise, we are going to tell each other a little bit about ourselves, and
then we can start to address the main topics of the session. You are encouraged to speak as
clearly and as loudly as possible. Do not worry about being nervous -over the course of the
porgramme, it is hoped that you will become very confident about speaking in a group
context.

Suggested topics for discussion

Does everyone else know more than me about politics?
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Is there one definition of ‘politics ’ and ‘society' that everyone agrees to?

Why should I be interested in politics?

What exactly is ‘politics anyway?
’

What is ‘society ’?

How does it relate to me?

Are young people an important part of ‘society ’? How?

How does ‘politics ’ influence the things that are important to me?
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Session 2

Social Issues

Last week’s discussion focused mainly on introducing yourselves to the ideas of ‘politics’
and ‘society’ - in terms of what they meant to you, as young people. During that discussion,
in all cases, it quickly became apparent that it was the subject of social issues that proved
most interesting, and in some cases most contentious.

These issues included crime, unemployment, education, equality of opportunity, anti-social
behaviour, the class system, wealth, social exclusion, housing, and the idea that hard work
equals success.

This week’s session therefore provides an opportunity for those issues to be debated in more
depth. Whilst each class concentrated on different aspects of the aforementioned issues, a
provisional agenda has been outlined below that should offer a comprehensive list of all of
the topics that were mentioned in every class. This should be regarded only as a provisional
list. Some groups will obviously choose to focus on different issues than others. You may
also add to the list of subjects that you want to raise.

The purpose of this discussion is to offer you a further chance to talk about these matters in
more detail, and to exchange ideas. Within this session, you can then identify things that you
believe constitute social problems. In doing that, we can then use session three to think about
constructing possible solutions to these issues.

Please find the provisional agenda for this week’s session attached.

Agenda for discussion - session 2

Unemployment
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Crime

The law

Antisocial behaviour

The class system

Wealth and equality of opportunity

Housing

Education

Social exclusion

Does hard work equal success?

Please feel free to contribute to this agenda any other issues that you think are relevant and
important.

Thank you for your continued attendance and enthusiasm.
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Session 3

Social, cultural and political prejudice

This week’s session is concerned with the discussion and debate of a range of issues related
to social, political and cultural attitudes. As with each session, all of you are encouraged to
contribute your views on these issues as much as possible.

The issues that are on the agenda for this discussion, as with previous weeks, are listed
below. These are based on the topics that were raised within the last week’s classes. You are
reminded that these topics only provide a framework within which discussion can take place.
Each student is free to introduce new issues that they think might prove relevant and
interesting for the group.

You are also encouraged to discuss these topics as w idely as possible, using examples where
you think they are appropriate, and attempting to set and answer questions related to the
issues. Many thanks for your continued attendance.

Discussion Agenda

Sexism

Gender issues

Racism

Religious bigotry

Class prejudice

Other forms of discrimination
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Session 4
The Media- analysing their impact on society, politics and culture

In this week’s session, the discussion and activity will be structured around the theme of the
media and their impact on society (in particular young people).

The mass media includes television, cinema, video and DVD, magazines and newspapers,
radio and the Internet, and CD-ROMs and music CDs.

This is designed to be a team exercise. Each team will include 3 students. The team will be
asked to select one of the questions from the list and use it as a basis for a presentation to the
rest of the class. If any team suggests a question of their own related to these issues that they
would really enjoy using for their presentation, they are encouraged to do so.

Each presentation will last around 5 minutes. It should include a well-planned and developed
answer to the question, and where possible, should use examples and resources to back up its
main argument. Each member of the team is required to be involved in the presentation.

The format of this session differs slightly. In place of a discussion agenda with suggested
topics, is a list of questions that can be used as a basis for a presentations.

Questions

Is it possible that the media entirely define people’s beliefs about the world, the community in
which they reside, their politics and their culture?

To what extent do the media influence your opinions? Give examples.

Can the media be responsible for promoting democratic values of tolerance, justice and
social unity? How?
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Is the media ever guilty of deliberately representing things or people, or entire political
communities in a biased way?

Do the media stereotype any social groups? How? Why?

Do the media influence politics and political decisions? How? Use an example to support
your argument.

Select any one of these issues, and suggest the way in which it is represented in any form of
the mainstream mass media: Race /Racism, poverty, social division, political division, war,
discrimination, bigotry, classism, sexism. You can use whatever examples you choose,
provided that they are relevant. For example, you can choose to focus on a particular
television series, a fdm, a radio programme, the newspapers, or a particular web-site.

In constructing your presentations, you should think about what the main point of your
answer is, and how, as a team, you can most effectively communicate that answer to the rest
of the students. A relevant selection of examples would undoubtedly be beneficial. You
should endeavour to think about both sides of the argument, weighing up the alternatives yet
also expressing the team’s personal view on the question. You should use the discussions that
your class had in sessions 1-3 as a basis for approaching these questions in a thoughtful and
critical way, attempting to articulate your views, as effectively and enthusiastically as all of
you have done in these previous sessions. It is important that everyone within the team has an
input into the design and the delivery of the presentation.
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Sessions 5- 6

Northern Ireland - Investigating political, cultural and social division
There is a wide range of issues to cover within this theme. In this session, a list of questions
(as opposed to a broader topic-based discussion agenda) has been offered as a framework for
discussion and debate. However, as with all of the sessions, you should feel free to raise any
question or issue that you feel has not been adequately covered. With your experience of the
previous five sessions, and the subjects that you discussed, you might start to link a lot of the
topics that have been covered previously with the issues in Northern Ireland.

Suggested topics for discussion:

Religious bigotry what is it and why does it exist?
-

Is it political, cultural or religious?

What can be done to eliminate bigotry or discrimination in Northern Ireland?

What can the politicians do?

Does politics have any part to play in healing division in Northern Ireland?

Do you think that the Agreement has provided a political solution to the problems of
Northern Ireland?

What is sectarianism?

What can be done to stop it?

Who is involved in promoting sectarian ideas?
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How can they be stoppedfrom doing so?

Why does conflict exist in Northern Ireland?

Is that conflict simply about religion, or has any part of it to do with culture, or even class?

Do you think that young people are generally more or less tolerant and respectful than older
people?

Do you think, generally speaking, that people from the two communities in Northern Ireland
associate with each other?

Could more be done to ensure that young people experience the culture and politics of the
other community, in order to try and understand each other?

What do you think the street violence in Belfast suggests to the world about the Northern
Ireland problem?

How is Northern Ireland portrayed within the media?

Have you experienced religious or political bigotry?

How did you feel about it?

How do you think students in your school would react to a person in the school that involved
themselves in bigoted behaviour?

Is sport divisive in Northern Ireland? How? Why?
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What do you think could be done to begin to solve the type of disputes between the two
communities in Northern Ireland that lead to street violence rioting?

Is rioting etc simply antisocial behaviour carried out in the name ofpolitics or culture?

Would you argue that discrimination according to religious or political affiliation takes
place in schools in Northern Ireland?

How important do you think it is to stop this type of behaviour in schools in Northern
Ireland?

What, in your opinion, could be done to try and ensure that the values of tolerance, respect
and cross-community co-operation are promoted within schools in Northern Ireland?
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Session 7

Ethical issues - Ethical social policy; global economics and ethics

In this session, we will begin a discussion of a number of ethical issues, in the context of both
social and economic policy. Within this session, you are encouraged to explore the topics
listed below, but as with every session, your own input is extremely important. The topics
listed below are therefore merely suggestions for this session, and you are all reminded that
you can engage in a discussion of any subjects that you feel are related to the theme.

Suggested topics for discussion:

British foreign policy

The war in Afghanistan

American foreign policy

The American war on terrorism; the detention ofsuspected terrorists

The ethics of war - can war be justified?

International crises and Western government responses- natural disasters in Africa; civil
wars in Africa; civil war in the Balkans;

Reactions of Western governments and societies to oppressive political regimes in other
parts of the world

Economic aid for impoverished countries- should Western societies do more to free Third
World countries from debt?
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International labour practices and the rights of the workers

The exploitation of workers - do young people deserve a better minimum wage?

Students and workers' right s- are young people well informed about their rights as
employees?

Global capitalism
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Session 8

Students as citizens
In this, the concluding session of the porgramme, we turn our attention to the issue of
students as citizens of both the school community, and as part of the wider community. As
with all of the sessions, full and frank discussion is encouraged.
You are encouraged to try and relate these issues to your own school experiences. Many
thanks for your continued attendance at these sessions, and for all your excellent work during
the programme.
Suggested topics for discussion:

Students as members of the school community - what rights do students have?

What rights do you believe they should have?

What are the responsibilities ofschool students?

Young people and democracy - do young people care about politics?

Should young people care about politics?

Is the role of citizen an important one, either within school or outside?

Is it important for young people to be aware of their democratic rights and responsibilities?

Should school prepare young people for employment? Does it?

Should there be more opportunity within the post-16 curriculum for students to discuss their
career choices?
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How important is it for school to help young people develop self-esteem?

How can schools help to develop the self-esteem of their students?

Should schools encourage post-16 students to set up a student council?

How important is Careers Education?
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APPENDIX 5: STUDENT EVALUATION DOCUMENT
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Student Evaluation Document

Four C7as5 (please circle): Mon PI

Mon P2

Your Gender, (please circle) Male

Mon P3/4

TuePS

Female

Question l - Why did you sign up for the citizenship education course?

Question 2 - What did you expect to gain from the classes?

Question 3- What did you expect the classes to be like?

Question 4- Did the class meet your expectations? Explain your answer.
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Wed PI

Question 5 - Circle the option below that you think most applied to the citizenship education
course.

The tutor treated me with respect

Agree

Disagree

The tutor challenged me to argue my case using
evidence and informed opinion

Agree

Disagree

I was encouraged to respect the arguments
of my fellow students
The tutor encouraged all of the students to
Demonstrate tolerance and awareness of other
Peoples’ viewpoints and experiences

Question 6 - Did you enjoy the citizenship
education course? (Circle your answer)

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Yes

If yes, can you give the main reasons why? (If ‘no’ go to question 7)

Question 7- only for those who answered ‘no’ to question 6
Can you give the reasons why you did not enjoy the course?
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No

Question 8 - Did the tutor encourage you to discuss your viewpoints openly in class? How?

Question 9- Do you feel that the tutor valued your argument and opinions? Why?

Question 10- What theme within the course did you find most interesting and/or enjoyable?

Question 11- Should sixth formers in your school be offered the option of enrolling in this
type of course? Why?
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If sixth formers were offered the opportunity to take a citizenship course, would you
recommend that it be: (circle your choice)
1 period per week
2 periods per week
More than two periods per week

Question 12 - Do you feel that you understand social, cultural and political issues any better
than you did before you enrolled on this course? Explain your answer.

Question 13 - Please indicate any topics that you feel should be part of a citizenship
education course that you feel were not included.

Question 14- Do you think that the citizenship education course helped you to develop your
debating and discussion skills? If so, how?
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Question 18 - Describe, in your own words, the way(s) in which the tutor delivered, or
taught, the course. In this summary you should include everything that you think is relevant,
such as: teaching style, suggested improvements, criticisms, comparisons and so on. In this
section you are free to write anything that you want in relation to the delivery of the
citizenship education course (you are encouraged to remember that these are anonymous).
Please write no less than 50 words.
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